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Introduction to Python

Python - Installation
Python - Syntax & Comments
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Python is a universal programming language developed by a Dutch Programmer called Guido Van Rossum in 1989 and released in 1991. Technically, Python is an
object-oriented, high level and interpreted programming language with high readability and extensibility. Python language still remains as a core language of all
programming languages because of its unique and simple syntax that allows the developer to write fewer lines than in other programming languages. Moreover, python

Python - Identifiers & Variables
Python - Datatypes
Python - Number

language supports modules and packages which helps in code reusability and program modularity. Python has many interfaces to many operating systems calls and

Related Tutorials

VIEW ALL

Python Installation & Set up

libraries.
Python programs run on an interpreter can execute a code line by line as soon as it is written which covers the quick prototyping. Python being a multi-paradigms
language enables the developer to adapt any style for scripting including procedural, functional, imperative, and object-oriented styles.

Introduction to Python

Python - String

●

Python Tuples

Procedural: follows a top to down or bottom to up line by line approach
Datatypes in Python

Python - Lists

●

Functional: follows function to function passing of data

Python - Tuples

●

Imperative: uses a sequence of statements to reach a result.

Python - Sets

●

Object-oriented: the technique of considering data and behaviors as an object
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The name “python” is a tribute to a comedy group called Monty Python by its developer who was a hardcore fan of this fun magic program.
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Have you ever thought about what makes python unique and special among programming languages? Python has a variety of features that makes it good at which are
listed below.
1

2

Readable: Python programs are easily readable as python has a simple syntax similar to the English language.
Portable: Python is a platform-independent language that allows the program to run on a wide variety of platforms like Windows, Linux, UNIX, and
Macintosh. Hence it is a cross-platform programming language.

3

Extensible: Python allows the developer to stretch the programming language by including user-defined codes or libraries or even other programming
languages.

4

Interpretable: The interpreter executes the python program line by line which makes it easy to debug.2

5

Integrable: Python can be integrated with other languages like C, C++, and Java, etc.

6

Object-oriented: Python supports the OOPs concept thereby allowing programs to be encapsulated into individual objects and classes.

7

High Level: Python is not a machine-dependent language. It allows the programmer to write codes close to a human language.

8

Large Standard Library: Python has a large and rich collection of libraries and modules which are also cross-platform.

9

Dynamical binding and Typing: Python allows both binding and typing at runtime rather than at compile time.

10

GUI Programming: Using python one can create Graphical User Interface applications.

11

Free and Open Source: Python and its codes are freely available in all official web addresses and anyone can modify it

Join Us
Contact mail...

When discussing python versions, there were many versions released from the date of release. However, currently, python 2.7 and python 3.x are the two popular
versions being used.

Python Application
Python language is used by many large companies like NASA, Google, YouTube, Netflix, Facebook, etc. because of its huge demand in the Rapid Application
Development field due to its dynamic binding and dynamic typing options. Hence, the Python programming language is extensively explored by scientists and
researchers for developing scientific and research applications. Other applications are:

Website Development

OS

GUI based desktop application

Gaming Applications

Computational and Scientific Applications

Python Programs for Absolute Beginners
Python programming language undoubtedly is the perfect choice for backend programming. Python tops the list and is widely accepted as the best programming
language to learn first. For absolute beginners, the Python programming language is a great starting point as its demand is huge and a lot of start-ups are using python
as their primary backend language. Python being a stable and trending language everyone is in a rush to acquire in-depth knowledge in this wonderful programming
language.
Last but not least, we should say that whether you are an absolute beginner or professional, you have reached the right place to learn the python programming
language. We, Learn eTutorials, address all concerns you have about python, like,
How do I start learning Python?
Is python easy to learn?
What are the basics of python programming languages? etc.

So let’s get started….
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sort the words in a string

check a number is prime or not

read the contents of a file

find sum of cosine series
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Python Installation & Set up

Python - Syntax & Comments
Python - Keywords
Python - Identifiers & Variables

In this tutorial, you will master how to install and set up python in your system. If you are a beginner and don’t know how to get started, this python installation and setup
tutorial is definitely for you. This tutorial will teach you to check the existence of python in your system and if not available, will guide you to address the questions like
How to install python for free, Which version of python should I install, What are the python installation commands to be used, how to set up the environment for python,

Python - Datatypes
Python - Number
Python - String
Python - Lists

etc.
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Python Oops - Classes & Objects

Now a day’s most PCs and MACs have python already installed. So initially we need to check if python is already there in your system or not by following the below
Python Dictionary

steps.

Python Directory

1. How to Check Python is Installed or Not

Regular expressions in python

Python - Tuples

For Windows
Python - Sets
Python - Dictionary

●

Open the command prompt on your computer by typing “cmd “in the search bar.
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Python - Basic Operators
Python - Decision making
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●

Simply type ‘python’ in your command prompt and you will get a screen like below if python is already available in your windows

Join Us

●

Contact mail...

If it is not there you will get a message showing python is internally and externally not available

For Mac/ Linus
●

type python –version

2. How to Download & Install Python for Free
If you cannot find python in your system, you need to download and install python for free using the below link and follow the steps which are clearly mentioned below.

●

Either click on this link https://www.python.org/downloads/ or use the link in any browser like google chrome, internet explorer, etc. which will open python's

official website.

●

Hover over the download tab and you will get a screen as shown below.

●

Choose your system, either windows or mac. We choose the windows here.

●

Now comes the question of which version of python should I install. We would suggest python version 3.8.3 which is the latest version

●

1

To choose a suitable version, you need to know about computer specification prior to downloading

2

To know about your system just right-click on the Start menu and then click on ‘system’.

3

An ‘About ‘window will open where you can find device specification and windows specification.

4

Under device specification, you will get system type which gives you the idea that whether your system is 32 bit or 64 bit.

5

You can choose your python version based on system type either 32 bit or 64bit.

Once the download is complete, run the .exe file to install python by clicking the Install Now button. Also, tick the checkbox (Add Python 3.8 to PATH)

underneath to automatically create a path

●

A setup progress screen appears to you and wait till it finishes

●

Finally, you will get a screen showing ‘Set up was successful’. To finish off you need to click the close button

●

Open the command prompt again and type ‘python'. If the installation is successful you will direct to python interactive shell

3. How to Set up Python Path
A path is an environment variable in OS which is used to specify a set of directories in a file system. All executable programs are located in directories. Below gives you
the example of a python path where the installation is a pdf document located in a folder called python which in turn is in a folder named Tutorial.
C:\This PC\Documents\Tutorials\Python\Installation.pdf
In order to establish a connection with the editor, we need to set up the path either automatically or manually. Nowadays automatic path setting is possible, However, If
the connection with the editor is missing you need to set up the path manually

●

Right-click on “my computer” and go to properties - then click on the Advanced tab where you can find the Environment Variables. This is done to set up

the path

●

Add the new path in the user variable section. Type Path as the variable name and set the path to the installation directory of the python as shown below.

●

Now the path is ready. Restart the command prompt and type python again to check if the connection is established successfully or not

●

If yes, the python interpreter shell will open where you can execute your codes

●

If not, check the location where python is installed and try the above steps again checking the path.

However, it is not mandatory to install python on your computer to learn this tutorial as we are providing the interactive python shell for hassle-free learning.
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Python – Syntax, Comments & Indentation

Python - Keywords
Python - Identifiers & Variables
Python - Datatypes

From the previous tutorial, we have learned to successfully install python in our system. So now let’s begin, to learn to write our first program in python and how to run it.
Apart from that, we will master some of the basics like what are comments and indentation and their significance in python. If you wish to be a proficient code writer then

Related Tutorials

this tutorial is for you.
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Python - Number
Python - String

Python Overloading And Overriding

First Python Program for Beginners

Python Inheritance
Python - Lists
Python - Tuples
Python - Sets

We can begin with a simple, yet easy program called “Hello World” python program which is always considered a beginners program for any programming language.
Python @Property Decorator

We can execute a program in 3 ways. They are:

Python Fundamentals - Keywords

a) Running python in Interactive Mode

Python - Dictionary

Interactive mode is always the best choice for a beginner to learn python language easily. In interactive mode, the code is executed instantly on hitting the enter Key.
Python - Basic Operators
Python - Decision making

Hence interactive mode favors the unique feature of python that is the line-by-line execution of code. Interactive mode is desirable for someone focusing on fewer lines

OtherTutorials

of code and instant results.
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To open an interactive interpret prompt you need to open your command prompt first and then type python. The below prompt will appear on the screen.
Python - Loops
Python - Functions
Python - Modules and Packages

Now type the below example showing the syntax of the python print function.

Example: printing “Hello World” program in command prompt

>>> print("Hello, World !!!")

Hello, World !!!

●

“>>>” means is ready to run and interpret the commands.

●

print() is a function used to print the message given inside the braces. Always enclose a message inside either single (‘……..’)or double quotes (“…….”).

●

As soon as you hit the enter key output will appear on the subsequent line.

If any error happens in the code then syntax error will be outputted instead of the result.
SyntaxError: EOL while scanning string literal

Join Us
>>> print('Hello World!!!)
Contact mail...

File "", line 1
print('Hello World!!!)
^

Note: Use the exit() function to leave python in interactive mode.

b) Running Python in Scripting Mode
Another basic mode to execute a python program is using the scripting mode in which we need to write the codes in a file (helloworld.py) and will execute the file later.
Steps to write a program in scripting mode:
1

Open the Notepad editor and type the “Hello World !!!” program as shown below.

2

Save the file as helloworld.py

3

Now open the command prompt and establish a path using the command “cd”. In the above example python program is saved in a folder named “PY
PRO” which is located on the Desktop. Using the cd (change directory) command we have changed the directory and established a path to run the
program.

4

To execute the program the syntax is

5

On hitting enter Key results will be printed in the following line.

Unlike other programming languages, Python matters the order of execution a lot. To prove the significance of line-by-line execution clearly, let’s consider the below
examples printing some geometrical shapes and their changes regardless of the mode.

Example: Printing geometrical shape-inverted triangle

print("__________")
print("\

/")

print(" \
print("

/ ")

\

print("

/
\

print("

")

/

")

\/

")

Output
__________
\
/
\
/
\
/
\ /
\/

From the above example, we can understand that Python runs its codes in an orderly manner and hence python matters its instruction a lot. To illustrate that the above
example can be modified a little bit and see the difference.

Example: Printing geometrical shape – line by line execution illustration

print("\

/")

print(" \

/ ")

print("__________")
print("

\

print("

/
\

print("

")

/

")

\/

")

Output
\

/
\
/
__________
\
/
\ /
\/

The major disadvantage of scripting mode is it takes more time to compile.

c) Running Python using IDE
We can execute python in yet another way, that is, using an Integrated Development Environment. An IDE works much better than a plain Text editor because of the
features enabled in it. IDE allows quick editing, execution, and lot more features that can elevate the speed and productivity of code. Some of the IDE’s that you can
choose from are listed below.

●

Pycharm

●

Spyder Python

●

Sublime Text 3

●

Eclipse

If you have any of these IDE’s in your system you can use the same for learning the python programming language and if not you can download it and use it for your
convenience.

Python Comments
So far we have learned about the different ways to execute programs in python. Now let’s master writing clean and precise code. One should have to prosper their skills
on commenting to make the code readable to everyone.

How to write comments in python?
To improve the transparency of code, developers use python comments. Python comments are usually written with a hash(#) character following some statements or
texts. A comment can be placed at the beginning of a line or through the line. Comments at the beginning are used to describe the program or the python script. Inline
comments give the meaning of the code if it is complex or difficult to understand. Considering the fact that comments are to elucidate code, python does not interpret
the comments and remains inactive throughout the code.

Example: How to create a comment in python

#program to find the sum and difference of two numbers
A = 5

#A is a variable

B = 3

#B is a variable

print("A+B = ",A+B) #prints the sum of A and B
print("A-B = ",A-B) #prints the difference of A and B
#programs ends

Importance of Python Comments
Comments are considered as one of the essential parts, not only in the python programming language but in other programming languages too. This is because of the
following reason.

●

It gives clarity to the code

●

Comments aid other developers and the developer itself to cognize the python code and its workflow easily.

Multiple line commenting
We are now familiar with single-line comments from the previous example. But what if we need multi-line commenting. In reality, python has no specific format for multiline commenting. But as always there should be some way or the other. One way is by adding a hash character initially before each consecutive line as shown below.

Example: Multiple line commenting

# this is
#one way of
#writing multi line comment

The other way of commenting in python language is by encasing the desired texts inside a triple quote set either (“ “ “) or (‘ ‘ ‘ )as given below.

Example: Multi-line commenting using a triple quote

"""
this is
one way of
writing multi line comment
"""

What is the significance of Indentation in python?
Indentation is a key feature that we must learn before starting to write code. In python, indentation plays a major role as if you don’t know to indent the sequence
correctly in python then you will be getting an indentation error and your program will get stuck without being complied.

What is python indentation?
Indentation refers to the use of space and tab in python code to make them a block. Through Indentation we are dividing the sequences into blocks which helps the
compilers or interpreters to understand the order in which sequence of codes has to execute.
Programming languages like C, C++, Java, etc, use curly braces to show the beginning and end of the block of code. Similarly, python uses the indents to specify the
start and end of the block. A block is a collection of statements and declarations. If two or more statements follow the same indentation(vertical line) then they belong to
a block.
Pictorial representation of indentation

In the above pictures

●

Block 1 contains statements 1,2 and 7

●

Block 2 contains statements 3,5 and 6

●

Block 3 contains statement 4

How to indent python code?
The below example is an illustration of indenting. The below program shows the working of an if statement.

Example: How to use indentation

if

A==10

Print(“A

#block 1

contains value 10”)

else :
Print(“A

begins
#block 2 begins

#block 1 continues
does not contain value 10 ”)

Print(“All done!”)

#block 2 continues

#block 1 ends

Output
A contains value 10
All done

It is pretty clear from the above program how the indentation works in the python programming language. The density of indentation depends on the user however it
must be consistent throughout the particular block. So, Indentation in python is important and it elevates both structural easiness and readability of code.
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Note:
By default python use 4 spaces for indentation.
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In this tutorial, you will explore the basic introduction about all keywords, the basic building block of the python programming language. You will learn what keywords
Python - Tuples

are, how to identify keywords from other words and their uses .
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Python - Dictionary
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Python Keywords are special words reserved in python language used for some unique programming purposes. A keyword cannot be used as a variable name, function
name, class name, or as any other identifier but can be used for specific purposes. For instance, Python Keyword – ‘break’ is used to break the flow of python code.

Python Generators

Hence, ‘break’ cannot be used to name a variable or function or any other entities.
Python Oops - Classes & Objects

Python - Basic Operators

The New Version of python has 35 keywords (reserved words) which contribute a good vocabulary to the python language.
Python - Decision making
Python - Loops
Python - Functions

Python Errors and Exceptions

How to List Keywords in your List?

Python Sets

Follow below mentioned easy steps to access the python keyword list in your OS.

Python - Modules and Packages
1
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Open the python shell or command prompt

Python - Files
2

Python - Directory

Python Oops - Classes & Objects
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Type ‘Python’ then hit the enter button.

3

Python - Errors and Exceptions

VIEW ALL

Type the‘ help()’ function and hit enter.

4

Now simply type ‘keywords’ in the help utility.

5

You will get the list of python keywords available for your installed python version.

Here is a list of the Python keywords. Enter any keyword to get more help.
False

await

else

import

pass

None

break

except

in

raise

True

class

finally

is

return

and

continue

for

lambda

try

as

def

from

nonlocal

while

assert

del

global

not

with

async

elif

if

or

yield

How to recognize keywords in Python?
Join Us

Python has facilitated numerous ways to find out or to check which words are reserved for keywords. They are listed below:
Contact mail...

1

Use help() utility: The simplest way is to pass the specific keywords in the help()utility which will give you the information on that keyword. Here is the
instance for your understanding.

2

Keyword Module to work with keywords: Another way to identify the keywords in python is by utilizing the keyword module which contains two
entities for dealing with keywords. They are:

3

●

kwlist: provides the list of all keywords in the python version you are executing.

●

iskeyword(): returns true if the provided word is a keyword.

Inspect the syntax error: this is not a handy way to recognize the keyword, still, we can consider it as an option if any syntax error happens while
attempting to assign values with keywords to use it for a function name or variable name.

4

Make use of IDE with syntax highlighters: A lot of IDE’s are available to work with python which uses highlighters for differentiating keywords from other
words and is a handy way to quickly recognize the keywords while coding.

Python Keywords and their usage
Based on the usage, Keywords can be categorized as follows.
1

Value Keywords: True, False, None
These keywords are valued-based keywords as they can be used over and over again. These singleton values always reference the same objects.

2

●

True: Boolean True; - outputs True if the statement is True

●

False: Boolean False; - outputs False if the statement is False

●

None: Indicates no value.

Operator Keywords: and, or, not, in, is:
These keywords are used for computing arithmetic and logical operations.

●

and: Indicates the function of the logical operator “AND” and returns true if and only if all operands are true otherwise return false

●

or: Indicates the function of the logical operator “OR” and returns false if and only if all operands are false otherwise return true

●

not: Indicates the function of the logical operator “NOT”: and returns the reverse of a given statement or operand.

●

in: is the membership operator that performs like the mathematical term contains,∈. This keyword checks whether a value is present or

contained in a list or a set.

●
3

is: Used to check the identities of two objects

Control flow Keywords: if, elif, else
These keywords are used to control the flow of code by allowing the user to use conditional logic and execute blocks of code that favor the condition.

4

●

if: A conditional statement that returns True Result when the condition is encountered correctly.

●

elif: CanThis can be considered as a switch statement in python where multiple if conditions are evaluated one after the other.

●

else: Executes the block of codes when the condition in ana conditional statement (if or elif ) is False

Iteration Keywords: for, while break, continue
These keywords are used to create and work with iterations.

5

●

for: used to create iterations.

●

while: keyword used to represent loops.

●

break: breaks or terminates the loop and move to the next statement.

●

continue Skips the current iteration when a condition is triggered but continues with the remaining iteration in for loop or while loop.

Structure Keywords: def, class, with, pass, lambda

●

def : used to define a function or a class

●

class: defines a class

●

with: Explored by context managers for controlling the resources like file or sub-processes or locks by properly exiting no matter if raises an

exception

6

●

pass: A null statement used as a placeholder to combat indentation error

●

lamda: Defines an anonymous or nameless function in python

Returning Keywords: return, yield

7

●

return: Returns the result to the caller once it terminates the execution of the function call.

●

yield: Returns a generator as the result.

●

Import Keywords: import, from, as

●

import: Used to import a specific module to a python program.

●

from: Used to include a particular section or functionality from the imported module. Always comes with import.

●

as: Offers a new name to the imported module.Eg: import calculator as calc

Exception Handling Keywords: try, except, raise, finally, assert

8

●

try: Tries to catch an exceptional error in the program

●

except: Works together with ‘try’ for error and exception handling

●

raise: Raises an exceptional error defined by the user.

●

finally: Used to ensure the smooth execution of codes no matter what happens in a try, except or else blocks.

●

assert: Used as debugging tool to test a condition: if returns false, an exceptional error will raise and is idle if returns true

Asynchronous programming Keywords: async, await

9

●

async: used to define an asynchronous function or coroutine.

●

await: used to specify a point in the asynchronous function.

Scope Keywords: global, nonlocal

10

●

global: Indicates the scope of a variable throughout the program even if the variable is declared inside a function

●

nonlocal: Indicates the scope of a variable is declared neither locally nor globally. Usually associated with nested functions.

Deletion Keyword: del

●

del: Abbreviation of delete. It helps to remove objects present in the python script.

Python keywords and their corresponding activity is described below in a tabular form for easy access. For better understanding and readability keywords starting with
uppercase characters are mentioned on the top rows followed by the lowercase keywords. From this, we can realize that Python Keywords are case-sensitive.
Sl No

Python Keywords

Description

1

True

Boolean True; outputs True if the statement is True

2

False

Boolean False; outputs False if the statement is False

3

None

Indicates a void or null value.

4

and

Indicates the function of the logical operator “AND”: returns true only if all operands are true otherwise return false

5

or

Indicates the function of logical operator “OR”: return false only if all operands are false otherwise return true

6

not

Indicates the function of the logical operator “NOT”: returns the reverse of a given statement or operand.

7

is

Used to check if two objects reside in the same memory location or not thus testing the object's identities.

8

if

A conditional statement that returns True Result when the condition is encountered correctly.

9

else

Determines the next step perform when the condition in a conditional statement (if) is False

10

elif

Short form of else-if: Refer if and else

11

for

Used to represent looping in python language.

12

while

Used to represent looping in python language.

13

break

breaks or terminate the loop and moves to the next statement

14

continue

Skips the current iteration when a condition is triggered but continues with the remaining iteration in for loop or while loop.

15

pass

A null statement used as a placeholder to combat indentation error.

16

return

Returns the result to the caller once it terminates the execution of from function call.

17

yield

Used in a generator function to return the result.

18

try

Tries to catch an exceptional error in the program

19

except

Works together with ‘try’ for error and exception handling

20

raise

Raises an exceptional error defined by the user.

21

finally

Used to ensure the smooth execution of codes even if ‘try’ raises an error or not

22

assert

Used as a debugging tool to test a condition: it returns false, an exceptional error will raise and is idle if returns true

23

import

Used to import a specific module to the python program.

24

from

Used to include a particular section or functionality from the imported module. Always comes with import.

25

as

Offers a new name to the imported module.
Eg: import calculator as calc

26

def

Defines a normal function in python

27

lambda

Defines an anonymous or nameless function in python

28

class

Defines a class in python

29

global

Indicates the scope of a variable throughout the program even if the variable is declared inside a function

30

non-local

This indicates the scope of a variable is declared neither locally nor globally. Usually, associate with nested functions.

31

with

Explored by content managers for controlling the resources like file or sub-processes or locks by properly exiting no matter if raises an exception

32

in

Used to check whether a value is present in a list or a set. Also used in for loop.

33

del

Abbreviation of delete. It helps to remove objects present in the python script.
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This python tutorial is the continuation of the last tutorial which discussed about Keywords. Identifiers and Variables are the other basic building blocks of any
programming language. In this tutorial, you will learn in detail about these fundamental tools of python.

Related Tutorials

VIEW ALL

Python Identifiers

Python Directory

Python identifiers are names defined by users to several entities like variables, functions, class, etc. Users can define valid names for python entities by following the

Python Fundamentals - Keywords

Python - Tuples
Python - Sets

rules mentioned below.
Python Inheritance

Python - Dictionary
1

Python identifiers are case sensitive so uppercase, lowercase, and its mixed representation are considered as different. For instance

Python Files

Python - Basic Operators
Python - Decision making

ADD, Add & add are considered as different identifiers

OtherTutorials

Python - Loops
Python - Functions

2

Python identifiers must start either with an alphabet (uppercase or lowercase) or an underscore (_) followed by alphanumeric letters or underscores.

Python - Modules and Packages
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#Python valid identifiers example

Python - Files

_alpha , __beta, Theta_1,

_1day, Day, WEEK, M!

Python - Directory
3

Python identifiers never start with digits (0 to 9). For instance, 7Days is an invalid identifier.

7colours

# invalid identifier example

_7colours #valid identifier

4

Python identifiers can have alphanumeric letters but no special character like %, @, #, $... can be included. For example, #tag is an invalid identifier.

%per, $twenty,

#tag

#invalid identifiers

Python Variables
Python variables act as a container to store data. In other words, a specific amount of space is allocated in memory to store the data whenever a variable gets created.
This allocation of space depends on the datatype of a variable which you will learn in the upcoming tutorials.

Join Us

Variable Declaration and Assignment in Python

Contact mail...

Compared to other programming languages, Python does not require a specific variable declaration. On assigning a value to a variable, python involuntarily declares
the variable with the appropriate data type resultantly allocating enough memory for the value.

Example 1: Simple Python Program

age = 17
first_name = ‘Robert’
print(age)
print(first_name)

In the above example, age is a container that keeps the value 17. We have constructed a python variable named age by assigning an integer value 17 using the
assignment operator = . Here, python automatically infers this as integer type and in memory, a 2 byte(or 4 bytes) space is allocated for this python variable age .
Similarly, the python variable first_name stores the value Robert as a string type.
Output:
17
Robert

Example 2: Simple Python Program

first_name = ‘Robert’
print(first_name)
first_name = ‘Charles’
print(first_name)
first_name = “Charles”
print(first_name)

Output:
Robert
Charles
Charles

In this instance, the variable first_name was initially assigned to the value Robert and later on, modified to Charles which tells that value of a python variable can be
replaced at any time.
Also python consider both single quote( ‘ ) and double quote( “ ) representation as same for a string variable.

Setting Multiple Values to Multiple Variables
Python permits the assigning of multiples values to multiple variables in a line. See below

Example 3: Multiple Variables

a, b, c = “Apple”, “Ball” ,”Cat”
I, F, S = 10, 9.99, TEN
print (a)
print (b)
print (c)
print (I, F, S)

Output:
Apple
Ball
Cat
10, 9.99, TEN

Setting Single Value to Multiple Variables
Also in python, we can assign a single value to multiples variables using the below format.

Example 4: Setting Single Value to Multiple Variables

A = B = C = “Apple”
print (A)
print (B)
print (C)

Output:
Apple
Apple
Apple

Global and Local Variables in python
In python, Variables can be declared either inside or outside of a python function. Based on the declaration we can determine the scope of the variable, whether the
scope is inside or is outside of the function. Thus python variables are categorized into two types, namely local variables and global variables
Now let us compare global and local python variables in the python programming language

Global Variables
1

Global variables can be defined as variables having life throughout the function.

2

They are active both inside and outside the function and hence the scope of the variable is global.

3

Global variables declared within a function are always prefixed with Python Keyword “ Global”

4

Global variables are accessible by all functions in the program.

Local Variables
1

Local variables can be defined as variables having life inside the function only.

2

They are inactive outside the function and hence the scope of the variable is restricted locally to the given function.

3

Local variables are declared as usual variables with no specific notation of keywords.

4

Local variables accessibility is limited to the function in which the variable is created. Hence other functions cannot access local variables.

The above image shows the generalized view of global and local variables in a python program. A python program PGM contains the variables X, Y, Z, and A and
function F1, F2, and F3. From the image, we can infer below points
1

In the Python programming language, python variable X which is declared in the program and outside of all functions is always considered as a global
variable. And it has access to all functions within the python program.

2

Function F1 contains its local variable Y and if needed can access variable X.

3

Function F2 contains its local variable Z and if needed can access variable X and Y as F2 is a nested function

4

Function F3 contains its local variable A and if needed can access variable X You will learn about Python function in our upcoming tutorials.

The constant variable in Python

A constant can be defined as a sort of variable whose value remains the same over a period. To be specific, the value cannot be altered.
In practice, constants are not used frequently in the python programming language. Constants are typically included in a module. A module is plainly a file or a container
that keeps variables, functions, etc.
Constant variable declaration and assignment

1

Create a module / file with .py extension, for instance, constant.py.

2

Set the variables with their value. Here Constant variable representation must be in the capital to separate it from usual variables. PI = 3.14 GRAVITY =
9.8

3

Now import this newly created module costant.py to main.py

import constant
print(constant.PI)
print(constant.GRAVITY)

Output:
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Datatypes in Python

 Set Datatype in Python
 Dictionary Datatype in Python

The main objective of this tutorial is to enlighten the concept of data types and their classification in the python programming language.

 Python Boolean Datatype
 Python Binary Sequence Datatypes

Related Tutorials

Python Datatypes

 Comparison of Datatypes
 type () function in Python

Python - Number
Python - String
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Datatypes in Python

Data type in python can be defined as a kind of data that a variable or an object can hold and perform operations based on the data. It helps to determine the type and
size of the data a programmer intends to interpret.

Python Closures

Being an interpretable programming language python implicitly assigns the data type to a variable. No specific declaration is required. Based on the data type, memory

Python Inheritance

is allocated which means the space required for the data and for its operation is dynamically secured in memory.
Introduction to Python

Python - Lists

Example: Defining various types of datatypes

Python - Tuples

age = 17

#age is a variable of datatype

number

OtherTutorials

first_name = ‘Robert’ #first_name is a variable of datatype string

Python - Sets

X = 21.5

#X is a variable of datatype float
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Classification of Datatypes
In the Python programming language, Data types are broadly classified into 7 built types namely numeric, text sequence, sequence, mapping, set, boolean, and binary
sequences. Each type is again classified into basic data types based on their unique feature.

Number Datatype in Python
In python, when a variable is assigned with a numeric value then it comes under the Python Number Datatype. A number datatype comprises of an integer value, float
value, and a complex type value which are precisely stated as

Int Datatype
Int is a number data type in python that comprises both positive and negative whole numbers and zero. It does not hold the fractional part.
Join Us

Float Datatype
Contact mail...

Float, also known as floating-point number comprises of signed fractional numbers.

Complex Datatype
Complex numbers are numbers comprised of a real part and an imaginary part to take the form a+ib where a and b are real numbers and b is associated with an
imaginary unit, i.

Example: Number based datatypes

i = 10

#i is a variable of type int

print("i = ",i)
f = 10.55 #f is a variable of type float
print("f = ",f)
C =-5-6i #C is a variable of type Complex
print("C =",C)

Output:
i = 10
f = 10.55
C = -5-6i

String Datatype in Python
In the Python programming language, the string data type is a text sequence-based datatype. A string is usually a finite series or sequence of Unicode characters
bounded either in double quotes or single quotes. To represent a multiple-line string we can use either ‘ ‘ ‘ or “””.

Example: String Datatype in Python

Str1 = ' First String '
Str2 = " Second String "
Str3 =

' ' ' Multiple line …

…String example ' ' '
print(str1)
print(str2)
print(str3)

Output:
First String
Second String
Mutliple line…
…String example

List Datatype in Python
On the ground of sequences, Python data types are classified into three. They are

List
A list can be defined as a well-ordered collection of values that are mutable. In python, values in a list are separated using commas and are enclosed in a square
bracket [ ].

Tuple
Python tuples are also a well-ordered collection of values that are immutable in nature. In python, values in a tuple are separated using commas and are enclosed in a
round bracket or parenthesis ().

Range
Python range type is used to represent a fixed series of numbers and also used in for loop and while loop to denote fixed iterations.

Example: Sequence-based Datatypes

colorlist =

['violet', 'yellow', 'blue', 'green', 'indigo']

colourtupe = ('violet', 'yellow', 'blue', 'green', 'indigo')
x=range(10)
y=list(range(10))
print( "List of colours :",colorlist)
print( "Tuple of colours :",colorlist)
print(x)
print('List values in range of 10 :',y)

Output:
List of colours : ['violet', 'yellow', 'blue', 'green', 'indigo']
Tuple of colours : ('violet', 'yellow', 'blue', 'green', 'indigo')
range(0, 10)
List values in range of 10 : [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]

Set Datatype in Python
In the Python programming language, a set entity is an unordered collection of unique hashable entities. Two built-in set types are:

Set
Python set is a group of distinctive items which are neither indexed nor ordered and are mutable. Set values are not hashable. Python sets are usually surrounded by
curly braces { }, separated using commas.

Frozenset
Python Frozenset contains a collection of distinct objects which are immutable and hashable in nature.

Example: Set Datatypes in Python

colorset = {'violet','indigo','blue','green','yellow'}
print("Set of colours are :",colorset)
flowerset =frozenset({'jasmine','marigold','sunflower'})
print("Frozen set of flowers are:",flowerset)

Output:
Set of colours are : {'violet', 'yellow', 'blue', 'green', 'indigo'}
Frozen set of flowers are: frozenset({'jasmine', 'marigold', 'sunflower'})

Dictionary Datatype in Python
In the Python programming language, a dictionary is a collection of combination pairs Key and Values which are indexed, mutable but not in order. Combination pairs
Key: Values are encapsulated in curly braces { } and can be of any data type. Values are extracted using Key and the opposite way is not possible.

Example: Dictionary Datatypes in Python

D = {
"Flower":"Rose",
"Fruit":"Cherry",
"Age":20
}
A=D['Age']
F=D["Flower"]
print(D)
print("Age is ",A)
print("Flower is",F)

Output:
{'Flower': 'Rose', 'Fruit': 'Cherry', 'Age': 20}
Age is 20
Flower is Rose

Boolean Datatype in Python
Boolean Datatype is a datatype which holds one of the possible value, True(1) or False(0).
In python, Boolean datatype returns the truth value of an expression using the python keywords, True or False.
Boolean is typically used to evaluate an expression. The expression can be logical, arithmetic, etc which you will learn in the succeeding tutorial.

Example: Boolean Datatypes in Python

a = 100
b = 200
print(a > b)
print(a < b)
print(a == b)
print(a != b)
if a < b:
print(a,'is less than', b)
else:
print(a,' is greater than',b)

Output:
False
True
False
True
100 is less than 200

Binary Sequence Datatypes in Python
Binary sequence Datatypes are categorized into three types in the python programming language. They are

bytes
Bytes are primarily built-in data types used to manage binary data. bytes entities are unchangeable series of single bytes.

bytearray
bytearray is another primary built-in datatype used to control binary data. Unlike bytes, bytearray is mutable in nature.

memoryview
memoryview is used in python code to acquire the internal data of a specific object. It also supports bytes and bytearray with the help of buffer protocol.

a=b"Python"

#bytes datatype

x= bytes(10)

#bytes datatype

y=bytearray(5)

#bytearray

z=memoryview(bytes(10)) #memoryview
print('a = ',a)
print('x = ',x)
print('y = ',y)
print('z = ',z)

Output:
a
x
y
z

=
=
=
=

b'Python'
b'\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00'
bytearray(b'\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00')
memory at 0x034D8268

Comparison of Datatypes
The table below shows the common factors and comparison of datatypes over the factors.

From the table, we can infer the following points.

●

Sequence datatypes like string, list, tuple, and range are ordered datatypes that supports both indexing and slicing.

●

Among the sequence data types, the only list is mutable.

●

String, List, and Tuple allow duplicate values.

●

Set is mutable while fozenset is immutable.

●

Bytes and bytearrays support order, indexing, and slicing. The only difference is bytes are immutable whereas bytearray is mutable.

type () function in Python
We have already learned that python is a highly type-based programming language. Each data has its own type. In order to retrieve the type of data, we use a built-in
function, type( ) function. type(object) function returns the specific object type on passing a single argument to the function
Syntax of the type function : type(object)

i = type(10)
print(i)

#returns

<class ‘int’>

f = type(10.55)
print(f)

#returns

<class ‘float’>

STR = type(‘Welcome’)
print(STR)

#returns

<class ‘str’>

List_ex =type [1,2,3,4,5,6]
print(List_ex)

#returns

<class ‘list’>

Set_ex =type({5,3,1,2})
Print(Set_ex)

#returns <class ‘set’>

D = {
“Flower” : ”Rose“
}
Print(type(D))

#returns <class ‘dict’>

Output:

<class ‘int’>
<class ‘float’>
Share<class
This ‘str’>
<class ‘list’>
<class ‘set’>
 Facebook
 Tweet
<class ‘dict’>
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The main objective of this python number tutorial is to educate the concept of number datatype and its conversion in the python programming language. Also will learn
 Math Module Functions

about some arithmetic operations used to manipulate this number datatype.
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Python Number Datatype

Python Files

In python, when a variable is assigned with a number then it comes under the Python Number Datatype. A number data type comprises of an integer value, float value,
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and a complex type value which are precisely stated as
Python String
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●

int

●

float

●

complex

Python Date and Time
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Int data type holds integer values (zero, positive, and negative whole numbers) only

●

No fractional part is included

●

Length is boundless

Python - Modules and Packages
Example: Int Datatype

#i is a variable of type int
i1 = 10
i2 = 525
print("integer

1 = ",i1)

print("integer 2 = ",i2)

Output
integer 1 = 10
integer 2 = 525

Float Datatype
●

Contains floating-point numbers

●

Includes fractional parts

●

Decimal points bounds precisely to 15 decimals

Join Us
Contact mail...

Example: Float Datatype

#i is a variable of type int
f1 = 10.01
f2 = 525.25
print("floating point number 1 = ",f1)
print("floating point number 2 = ",f2)

Output
floating point number 1 = 10.01
floating point number 2 = 525.25

Complex Datatype
Complex numbers are numbers comprises of a real part and an imaginary part to take the form a+ib where a and b are real numbers and b is associated with an
imaginary unit, i. Example and output.

●

Comprises of real part(a) and imaginary part(b)

●

The form is a +ib

●

The Imaginary unit is ‘i’

Example: Complex Datatype

C1 =-5-6i
C2 = 4+3i
print("Complex number 1 = ",C1)
print("Complex number 2 = ",C2)

Output

Complex number 1 = -5-6i
Complex number 2 = 4+3i

Python - Type Casting & Coercion
One of the unique features in most programming languages is type conversion. Type conversion simply can be defined as changing the data type of one object to
another datatype, subjected to various operations or evaluations. Conversion can be done either implicitly or explicitly based on the requirements for hassle-free
operations.
Implicit conversion, otherwise known as coercion, is generally defined as the conversion of one python datatype to another based on expression or evaluation as
required by a compiler or interpreter. Python programming language supports the type conversion though it has some pitfalls which we will discuss further.
Let us consider the below example in detail to understand more about python coercion. Suppose we need to find the average of two numbers n1 and n2 which are
integer datatype. The result could be a fractional number, which stored as a float value. Python automatically declares the resulted value into float making the
programmer hassle-free from error. This type of implicit conversion is usually termed as coercion.

Example: Type coercion example

#Type coercion example
n1 = 2
n2 = 3
print(“Average of” n1 “and” n2 “ = ”,(n1+n2)/2)

Output
Average of

2 and 3 = 2.5

In some cases, python needs to explicitly convert one python datatype to another based on the requirement. Such type of conversion is generally termed
explicit conversion or typecasting. Python has some built-in function which helps to convert data types explicitly. They are listed below
1

int( arg ) - converts the data type of arg to integer

2

float(arg) - converts the data type of arg to floating-point

3

complex(arg1, arg2) - converts the datatype of arg1 and arg2 to complex type where arg1 holds the real part, and arg2 holds the imaginary part.

Example: How to do type casting

#Type casting example
a = 10
b = 5.3
c = 4+5i
#Conversion
x= float (a)
y=int(b)
z=complex of (a)
#Printing output

with corresponding data type

print( x "belongs to",type(x))
print( y "belongs to",type(y))
print( z "belongs to",type(z))

Output
10.0 belongs to <class 'float'>
5 belongs to <class 'int'>
10+0i belongs to <class 'complex'>

Python Number – Modules
Decimal Module
We have studied in mathematics about decimals and their operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication ….. But when learning a programming language we have
given a new name to decimal numbers called floating-point numbers. We typically consider floating-point numbers as decimals themselves. But in reality there exist
some differences, while learning machine languages
We know that machines can only understand the binary representation ie, 0 and 1. Floating-point numbers are treated in binary form as well. Hence the binary floatingpoint calculation is quite different from the typical decimal calculation.

Example: Decimal module in python

A = 1.10
B = 2.20
C = A+B
print("C =",C)

Output
C = 3.3000000000000003

From the above example on adding 1.10 and 2.20, we are expecting 3.30 as its sum. But the output we got is 3.3000000000000003. This is how fractional numbers are
represented in binary forms. And so we have to roughly round the value to 3.30. So we can say that the decimal values stored in the computer are not accurate.
we can sort this inaccuracy of floating-point numbers by simply importing a decimal module. Unlike binary floating-point, the decimal module has programmer altered
precision which maintains significance that helps to perform the calculation as we studied in schools. Hence the decimal module is very useful for accounting purposes,
financial applications, and so on.

Example: Decimal module in python

import decimal
A = decimal.Decimal('1.1')
B = decimal.Decimal('2.2')
C = 3
D = 3.14
print("A =",A)
print("B =",B)
print("A+B = ",A+B)
print("A+C = ",A+C)
print("A+D = ",A+D)

Output
A =
B =
A+B
A+C

1.1
2.2
= 3.3
= 4.1

print("A+D = ",A+D)
TypeError: unsupported operand type(s) for +: 'decimal.Decimal' and 'float'

Note: Decimal operators work with integers but floating-point numbers have to be converted to decimal instances.

Given below table summarizes the difference between decimal and floating-point numbers.
Decimal

Float

Have exact representation

Does not have an exact representation

Precision length varies on user need

Precision length is fixed

Includes idea of significant places

Does not support significant places

Partial cover on published standards

Full cover on published standards

Decimal operations are slower

Floating-point operations are faster

Eg: 1.10 + 2.20 = 3.30

Eg: 1.1 + 2.2 = 3.3000000000000003

Fraction Module
Like the decimal module, another important module associated with number datatype is the fraction module.
A numerator and a denominator constitute a fraction that we have studied in our earlier classes. Python also supports fractional calculations by importing a module
called fractions.

How to create fraction instances?
Different ways of creating fraction instances are listed below.

Using integer values as numerator and denominator

import fractions
A = fractions.Fraction(1,2)
B = fractions.Fraction (3,4)
print("A =",A)
print("B =",B)
print("A+B =",A+B)

Output
A = 1/2
B = 3/4
A+B = 5/4

Using string format as <’numerator/denominator’>

import fractions
A = fractions.Fraction('5/7')
B = fractions.Fraction('3/8')
print("A =",A)
print("B =",B)
print("A+B =",A+B)

Output
A = 5/7
B = 3/8
A+B = 61/56

Using floating number format

import fractions
A = fractions.Fraction(2.5)
B = fractions.Fraction(1.5)
print("A =",A)
print("B =",B)
print("A+B =",A+B)

Output
A = 5/2
B = 3/2
A+B = 4

Using String format as (digits).(digits)

import fractions
A = fractions.Fraction('.5')
B = fractions.Fraction('1.5')
print("A =",A)
print("B =",B)
print("A+B =",A+B)

Output
A = 1/2
B = 3/2
A+B = 2

Math Module Functions
Python also presents two other important modules that are in fact the back born of mathematical activities. These modules are math and random which are used to
perform trigonometric functions, logarithms, probabilities, etc. Functions associated with math modules are tabulated here for easy reference.
Sl No

Functions

Description

Example

1

abs(x) / fabs(x)

returns the absolute value of x

abs(5.6) => 5

2

ceil(x)

returns the ceiling value of x

ceil(5.6)=>6

3

floor(x)

returns the floor value of x

floor(5.6)=>5

4

exp(x)

returns the exponential value x ;ex

exp(x)=ex ; e0 = 1

5

log(x)

returns the logarithmic value of x, for x>0

log2(8) =3

6

log10(x)

returns the logarithmic value of x with base 10,for x>0

log10(100)=2

7

sqrt(x)

returns square root of x, x>0

sqrt(16)=4

8

Pow(x,y)

returns power of x to y

pow(2,3)=8

9

round(x,[n])

returns the round value of X irrespective of sign

ound(5.6) =6
round(-5.4) =-5

10

max(n1,n2,n3…)

returns the largest value

max(1,5,9) =9

11

min(n1,n2,n3…)

returns the smallest value

min(1,5,9)=1

12

modf(x)

returns the fractional part of a floating number

modf(5.6)=0.6000000

13

sin()

returns sine of argument in radians

sin 0

14

cos()

returns cosine of argument in radians

cos 0

15

tan()

returns tangent of argument in radians

tan 0

16

hypot(a,b)

returns the hypotenuse value of arguments .Type equation here.

hypot(3,4) =5

17

degrees()

converts radian value to degree and returns degree value

18

radians()

convert degree to radian and returns radian value

Random Number Functions
Python contains a collection of functions that are used to generate or operate random numbers which are widely used in gaming applications, testing applications,
security and privacy applications, etc. Functions to manipulate random numbers are given in the below table.
Sl No

Function

Description

1

choice(sequences)

returns a random number from a string, list, tuple.

2
randrange(start,stop,step)
Share This
3

random()
 Facebook

4
5
6

returns a random float number,0<=X<1
 Tweet

 Mail

 Watsapp

seed([x])

generates the same random number by saving the state of random function

shuffle(list)

used to rearrange the list

uniform(x,y)

generates a random floating-point number between x and y
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String Datatype in Python
In programming, a sequence of characters is termed as a string.
Characters can be letters, digits, symbols, space, or punctuation marks. Anything (visible or invisible) that can be typed on a computer is considered as a character.
For instance, Python is a string with six characters where all characters are alphabetic letters.
A computer being a machine always understands binary language, 0 or 1 , unlike human beings. To be more specific, characters that are readable to the user have to
be converted to machine language. In the computer, each and every character that appears on the screen is implicitly converted into a binary combination of 0’s and
1’s. This type of conversion is termed as encoding and the conversion of binary to characters is called decoding. Two commonly accepted encoding standards are
ASCII and Unicode.
In the Python programming language, a string is an ordered sequence of Unicode characters. One important feature of the string is its immutability which means it is
impossible to alter the state of a string after being created.

How to define a string in python
Python strings are defined by bounding texts or characters either in double (“……”) quotes or single (‘…….’) quotes.

Join Us
Contact mail...

Example: Defining string using single and double quotes

Str1 = 'Hello'
Str2 = "Welcome"
print(Str1)
print(Str2)

Output:
Hello
Welcome

Triple Quotes in Python String
In python string, triple quotes are used to represent multiple line strings. We can use either three successive single quotes (‘‘‘……….’’’) or three successive double
quotes (“””……”””) to traverse multiple lines.

Example: defining a string in multiple lines

Str3 =

'''...

Python programming Language
multiline in three single quotes
... '''
Str4 =""".....
Multiline string example
in three double quotes
....."""
print(Str3)
print(Str4)

Output:
...
Python programming Language
multiline in three single quotes
...
.....
Multiline string example
in three double quotes
.....

Indexing and Slicing to access Strings
Python, similar to other programming languages, also considers string as an array of Unicode characters. We can access characters either individually or collectively
using indexing or slicing.

What is Indexing in python string?
Indexing is the process of numbering the position of a character in a sequence to facilitate an easy lookup of the character. The index always must be an integer.
As the string is a sequence of Unicode characters each character position is indexed with a corresponding number as done in the array. Two types of indexing in python
are:

●

Positive Indexing – indexing starts with 0 and traverses in the forward direction from head to tail.

●

Negative Indexing – indexing starts with -1 and traverses in the backward direction from tail to head.

For instance,
PYTHON is a string with an array of characters P, Y, T, H, O, and N. Length of the string is 6 . Positive and Negative indexing for the string PYTHON is visualized in the

below table.

Getting characters through positive indexing
Referring to the index number we can easily access the characters individually by using the index operators [ ] . The below example shows the extraction of a single
character through positive indexing.

Example: Accessing character through positive indexing

S = 'PYTHON'
print('S[0] = ',S[0])
print('S[4] = ',S[4])

Output:
S[0] =
S[4] =

P
O

Getting characters through negative indexing
Suppose we have a long string and want to locate a character at the end. Python supports backward counting from the tail to the head. Negative indexing always starts
with -1 .

Example: Accessing character through negative indexing

S = 'PYTHON'
print('S[-1] = ',S[-1])
print('S[-5] = ',S[-5])

Output:
S[-1] =
S[-5] =

N
Y

Errors in String while indexing
Two common types of error found in python while using indexing are

●

Type Error: A type error occurs when indexing is done with numbers other than an integer. To be specific, python raises TypeError when indexed with the

float or complex or other types.

●

IndexError: IndexError happens while attempting to access a value beyond its range.

Example: Errors while indexing

S = 'PYTHON'
print('s[4.5] = ',s[4.5])
print('s[41] = ',s[41])

#Exibits typeerror as index is a float value

#Exibits Indexerror is out of length

Output:
print('s[4.5] = ',s[4.5])
TypeError: string indices must be integers
print('s[41] = ',s[41])
IndexError: string index out of range

What is slicing in python string?
We have so far discussed how to access a single character from a string using an index operator [] . We can also extract characters collectively from a string by using
a range slice operator [:] .
Slicing as its name indicates, slices the sequences into a section of sequences. In Python string, index or slice operator [ ] is used to access substrings of length one
while range slice operator [:] is used to access chunks of characters or a substring of arbitrary length.
The syntax for Range Slice can be represented as

S[m : n]

where,
S: String
m: starting index
n: ending index
S[m:n] returns the substring from the index m to n, but excluding the index n.
For better understanding find below a visualization of Range slicing. Each character is placed between the indices. For example, character P is placed between 0 and 1,
‘PY’ is placed between 0 and 2.

Slicing through positive indexing
The below table gives you the idea of slicing using positive indexing in python more clearly
slicing expression

length of substring

output

remarks

S[0:5]

5

python

returns the character from index 0 to 4 ; position 5 not included

S[0:6]

6

python

returns the characters from index 0 to 5 and 6(excluded)

S[7:11]

4

worl

returns

S[6:12]

6

w,o,r,l,d

omitted index 12

S[: 8]

8

python w

by default start from the head and omit index 8

S[8:]

4

orld

by default counts to tail

Example: slicing substring from string ‘python world’ using positive indexing

S ="python world"
print("S[0:5] = ",S[0:5])
print("S[0:6] = ",S[0:6])
print("S[7:11] = ",S[7:11])
print("S[6:12] = ",S[6:12])
print("S[:8] = ",S[:8])
print("S[8:] = ",S[8:])

Output:
S[0:5] = pytho
S[0:6] = python
S[7:11] = worl
S[6:12] =
world
S[:8] = python w
S[8:] = orld

Slicing using Negative indexing
The below table gives you the idea of slicing using negative indexing in python more clearly
slicing expression

length of substring

output

remarks

S[-12:-7]

5

pytho

returns the characters from position -8 to -12 omitting position -7

S[-7:-3]

4

n wo

returns the characters from position -4 to -7 while omitted position -3

S[-12:]

12

python world

by default counts from the tail to end

S[:-7]

5

pytho

by default, counts to head from position -8

Example: Slicing substring from string ‘python world’ using negative indexing

S ="python world"
print("S[-12:-7] = ",S[-12:-7])
print("S[-7:-3] = ",S[-7:-3])
print("S[-12:] = ",S[-12:])
print("S[:-7] = ",S[:-7])

Output:
S[-12:-7] = pytho
S[-7:-3] =
wo
S[-12:] = python world
S[:-7] = pytho

How to modify a string?
One of the special features of the string is its immutability. We cannot modify a string once it is assigned to a variable. However, we can update a string by reassigning
variable with another string.

Example: Reassigning string variable

V = 'Python World'
print('Initially Variable V is assigned to :',V)
V = ' Python programming'
print("Variable V is reassigned to :",V)

Output:
Initially Variable V is assigned to : Python World
Variable V is reassigned to : Python programming

Similarly, we can delete an entire string by using the keyword “del” but removing characters from a string is not a valid action in the python programming language. The
syntax for deleting a string is as follows:
del variablename

Example: Deleting a string

V = 'Python World'
del V
print (V)

Output: Error
print('V =',V)
NameError: name 'V' is not defined

Python String Function
Python has several built-in functions to perform specific tasks with string. The most commonly used string function is len() . Apart from len(), enumerate() the function
is also widely used which we will discuss in later tutorials.
len() the function gives the length of the string by counting the number of characters present in the string.

Example: String function

#String Function
str ='Python World'
print('Length of the string is',len(str))

Output:
Length of the string is 12

Python String Operators and Operations
Python allows the string to perform a variety of operations. As each operation is unique they have unique operators designed. Among the most important and common
operators in the string are explained in this section.

Checking Substring – Membership Operator
The membership operator is used to validate the existence of substring in a string. The result will be either True or False. If substring exists it returns the truth value,
True otherwise False. There are two types of membership operator in python. They are

●

in: returns true if a substring exists in the string

●

not in: returns true if the substring does not exist in the string

Example: Membership validation

#Membership operator
str = 'Python Member'
A ='M' in str
B='Me' not in str
print(A)
print(B)

Output:
True
False

Concatenation and Repetition of Strings
One of the fundamental operations of the string is concatenation. Concatenation refers to the gluing of two or more strings to form a new string. The concatenation
operator in python is “+” plus symbol. Please note that in case of the numeric plus sign is used for addition while in the string it acts as a string joiner.

Example: String concatenation using + operator

#String Concatenation using +
s1 = 'Python'
s2 = 'World'
print('String after concatenation :',s1+s2)

Output:
String after concatenation : PythonWorld

Similarly, using a * symbol we can repeatedly join a string multiple times.

Example: String repetition using * operator

#String Concatenation using *
s1 = 'Python'
print('s1*3 =',s1*3)

Output:
s1*3 = PythonPythonPython

Note: As strings are immutable, a new string formed after concatenation needs to be assigned to a new variable in order to store it.

The next fact to be noted is that implicit string conversion is not possible in the python programming language. Hence concatenating a string with a non-string type like
the number, Boolean, etc will result a TypeError .

Example: String concatenation: Type Error

s1 = 'Python'
print( s1+3)

Output:
print( s1+3)
TypeError: can only concatenate str (not "int") to str

Note: Python can concatenate string to a string only

String Formatting in Python
What is an Escape Character in String
Let us recall that in python a string is delimited either in single quotes or double-quotes. What happens when we try to print plain text like

It’s a “python program”

which already has double quotes? A SyntaxError stating invalid syntax happens when the text gets interpreted.
One way to solve this problem is by using triple quotes – either 3 consecutive single quotes or 3 consecutive double-quotes. The other option is to use escape
characters.
An escape character, as its name indicates, escapes a special character like single or double quotes in a string. The backslash (\ ) is considered as the escape
character in the python string. In other words, an escape character allows you to transform a special character into an ordinary character.
For instance,
It\’s a \ “python program\” is the same as It’s a “python program” in python. In this example, each special character is prefixed with a backslash to circumvent the
SyntaxError thereby allowing to print the special characters in a text.

Example : String formatting : Escape Character

#String formatting
print('''it's a "python program"!!!''')

#Triple Quotes

print('it\'s a \"python program\"!!!')

#Escape Character

Output:

#String formatting
print('''it's a "python program"!!!''')
print('it\'s a \"python program\"!!!')

#Triple Quotes
#Escape Character

Backslash is also used to denote some white space characters like tab, newline, space ,carriage return etc.

Example : String formatting : Escape Character

print('Straw\tBerry')
print("Mul\nBerry")

Output:

Straw
Mul
Berry

Berry

Listed below additional escape characters in python .
Escape Formats

Specification

\’

Single Quotes

\”

Double Quotes

\n

Newline or Linefeed

\t

Horizontal Tab

\v

Vertical Tab

\r

Carriage Return

\b

Backspace

\a

Bell

\f

Formfeed

\\

Backslash

\ooo

ASCII Octal value ooo

\xhh

ASCII Hexdecimal value hh

What is a raw string in python
Yet another unique feature of python is the ability to treat an escape character as a normal character through the representation of Raw String. Raw string is simply the
normal string literal starting with title ‘r’ or ‘R’. Unlike escape sequence, Backslash has no special meaning when comes to a raw string.

Example : Raw String

#Raw StringExample
print("Hi\tWelcome To \n PYTHON \x48 WORLD! ")
print(R"Hi\tWelcome To \n PYTHON \xWORLD! ")

Output:

Hi
Welcome To
PYTHON H WORLD!
Hi\tWelcome To \n PYTHON \xWORLD!

To cognize clearly about raw string let scrutinize the above example. In the above example the first string consists of 3 escape characters -\t , \n and \x48 which
denotes a tab, new line and a hexdecimal representation. You can see the result accordingly. The second string is marked as a Raw string and also contains 3 escape
characters--\t , \n and \x. Here \x does not have a specific representation or meaning . Even then the program successfully prints the string without raising any error.
This is because the raw string ignores all the escape characters in the string literals. But the case is different if the string is not marked as a rawstring. it will raise an
error as shown below.

print("Hi\tWelcome To \n PYTHON \x WORLD! ")
^
SyntaxError: (unicode error) 'unicodeescape' codec can't decode bytes in position 25-26: truncated \xXX escape

String Methods in Python
To manipulate string efficiently python has a wide set of built-in methods which are tabulated below
Sr.No.

Methods

Description

1

capitalize()

Capitalizes first letter of string

2

center(width,fillchar)

Returns a space-padded string with the original string centered.

3

count(str, beg, end)

Counts the occurrence of str in string or in a substring of string if starting index beg and ending index end are given.

4

decode(encoding,errors)

Decodes the string using the codec registered for encoding.

5

encode(encoding,errors)

6

endswith(suffix, beg, end)

Determines and returns True if string or a substring of string (if starting index beg and ending index end are given) ends with suffix;
otherwise False

7

expandtabs(tabsize)

Expands tabs in string to multiple spaces; by default tabsize expands to 8 spaces.

8

find(str, beg, end)

Returns the index of str if it is present in the string or its substring and -1 otherwise.

9

index(str, beg, end)

Return the index same as find(), but raises an exception if str not found.

10

isalnum()

Returns true if string has at least 1 alphanumeric character and false otherwise.

11

isalpha()

Returns true if string has at least 1 alphabetic character and false otherwise.

12

isdigit()

Returns true if and only if string contains digits and false otherwise.

13

islower()

Returns true if string has atleast one lowercase letter and false otherwise.

14

isnumeric()

Returns true if a unicode string has only numeric characters and false otherwise.

15

isspace()

Returns true if string contains whitespace characters and false otherwise.

16

istitle()

Returns true if string is properly "titlecased" and false otherwise.

17

isupper()

Returns true if string has at least one uppercase character and false otherwise.

18

join()

joins multiple strings.

19

len(string)

Returns the length or number of characters in the string

20

ljust(width[, fillchar])

Returns a space-padded string with the original string left-justified.

21

lower()

Converts all uppercase letters in string to lowercase.

22

lstrip()

Removes all leading whitespace in the string.

23

maketrans()

Returns a translation table to be used in translate function.

24

max(str)

Returns the max alphabetical character from the string str.

25

min(str)

Returns the min alphabetical character from the string str.

26

replace(old, new [, max])

Replaces all occurrences of old in string with new or at most max occurrences if max given.

27

rfind(str, beg,end)

Same as find(), but search the string in reverse order.

28

rindex( str, beg, end)

Same as index(), but search the string in reverse order.

29

rjust(width,[, fillchar])

Returns a space-padded string with the original string right-justified.

30

rstrip()

Removes all trailing whitespace of string.

31

split(str num)

Splits string to the parameters passed and returns list as much as it can.

32

splitlines(
num=string.count('\n'))

Splits string at all (or num) NEWLINEs and returns a list of each line with NEWLINEs removed.

33

startswith(str, beg,end)

Returns True if a string or sub string starts with str(if beg and end are provided).

34

strip([chars])

Performs both lstrip() and rstrip() on string.

35

swapcase()

Inverts case for all letters in string.

36

title()

Returns "titlecased" format of string, means, all words begin with uppercase and the remaining are lowercase.

37

translate(table,
deletechars="")

Translates string according to translation table str(256 chars), removing those in the del string.

38

upper()

Converts all lowercase letters in string to uppercase.

39

zfill (width)

Returns original string leftpadded with zeros to a total of width characters; intended for numbers, zfill() retains any sign given (less one zero).

40

isdecimal()

Returns true if and only if a unicode string contains decimal characters and false otherwise.

Returns encoded string version of the string; ValueError raised when error encounters.

Examples of most frequently used methods such as lower(), upper(), join(), Split(), format(),replace etc. are given.

lower() – returns the lower case string

S = 'Python world'
print(S.lower())

python world
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 Mail
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upper() – returns the upper case string
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S = 'Python world'
print(S.upper())
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calculate the sum of two binary numbers
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replace() – used to replace existing string with other

S = 'Python world'
print(S.replace('world','program'))

Python program
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In this tutorial, we will master all about python list, the important features of the list, list creation, list manipulation using slicing operator, various list operations, and so
on with the help of examples. Also, we will learn about the nested list.
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How to define a Python List
In python, the List is defined by encasing a sequence of elements in a square bracket [ ]. Each element is separated using commas. The list can embrace any number
of elements and can be of any type. The following example would help you to understand how a list is defined in python.
Empty list: A List with no elements or of length 0.

Example: Defining an empty list

emp_list =[]

Homogenous list: A list with elements of the same datatype.

Example: Defining a homogenous list with integer elements

int_list =[10,20,30]

Heterogeneous or Mixed List: A list with elements of different data types

Join Us

Example: Defining a mixed list with String, Integer, and Float type elements.

Contact mail...

mix_list =['Tom',25,5.9]

Nested List: A List containing another list.

Example: Defining a nested List

Nest_List = [['Apple', 'Apricot'],['Banana','Blueberry'],"Cherry"]

Indexing & Slicing to access List Items
Like String, items in a list can be accessed either using index [] operator or slicing operator [:] .We can consider a list as a dynamic array and so indexing and
slicing work well with a python list.

Indexing in python List
Indexing is the process of assigning a number to items in a list for easy access. The index always starts with zero and must be an integer.
Two types of indexing in the python list are :

●

Positive Indexing – indexing starts with 0 and traverses in a forward direction from head to tail.

●

Negative Indexing – indexing starts with -1 and traverses in the backward direction from tail to head.

To understand thoroughly about indexing let’s consider the example and its visualization. ‘LIST’ is a python list consisting of elements ‘RED’, ‘BLUE’,’ GREEN’ & PINK.
Each element in the list is assigned with a number corresponding to their position based on positive and negative indexing as shown below.

1

Getting elements through Positive indexing
It is possible to access the individual items from a list by referring to its index number. The below code shows how to access an item using positive
indexing.

Example: Getting items through positive indexing

List = ['Red','Blue','Green','Pink']
print("List[0]=",List[0])
print("List[3]=",List[3])

Output:
List[0]= Red
List[3]= Pink

2

Getting elements through Negative indexing
Python list also supports negative indexing to access items from the tail of a list. Negative indexing always starts from the end of the list with index -1.

Example: Getting items through negative indexing

List = ['Red','Blue','Green','Pink']
print("List[-1]=",List[-1])
print("List[-3]=",List[-3])

Output:
List[-1]= Pink
List[-3]= Blue

Slicing in Python List
Python List also works well with range slice operator [:] .Here, using the slice operator we can slice chunks of items from a list as needed. In short, we can create a
sublist using the slice operator. The syntax for Range Slice is
L [ m:n]

where L is the list containing the items
m: starting index
n: ending index
L[m:n] returns the sublist from the index m to n, but excluding the index n.
Slicing itself can be done in various ways with positive and negative indexing. Slicing can be best expressed by placing the items in the middle of indices as illustrated
below.

1

List Slicing through positive indexing
●

Slicing of the form : L[m:n] returns the sublist from position m to n, but excluding index n.

L = ['Red','Blue','Green','Pink','Grey']
print("L[1:3] =",L[1:3])

Output:
L[1:3] = ['Blue', 'Green']

●

Slicing of the form : L[:n] returns the sublist from starting position by default to n, but excluding index n.

L = ['Red','Blue','Green','Pink','Grey']
print("L[:2] =",L[:2])

Output:
L[:2] = ['Red', 'Blue']

●

Slicing of the form : L[m:] returns the sublist from the position m to the ending index.

L = ['Red','Blue','Green','Pink','Grey']
print("L[2:] =",L[2:])

Output:
L[2:] = ['Green', 'Pink', 'Grey']

2

List Slicing through negative indexing
●

Slicing of the form : L[-m:-n] returns the sublist from position m to n, but excluding index n.

L = ['Red','Blue','Green','Pink','Grey']
print("L[-4:-2] =",L[-4:-2])

Output:
L[-4:-2] = ['Blue', 'Green']

●

Slicing of the form : L[:n] returns the sublist from starting position by default to n, but excluding index n

L = ['Red','Blue','Green','Pink','Grey']
print("L[:-2] =",L[:-2])

Output:
L[:-2] = ['Red', 'Blue', 'Green']

●

Slicing of the form : L[-m: ] returns the sublist from the position m to the ending index.

L = ['Red','Blue','Green','Pink','Grey']
print("L[-4:] =",L[-4:])

Output:
L[-4:] = ['Blue', 'Green', 'Pink', 'Grey']

How to modify Python List
One of the prominent features that make List a versatile datatype in the python programming language is that “ List are Mutable”. That means a list can be altered after
the list has been created. Python List can be modified by adding, removing, or changing items as needed. Python offers a wide variety of ways to alter a list.

1

How to Replace items in a Python List?

Unlike a string, a Python list can be modified by replacing existing items with other items. Indexing makes it easy to replace an item by simply
reassigning a new item to the position where we need a change using the assignment operator =. Two possible ways to replace items in a list are:

●

Individual item replacement - we are replacing only one item on the list. In the below example, Red is replaced by Yellow.

L = ['Red','Blue','Green','Pink','Grey']
L[0]= 'Yellow'
print('Modified List is :',L)

Output:
Modified List is : ['Yellow', 'Blue', 'Green', 'Pink', 'Grey']

●

Multiple item replacement - we can replace a range of items in the list. Here, in this instance, Green and Pink is replaced by Orange and

Black respectively

L = ['Red','Blue','Green','Pink','Grey']
L[2:4]= ['Orange','Black']
print('List after modificaiton is',L)

Output:
List after modificaiton is ['Red', 'Blue', 'Orange', 'Black', 'Grey']

2

How to Add items to a Python list?

Yet another way of modifying the list So additional elements to an existing list. For adding items to a list python has two methods:

●

append() the method is used to add one item to a python list. The syntax is list_name.append(item)

LF =['Daisy','Rose']
LF.append('Tulip')
print("List after appending:",LF)

Output:
List after appending: ['Daisy', 'Rose', 'Tulip']

●

extend() method is used to add a range of items to a python list. The syntax is list_name.extend([item1, item2,…])

LF =['Daisy', 'Rose', 'Tulip']
LF.extend(['Orchid','Poppy'])
print("Extend List is:",LF)

Output:
Extend List is: ['Daisy', 'Rose', 'Tulip', 'Orchid', 'Poppy']

●

Moreover, an existing list can be modified by inserting items at a specific location. insert() method is used to insert a particular item at a

distinct position in a list. The insert method takes two parameters one for specifying the position and the other for the item. The syntax of insert() is
list_name.insert(index, item)

In the below example, item 20 is inserted at position LN[2].

LN =[ 10,30]
LN.insert(2,20)
print(LN)

Output:
[10, 30, 20]

3

How to Delete items from a Python list?

So far we have seen the replacement and addition of items in a list, similarity we can delete items from a list. Two common methods to delete items
from a list are listed below.

●

Using keyword del : To delete a known item from the existing list or to delete the entire list itself. The syntax is del variable_name

L = ['Red','Blue','Green','Pink','Grey']
del L[2];
print(" List after deleting item at index 2 is:",L)

Output:
List after deleting item at index 2 is: ['Red', 'Blue', 'Pink', 'Grey']

●

Using remove() method: To remove an item from the existing list. The syntax is List_name.remove(item_name) .

L = ['Red','Blue','Green','Pink','Grey']
L.remove('Blue')
print("List after removing item : Blue is:",L)

Output:
List after removing item

●

Blue is: ['Red', 'Green', 'Pink', 'Grey']

Using pop() method: Removes the items at the provided index if the index is given otherwise by default removes and returns the last item.

The syntax is List_name.pop(index) .

L=[10, 20, 30, 40, 50]
L.pop(1);
print("List after removing item at index 1 is :",L)
L.pop();
print("List after removing the last item is:",L)

Output:
List after removing item at index 1 is : [10, 30, 40, 50]
List after removing the last item is: [10, 30, 40]

Python Nested List
So far we have studied the list and its features. Another important feature of a list is its ability to nest. So what do you mean by nesting?
Nesting means storing something inside the other. In python, a nested list is a list containing a list as its element which in turn contains another list.
A nested list is created like how we created the list, the only difference is in the nested list, one or more elements can be a list.

Defining a nested List

Nest_List = [['Apple', 'Apricot'],['Banana','Blueberry'],"Cherry"]

The nested list can be represented in a hierarchical structure as follows for better understanding.

How to access items from a nested list
Accessing items from a nested list is as simple as referring to multiple indexes. We can either access items using positive indexing or negative indexing.

Accessing items from a nested List using positive indexing

NL = ['a',['bb','cc'],'d',['e',['fff','ggg']],'h','i']
print(NL[3])
print(NL[3][1])
print(NL[3][1][0])
print(NL[4])

Output:
['e', ['fff', 'ggg']]
['fff', 'ggg']
fff
h

Accessing items using negative indexing
Let's refer to the pictorial representation of the negative indexing of the nested list.

Accessing items from a nested List using negative indexing

NL = ['a',['bb','cc'],'d',['e',['fff','ggg']],'h','i']
print(NL[-3])
print(NL[-3][-1])
print(NL[-3][-1][-1])
print(NL[-4])

Output:
['e', ['fff', 'ggg']]
['fff', 'ggg']
ggg
d

How to Modify a Nested List
Similarly, we can modify the nested list by

1

Altering the values using the indexing technique
changing items in a Nested List

NL = ['a',['bb','cc'],'d',['e',['fff','ggg']],'h','i']
NL[1][0]= 0
print(NL)

Output:
['a', [0, 'cc'], 'd', ['e', ['fff', 'ggg']], 'h', 'i']

2

Using append() or insert() or extend() methods.
Adding items in a Nested List

NNL = ['a',['bb','cc'],'d',['e',['fff','ggg']],'h','i']
NL[1].append('xx')
NL[1].insert(0,'yy')
NL[3][1].extend([1,2,3])
print(NL)

Output:
['a', ['yy', 'bb', 'cc', 'xx'], 'd', ['e', ['fff', 'ggg', 1, 2, 3]], 'h', 'i']

3

Removing items using pop() ,or remove() or del keyword.
Removing items in a Nested List

NL = ['a',['bb','cc'],'d',['e',['fff','ggg']],'h','i']
NL[1].pop(0)
print(NL)

#removed items bb

del NL[3][1][0]
print(NL)

#removed item fff

NL[3][1].remove('ggg')
print(NL)

Output:
['a', ['cc'], 'd', ['e', ['fff', 'ggg']], 'h', 'i']
['a', ['cc'], 'd', ['e', ['ggg']], 'h', 'i']
['a', ['cc'], 'd', ['e', []], 'h', 'i']

Python List Functions
Python list has some built-in functions to perform some usual sequential operations. The basic functions are tabulated below for easy reference.
Function

Description

len(List)

returns the length of the list

max(List)

returns the largest value among the list

min(List)

returns the smallest value among the list

compare(L1,L2)

compares items in list L1 with items in list L2

list(seq)

transforms tuple to a list

Python List Operators and Operations
As learned in the string, Python List also has operators to do some specific operations. The most common operations are given below for better understanding.

1

Checking Sublist using Membership operator

A membership operator is used to validate the presence of an item or a sublist in the list. The corresponding result will a truth value either True or False.
Two membership operators in python are:

●

in: returns True if item or sublist is present in the provided list

●

not in: returns True if item or sublist is absent in the provided list

L =[1,2,3,5,6,8]
print("Validation 3 in List is ",3 in L)
print("Validation 4 not in List is",4 not in L)

Output:

Validation 3 in List is True
Validation 4 not in List is True

2

Concatenation and Repetition of List

It is also possible to combine two or more separate lists in python. Combining two or more separate lists is termed as concatenation whereas repeating
a list multiple times is termed as repetition. The two operators used for concatenation and repetition are:

●

The plus operator (+) is also referred to as the concatenation operator used to join lists

●

The star operator (*) is also referred to as a repetition operator used to repeat a list.

L1= ['Red','Orange']
L2= ['Blue','Green']
print("Concatenated List is :",L1+L2)
print("Repeated List is:",L1*3)

Output:

Concatenated List is : ['Red', 'Orange', 'Blue', 'Green']
Repeated List is: ['Red', 'Orange', 'Red', 'Orange', 'Red', 'Orange']

Python List – Built-in Methods
We are now familiar with some built-in methods like insert() , remove() , pop() etc. There are few other methods available in the python programming language that
works well with list-objects. Methods are accessed using a dot operator like list_name. method_name(parameters) .
The basic methods are given in a table for easy reference.
Share This
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In this python tutorial, you will master all about Python Tuples, Tuple creation, tuple indexing, and slicing, various tuple operators, and methods you ought to be
acquainted with.

Related Tutorials

 Unacking of Tuples
 What is a nested tuple in python

A tuple is a collection of well-ordered objects which are immutable in nature. Tuples are much similar to a list, both follow a sequence but the tuple does not support
mutability of objects whereas the list support mutability. More specifically, we can’t change objects of a tuple once it is created though we can easily change objects in a

 Python Tuple Membership validation
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Python - Modules and Packages

Defining a tuple in python is plain and simple just like a list. Python tuples are defined by enclosing a collection of well-ordered objects in parenthesis or a round
bracket () . Each object is separated using commas , . Though parenthesis is optional, it is recommended for better coding and readability. Below examples that
would be helpful to understand how to define python tuples in different ways.
Empty Tuple: A tuple with no elements or of length 0 .

Example: Defining an empty tuple

emp_tuple =()

Singleton Tuple: A tuple with a single element. A singleton tuple is defined by enclosing a single element followed by a comma in parenthesis. Trailing comma is
mandatory while defining a single element to pin down the fact that, this is a tuple, not an expression.

Example: Defining a singleton tuple

Sin_tuple =(10,)

Join Us
Contact mail...

Homogenous Tuple: A tuple with elements of the same datatype

Example: Defining a Homogenous tuple

str_tuple =('a','b','x','y')

Heterogeneous Tuple: A tuple with a collection of elements of varying data types.

Example: Defining a Heterogeneous tuple with integer, string, and float datatypes

mix_tuple= (6,'Sixty',6.5)

Nested Tuple: A tuple containing another tuple

Example: Defining an nested tuple

nest_tuple=('prime',(1,2,3,5,7))

Indexing & slicing to access tuple elements
From the previous tutorials, we are familiar with indexing and slicing methods in python. In tuple, indexing and slicing is done in the same manner as in the list. we can
access elements from tuple very easily using indexing and slicing.

Indexing in Python Tuple
Indexing is the process of assigning numbers to elements in a tuple for easy access. The index always starts with zero and must be an integer.
Two types of indexing in the python list are :

●

Positive Indexing – indexing starts with 0 and traverses in the forwarding direction from head to tail.

●

Negative Indexing – indexing starts with -1 and traverses in a backward direction from tail to head.

To understand thoroughly about indexing let’s consider the example and its visualization. ‘T’ is a python tuple variable consisting of elements ‘cat’, ‘cow’,’ dog’ & ‘rat’.
Each element in the tuple is assigned with a number corresponding to their position based on positive and negative indexing as shown below.

Getting elements through Positive indexing

1

It is possible to access individual elements from a python tuple by referring to its index number. The below code shows how to access an item using
positive indexing.

Example: Getting a single element through positive indexing

T= ('Cat','Cow','Dog','Rat')
print('Element accessed at index 1 is:',T[1])
print('Element accessed at index 3 is:',T[3])

Output:
Element accessed at index 1 is: Cow
Element accessed at index 3 is: Rat

Getting elements through Negative indexing

2

Like the python list, the python tuple also supports negative indexing to access items from the tail. Negative indexing always starts from the end of the
tuple with the index starting at -1.

Example: Getting elements through negative indexing

T= ('Cat','Cow','Dog','Rat')
print('Element accessed at index -2 is:',T[-2])
print('Element accessed at index -3 is:',T[-3])

Output:
Element accessed at index -2 is: Dog
Element accessed at index -3 is: Cow

Slicing in Python Tuple
Python Tuple also functions well with range slice operator [:] .Here, using the slice operator we can slice subsequences from a tuple as needed. In short, we can
create a subtuple using the slice operator. The syntax for Range Slice is

T [ m:n]

where T is the tuple containing the items
m: starting index
n: ending index
T[m:n] returns the subtuple from the index m to n, but excluding the index n .
Slicing itself can be done in various ways with positive and negative indexing. Slicing can be best expressed by placing the items in the middle of indices as illustrated
below.

Tuple Slicing through positive indexing

1

●

Slicing of the form :T [m:n] returns the subtuple from position m to n, but excluding index n.

Example: How to slice tuple to get elements from m to n-1;

T= ('Cat','Cow','Dog','Rat','Bat')
print("T[1:4] =",T[1:4])

Output:
T[1:4] = ('Cow', 'Dog', 'Rat')

●

Slicing of the form :T [:n] returns the subtuple from starting position by default to n, but excluding index n.

Example: How to slice tuple from starting position to nth position

T= ('Cat','Cow','Dog','Rat','Bat')
print("T[:4] =",T[:4])

Output:
T[:4] = ('Cat', 'Cow', 'Dog', 'Rat')

●

Slicing of the form : T [m:] returns the subtuple from the position m to the ending index.

Example: How to slice tuple from mth position to tail

T= ('Cat','Cow','Dog','Rat','Bat')
print("T[2:] =",T[2:])

Output:
T[2:] = ('Dog', 'Rat', 'Bat')

2

Tuple Slicing through negative indexing
●

Slicing of the form :T[-m:-n] returns the subtuple from position m to n, but excluding index n.

Example:How to slice a tuple from m to n using negative indexing

T= ('Cat','Cow','Dog','Rat','Bat')
print("T[-4:-2] =",T[-4:-2])

Output:
T[-4:-2] = ('Cow', 'Dog')

●

Slicing of the form :T[:n] returns the subtuple from starting position by default to n,but excluding index n

Example:How to slice a tuple from starting position to n using negative indexing

T= ('Cat','Cow','Dog','Rat','Bat')
print("T[:-2] =",T[:-2])

Output:
T[:-2] = ('Cat', 'Cow', 'Dog')

●

Slicing of the form: T[-m: ] returns the subtuple from the position m to the ending index.

Example:How to slice a tuple from mth position to tail using negative indexing

T= ('Cat','Cow','Dog','Rat','Bat')
print("T[-4:] =",T[-4:])

Output:
T[-4:] = ('Cow', 'Dog', 'Rat', 'Bat')

How to modify Python Tuple
Immutability is one of the unique features of the datatype- tuple in the python programming language. To be more specific, we can’t change or modify elements in a
tuple once it is created. That means it is not possible to add or replace or remove elements to or from a tuple. If we attempt to modify a tuple we will get a TypeError
instead of output.

Example: Illustrating the property of tuple - Immutability

NT=('prime',[1,2,3,5,7])
NT[0]='ODD'
print(NT)

Output:

TypeError: 'tuple' object does not support item assignment

But the case is different when an element in a tuple is mutable. For instance, a tuple can contain a list as its element. The list is mutable and so that element can be
modified. if you want to add one more prime number to the list we can add it as shown in the below example. The output will be an appended list with one more prime
number 11.

Example: How to modify a mutable element with in a tuple

NT=('prime',[1,2,3,5,7])
NT[1].append(11)
print("Modified List in NT is :",NT)

Output:

Modified List in NT is : ('prime', [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11])

How to delete a tuple element
Considering the fact, a tuple is immutable, it is not possible to delete or remove an element from the tuple. However, we can delete the entire tuple using the keyword
del. if we attempt to print a tuple after deletion NameError will be raised.
Example: How to delete a tuple

OT=(1,3,5,7,9)
del OT;
print(OT)

Output:

print(OT)
NameError: name 'OT' is not defined

How to pack and unpack python tuples
Literally, a python tuple is an assortment of different or same items in a well-fashioned order. We typically use assignment operator = to assign items on the right-hand
side to a variable on the left-hand side. Python offers special features to enhance the assignment operator to another level.
They are :

Packing of Tuples
Example: How to pack tuples

T=('One','Two','Three','Four')
print("T[0] = ",T[0])
print("T[2] = ",T[2])

Output:

T[0] =
T[2] =

One
Three

Packing as its name indicates packs the collection of items to a single variable. The real-life example of packing clothes into a bag is much related to the packing of
tuples. Packing can be well visualized as below.

Unpacking of Tuples
Unpacking is just the opposite of packing where each item assigned to the tuple variable is unpacked to new tuples. Once again let’s consider the real-life example of
unpacking clothes from a bag, where each clothes will be kept on designated shelves. Unpacking can be illustrated as below.

Example: How to unpack tuples

(n1,n2,n3,n4) = T
print("n1 contains :",n1)
print("n2 contains :",n2)
print("n3 contains :",n3)
print("n4 contains :",n4)

Output:

n1
n2
n3
n4

contains
contains
contains
contains

:
:
:
:

One
Two
Three
Four

Python allows compound assignment by combining both packing and unpacking into a single statement. The format is shown in the example.

Example: Compound assignment of tuples

(n1,n2,n3,n4)= ('One','Two','Three','Four')
print("n2 contains :",n2)
print("n3 contains :",n3)

Output:

n2 contains : Two
n3 contains : Three

One of the important points to be taken into consideration while unpacking is the number of variable objects on the left-hand side must be equal to a number of values in
the tuple. If it fails ValueError will be outputted instead of the result.
ValueError while unpacking tuples

(n1,n2,n3) = T
(n1,n2,n3,n4,n5) = ('One','Two','Three','Four')

Output:

ValueError: too many values to unpack (expected 3)
ValueError: not enough values to unpack (expected 5, got 4)

What is a nested tuple in python?
Like a list, tuples also can be nested which means a tuple can contain another tuple as its element which may contain yet another tuple inside. We can define a nested
tuple by placing the comma-separated elements inside () parenthesis.

Example: Defining a nested tuple

nest_tuple=('prime',(1,(2,(4,8)),3,5,7))

How to Access elements from a nested tuple
We can access elements from a nested tuple using indexing either positive or negative. The below example gives you the idea of getting elements from the nested
tuple.

Example: Accessing elements from a nested tuple

nest_tuple=('prime',(1,(2,(4,8)),3,5,7))
#Positive indexing
print(nest_tuple[1])
print(nest_tuple[1][1])
print(nest_tuple[1][1][0])
#Negative indexing
print(nest_tuple[-1])
print(nest_tuple[-1][-4])
print(nest_tuple[-1][-4][-1])

Output:

i = 10
f = 10.55
C = -5-6i

Python Tuple Membership validation
The membership operator is used to validate the presence of an element or a sub tuple in the tuple. The corresponding result will be a truth value either True or False.
Two membership operators in python are:

●

in: returns True if an element or sub tuple is present in the provided list

●

not in: returns True if an element or sub tuples is absent in the provided list.

T =('prime',1,3,5,7)
print("Validation 3 in tuple is ",3 in T)
print("Validation 8 not in List is",8 not in T)

Output:

Validation 3 in List is True
Validation 8 not in List is True

Python tuple Functions
Python tuple has some built-in functions to perform some usual sequential operations. The basic functions are tabulated below for easy reference.
Function

Description

len(tuple)

returns the length of the tuple.

max(tuple)

returns the largest value among the tuple.

min(tuple)

returns the smallest value among the tuple

compare(T1,T2)

compares items in tuple T1 with items in tuple t2

list(seq)

transforms list to a tuple

Python Tuple Vs Python List
Share This

We have learned both tuple and list. Now let’s summarise important similarities and differences of python tuple and list.
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●
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In this tutorial you will master all about Python Sets; how to write set, how sets work in python, how to perform standard operations like union, intersection, and
difference on set. Besides these, we will learn about the methods to manipulate sets.
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 How do you add/join two sets in python?
 What is intersection of sets in python?

Mathematically a set can be defined as a collection of distinct objects in an unordered fashion. Similarly, in python, A set is an unordered collection of unique
elements. To be clear the elements in a set are not stored in memory as in the order they appear in the set. All elements in a set must be immutable. But the set itself is

 How do you find difference in sets in python?

 Python Built in Functions

Python Lists

Another variant, called a frozen set, as its name refers is static and is immutable.
Python Decorators
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 Methods in Set
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mutable so we can modify the set through the addition or removal of elements.

 What is symmetric difference in python?
 Python set to validate membership

●

Elements in a set are unique, which means no duplicate elements are allowed.

●

Set is unordered, which means elements do not follow any order.

●

Set does not support indexing.

●

Set is mutable whereas elements in the set are immutable
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A set can be defined in two ways either by enclosing comma-separated elements in curly braces or by using the set() function.
Immutability is more accountable in sets than other data types because a set is mutable while elements in sets are immutable. This means we cannot change the
elements once it is created. More precisely, Immutable data types like integer, float, string, tuple, etc can be an element in the set but never should be a list, set, or
dictionary as they are mutable (changeable). A set can contain any number of elements.
Empty Set: Usually an empty set is defined using the set() function with zero arguments to avoid the ambiguity caused while using empty curly braces {}. Python
accounts empty curly braces {} as a dictionary, another datatype in python which you will learn in the next tutorial.

Example: Defining an empty Set

emp_set=set()
print(type(emp_set))
emp_set={}
print(type(emp_set))

Output:
<class 'set'>
<class 'dict'>

Join Us
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Homogenous Set: A Set with elements of the same immutable datatype.

Example: How to write a Homogeneous set

int_set = {1,2,3,4}
print("Homogenous set with integer elements:",int_set)
str_set = {'red','blue','green'}
print("Homogenous set with string elements:",str_set)

Output:
Homogenous set with integer elements: {1, 2, 3, 4}
Homogenous set with string elements: {'green', 'blue', 'red'}

Mixed Set: Set with elements of a different immutable datatype

Example: How to write a Mixed set

mix_set={3.14,'prime',(1,2,3,5,7)}
print("Mixed set is ",mix_set)

Output:
Mixed set is {3.14, 'prime', (1, 2, 3, 5, 7)}

How does the set work in python?
In python, a set is typically used to validate the membership of elements and to eliminate duplicates from a sequence. We have learned that the python set does not
reckon duplicate elements and mutable elements. If any duplicate element is present in a set then it will automatically eliminate the duplicates from the sequence and
similarly, if any mutable element is included in a set, Python will raise a TypeError as shown in the below

Example: Duplicate values

S={1,2,3,1,2,3} # duplicate elements are automatically eliminated
print (S)

Output:
{1, 2, 3}

Example: mutable elements in the set

S={ 'odd',[1,3,5]}
print(S)

Output:
TypeError: unhashable type: 'list'

From the above example, we could understand that list is unhashable. So what do you meant by hashable? Hashable means able to hash which in turn tells that object
or datatype is fixed and it cannot be changed once it is created. An element is hashable if the element is immutable. For example string, a tuple is immutable and hence
is hashable. In contrast, Python List which is a mutable element is unhashable.

Note: Immutable objects are hashable while mutable is not.

How to access a set
We are now familiar that a set is an unordered collection of elements that are unique. The way set members are stored is not the same as they appear on the set. To
understand let’s examine the below example.

A=set('Green')
print(A)

Output:
{'e', 'G', 'n', 'r'}

Also, we can find that it eliminated the duplicate value ‘e’ from the set(‘Green’) and returns the set with four unique elements,
{'e', 'G', 'n', 'r'} .

From this, we can infer that it is not possible to access elements from a list using indexing and slicing as done for other data types like string and tuple.

How to modify Python Set
The mutable behavior of a set makes it possible to modify the set by adding individual or group elements. Two common methods used to add elements to a list are :
1

add(): used to a single element to a set.

How to add an element to set

str_set = {'red','blue','green'}
str_set.add("Black")
print("New set after addition :",str_set)

Output:
New set after addition : {'blue', 'green', 'red', 'Black'}

2

update(): used to add multiple elements to a set

How to add multiple elements to set

str_set = {'royal blue'}
str_set.update((65,105,225))
print("New set after addition :",str_set)

Output:
New set after addition : {65, 'royal blue', 225, 105}

How to remove elements from a Set
To remove an element from a set there are two methods available in the python set. They are discard() and remove() . The only behavior that distinguishes
discard() from remove() is that if an element is not available in the set, discard() leaves the set as it is, however, the remove() raises a KeyError . This can be

illustrated in the below example.

How to remove elements from a set – discard & remove method

A= {1,2,3,4,6,8}
A.discard(3)
print(A)
A.remove(4)
print(A)
A.discard(5)
print(A)
A.remove()
print(A)

Output:
{1, 2, 4,
{1, 2, 6,
{1, 2, 6,
KeyError:

6, 8}
8}
8}
3

To remove entire elements from a set, we can use the clear() method. We can also use pop() the method to remove the last element in a set. As the set is unordered
we can’t predict the result after pop() . To delete the entire set we can use the del keyword.

Example: pop(),clear() & del keyword

A= {1,2,3,4,6,8}
A.pop()
print("Set after using pop method is",A)
A.clear()
print(A)
del A

Output:
Set after using pop method is {2, 3, 4, 6, 8}
set()

Note: The return value of the pop() method is unpredictable as the set is unordered.

Python set operations and operands
Set can be used for mathematical computation apart from the other uses like duplicate elimination and membership validation. The four common set operations are
union, intersection, difference, and symmetric difference. We can perform these operations in python by using methods also.

How do you add/join two sets in python?
Adding two sets in python simply means combining two different sets into a single set. Two sets can be joined using the set operation called Union. As its name, union
unites two varying sets to a new set. The union operand used in python is “|” .If A and B are two sets then the union of A & B is represent as A|B .
Let our sets be

Union of A and B will be a new set with all unique elements in A and B. Duplicate elements are excluded from the set. Below shows the Venn diagram of A|B.

UNION OF SETS: A|B

In python, the union of sets can be done in various ways. They are listed below

●

Using set operand (|) – combines two sets with unique elements

●

Using union() method – returns a new set with all elements from the sets.

Example: Set union

A = {1,3,5,7,8}
B = {2,4,5,6,8}
print("A|B = ",A|B)
print("A.union(B) = ",A.union(B))
print("B.union(A) = ",B.union(A))

Output:

A|B = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}
A.union(B) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}
B.union(A) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}

What is the intersection of sets in python?
In the python intersection of two sets, A and B is the set consisting of common elements from both sets. The intersection of two sets can be denoted as A&B where & is
the intersection operand.

Intersection of A and B returns the new set with common elements in A and B. In other words, we can say that duplicate values are taken as common elements. Below
illustrated Venn diagram of A&B .

INTERSECTION OF SETS: A&B

Python accomplish the intersection of sets either by using intersection operand or by using the intersection() method.

Example: The set intersection

A = {1,3,5,7,8}
B = {2,4,5,6,8}
print("A&B =",A&B)
print("A.intersection(B) = ",A.intersection(B))
print("B.intersection(A) = ",B.intersection(A))

Output:

A&B = {8, 5}
A.intersection(B) =
B.intersection(A) =

{8, 5}
{8, 5}

How do you find difference in sets in python?
The difference in sets is quite a tricky concept than the usual mathematical difference. However, in both cases, we use the same operand (-) to denote the difference.
To understand the concept undoubtedly consider A and B as two sets with distinct elements. The difference of set A and B can be denoted in two ways but they may not
be equal.

●

A-B: read as the difference of set B from A gives set of elements in A but not in B.

●

B-A: read as the difference of set A from B gives a set of elements in B but not in A.

A Venn diagram to represent the difference of sets is illustrated below.

SET DIFFRENCE: A-B

SET DIFFRENCE:B-A

The set difference can be executed in python either using operand or difference() the method as shown in the below example.

Example: Set difference

A = {1,3,5,7,8}
B = {2,4,5,6,8}
print("A-B = ",A-B)
print("B-A = ",B-A)
print("A.difference(B) = ",A.difference(B))
print("B.difference(A) = ",B.difference(A))

Output:
A-B = {1, 3, 7}
B-A = {2, 4, 6}
A.difference(B) =
B.difference(A) =

{1, 3, 7}
{2, 4, 6}

What is the symmetric difference in python?
The symmetric difference in python is a set operation used to find the symmetric difference of two sets. Let A and B be two sets, their symmetric difference is the set
consisting of elements in A and B but not in both. In another way, it is the union of A-B and B-A ie,
A^B =(A-B) |(B-A)

the symmetric difference is of sets A and B can be represented as A^B where ^ is the operand. The method used is symmetric_difference() .

The symmetric difference can be best illustrated using a Venn diagram

SYMMETRIC DIFFRENCE OF SETS A^B

The following example shows the working of symmetric difference.

Example: set symmetric difference

A = {1,3,5,7,8}
B = {2,4,5,6,8}
print("A^B = ",A^B)
print("A.symmetric_difference(B) = ",A.symmetric_difference(B))

Output:

A^B = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7}
A.symmetric_difference(B) =

{1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7}

Python set to validate membership
Another important operation in the set is a validation of membership. This means we can easily check the presence of a subset of an element using membership
operators. Two membership operators in python are :

●

in: returns true only when the subset or element is present in the set

●

not in: return true only if the subset or element is absent in the set.

Example: Set symmetric difference

A = {1,3,5,7,8}
print(3 in A)
print(8 not in A)

Output:

True
False

Python Built-in Functions
Python set has some built-in functions to accomplish a variety of tasks. The following is a list of built-in functions with a set.
Function

Description

len(Set)

Returns the number of elements in the set.

max(Set)

Returns the largest element in the set.

min(Set)

Returns the smallest element in the set.

sorted(set)

Returns a new set with elements sorted in ascending or descending order.

sum()

Returns the sum total of elements in the set.

enumerate()

Returns an enumerated object which is a pair of index and value for all the elements in set.

any()

Returns True if any element in the set is true and returns false for an empty set.

all()

Returns True if either all elements in the set are true or is an empty set.

Methods in Set
Python set has got plenty of methods to perform some specific tasks. Some of them we have familiarised with in the previous section. you can refer to the below table to
acquaint with methods used with the set.
Methods

Description

add()

Adds an element to the set

clear()

Removes entire elements from the set

copy()

Returns a copy of the set

difference()

Returns a new set comprising the difference of two or more sets

difference_update()

Updates the first set by removing common elements in the sets

discard()

Removes an element if it is present in the set otherwise does nothing

intersection()

Returns a new set that contains common elements of two sets.

intersection_update()

Updates the first set with common elements of two or more sets

isdisjoint()

Returns True if two sets have no common elements.

issubset()

Returns True if a set is present in the parent set.

issuperset()

Returns True if this set holds another set.

pop()

Removes the last element in a set.

remove()

Removes a particular element.

symmetric_difference()

Returns a set which is a symmetric difference of two sets

symmetric_difference_update()

Updates the first set with a symmetric difference of itself and other

union()

Returns a new set which is a combination of two or more sets.

update()

Updates the set with the union of an existing set and others.

Frozen Set
Another variant of the set is a frozen set, as its name indicates is a set with all its elements frozen. Unlike a set, all elements in the frozen set are fixed and are
immutable (unchangeable) throughout its lifetime. Frozen sets are hence hashable which means their elements cannot be changed after their creation. The hash value
of the frozen set can be used as a key for dictionary or as a set element for another set.

How to create a Frozenset

A frozen set is created using a frozenset() function. The parameter can be a set or any mutable object. If the parameter is empty, then the frozenset function will
return an empty frozenset. The following examples give you the idea of how to create a frozenset.

frozen set creation

Fset=frozenset(['prime',1,2,3,5,7])
print(Fset)
Emp_Fset=frozenset()
print(Emp_Fset)

Share This
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 Facebook
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frozenset({1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 'prime'})
frozenset()
 Previous

Next 

Frozenset
perform almost all the methods that work in a set like copy() , difference() , intersection() , symmetric_difference() , union() , issubset()
,
Related Programs
VIEW ALL
issuperset() and isdisjoint() . Since frozenset is immutable, methods to add or remove elements is not applicable and if tries to alter frozenset, the result will be a
TypeError
. key from a dictionary
remove the

remove the duplicate elements from a list

sort the elements of an array in ascending order

implement linear search algorithm in array

Note: TypeError will be raised if we try to modify the frozenset.
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In this python tutorial you will master all about Python Dictionary with examples; how to create a dictionary, how to modify a python dictionary, how to remove and
standard operations on dictionaries. Besides these, we will learn about the methods to manipulate dictionaries.
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A dictionary is a collection of items that are unordered and mutable. Dictionary items are usually represented as Key: Value pairs which are enclosed in curly braces{}.
Python Loops

Each Key: Value pair is separated using commas. In a nutshell, a dictionary is a key-value mapping as visualized below.
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Key Features of Python Dictionary

Python - Modules and Packages
Python - Files

●

Dictionary is mutable.

●

Dictionaries are dynamic in nature.

●

Dictionary can be nest like a list

●

Keys are unique and immutable while values are mutable

How to create a dictionary in Python
A dictionary in python can be defined by enclosing comma-separated key-value pairs inside curly braces {}. Another way to create a dictionary is through the built-in
dict() function.

Syntax of Dictionary
<dict_name> = {
<key>:<value>,
<key>:<value>,
.
.
<key>:<value>
}

Empty Dictionary: Python dictionary with zero items.

Join Us
Contact mail...

Example: How to define empty Dictionary

emp_dict ={}
print(type(emp_dict))

Output:

<class 'dict'>

Homogeneous Dictionary: A Dictionary with keys of the same immutable datatype.

Example: How to create a Homogeneous dictionary

int_dict={1:'Odd',2:'Even'}
print(int_dict)

Output:

{1: 'Odd', 2: 'Even'}

Mixed Dictionary: A Dictionary with keys of the different immutable datatypes.

Example: Mixed dictionary

mix_dict={1:'Student','name':'Tom','Marks':[45,46,47,48,50 ]}
print(mix_dict)

Output:

{1: 'Student', 'name': 'Tom', 'Marks': [45, 46, 47, 48, 50]}

So far we have discussed various types of dictionaries and their creation. Another possible way to create a dictionary is using a function called dict().

Example: dict() function

fn_dict = dict({'Name':'John','Age':30})
print(fn_dict)

Output:

{'Name': 'John', 'Age': 30}

Properties of Key and Values in Dictionary
Two important factors in a python dictionary are Keys and Values. Their properties are listed below.
1

The key must be unique means there should be no duplication. If a dictionary contains duplicate keys then the last assignment will be considered.

Example:Illustrates keys doesn't hold duplicates

fn_dict = dict({'Name':'John','Age':30 ,'Name':'Charles'})
print(fn_dict)

Output:

{'Name': 'Charles', 'Age': 30}

2

Keys are immutable means they are unchangeable over the lifetime after creation. Keys can be integer, string, tuples but never be a list.
Example:shows error when key is a list

D = {['odd']:(1,3,5,7,9)}
print(D)

Output:

D = {['odd']:[1,3,5,7,9]}
TypeError: unhashable type: 'list'

3

Values are free of restrictions and they can be any data type and can be of any length.

Example: shows values can be of any type and any length

D = {'odd':[1,3,5,7,9]}
print(D)

Output:
{'odd': [1, 3, 5, 7, 9]}

What is a Nested Dictionary in Python?
In Python, a dictionary containing another dictionary is referred to as Nested Dictionary. Nesting can be done to any level without any restriction. This can be visualized
for better understanding.

Nested Dictionary

University= {
'UN_Name':'Oxford',
'Stud':{

'St1_Name':'Tom','St2_Name':'Becky' }

}
print(University)

Output:
{'UN_Name': 'Oxford', 'Stud': {'St1_Name': 'Tom', 'St2_Name': 'Becky'}}

How to access dictionary values in Python?
We know that a dictionary is an unordered collection of key: value pairs. Even though they appear as how they were defined, when it comes to accessing, numerical
indexing does not work. This is because python interprets the numerical value as the key instead of index. So then how can we access values from a dictionary?
Dictionary uses keys to retrieve values from a dictionary. To access values we use the same square brackets with Keys inside rather than indices. We can also use the
get() method to accomplish the same.
To understand let’s examine the below example.

Accessing Values from Dictionary

mix_dict={1:'Student','name':'Tom','Marks':[45,46,47,48,50 ]}
print('mix_dict[1] = ',mix_dict[1])
print("mix_dict['name'] = ",mix_dict['name'])
print("mix_dict['Marks'] = ", mix_dict.get('Marks')

Output:
mix_dict[1] = Student
mix_dict['name'] = Tom
mix_dict['Marks'] = [45, 46, 47, 48, 50]

Accessing undefined Values
Now suppose you try to access a value with a key that is not defined in the dictionary. What will happen?
Obviously, an exception will be the result. If we refer to a key that is not present in the dictionary, the interpreter raises a KeyError . This occurs only when we use
square [] brackets to access value. The get() method returns None as the output.

KeyError while accessing an undefined key

D= { 'A':'Apple','B':'Banana'}
print(D.get('C'))
print(D['C'])

Output:

None
print(D['C'])
KeyError: 'C'

How to access values from a Nested Dictionary
Examples : Accessing values from a nested dictionary

D={
'D1':{2:4,3:9},
'D2':{4:64,5:125}
}
print(D['D1'])
print(D['D2'])
print(D['D1'][3])
print(D['D2'][5])

Output:

{2: 4, 3: 9}
{4: 64, 5: 125}
9
125

How to modify Python Set
The mutable behavior of a dictionary makes it possible to modify the dictionary either by adding individual or group of entries or by replacing the existing value. Three
ways of adding entries to a dictionary is listed below.
1

adding single entries to an empty dictionary

Example: How to add an element to an empty set

Student ={}
Student[' First_Name']='Charles'
Student['Last_Name'] = 'Smith'
print("\n Dictionary after adding two entries one at a time :",Student)

Output:

Dictionary after adding two entries one at a time :
{' First_Name': 'Charles', 'Last_Name': 'Smith'}

2

update() function : to add multiple entries to dictionary in one shot

Example: How to add multiples element in one shot

Student = {' First_Name': 'Charles', 'Last_Name': 'Smith'}
Student.update({'ID':10001, 'Department':'Science'})
print("\n Dictionary after adding multiple entries in one shot :", Student)

Output:

Dictionary after adding multiple entries in one shot :
{' First_Name': 'Charles', 'Last_Name': 'Smith', 'ID': 10001, 'Department': 'Science'}

3

Nesting a dictionary by adding another dictionary

Example: addition of dictionary to an existing dictionary

Student = {' First_Name': 'Charles', 'Last_Name': 'Smith', 'ID': 10001, 'Department': 'Science'}
Student['Marks'] ={'Physics':100 ,'Chemistry':98}
print("\n Dictionary after nesting : \n ",Student)

Output:
Dictionary after nesting :
{' First_Name': 'Charles', 'Last_Name': 'Smith', 'ID': 10001, 'Department': 'Science', 'Marks': {'Physics': 100, 'Chemistry': 98}}

We can also modify the dictionary by changing or replacing the existing values. This can be done by referring to its key. Below example, change the existing value,
Smith to David, by referring to its key Last_Name.
We can also modify the dictionary by changing or replacing the existing values. This can be done by referring to its key. Below example, change the existing value,
Smith to David, by referring to its key Last_Name.

Example: Changing values in the dictionary

Student = {' First_Name': 'Charles', 'Last_Name': 'Smith'}
Student['Last_Name']='David'
print(Student)

Output:
{' First_Name': 'Charles', 'Last_Name': 'David'}

How to remove elements from a Dictionary in Python
Another way to modify the dictionary is by removing the elements from it. There are various ways to remove or delete elements in the dictionary. They are listed below.
1

pop() Method: is a built-in function in a dictionary. It is used to remove a distinct item from a dictionary by referring to its key and this method returns the
removed value.

Example: Removing an element from a dictionary using pop() method

Student = {' First_Name': 'Charles', 'Last_Name': 'Smith'}
print(Student.pop('Last_Name'))
print("Dictionary after removal is:",Student)

Output:

Smith
Dictionary after removal is: {' First_Name': 'Charles'}

2

popitem() Method: is a built-in function used to remove the last inserted key-value pair from the dictionary and will return the key-value pairs.

Example: Removing element from a dictionary using popitem() method

Student = {' First_Name': 'Charles', 'Last_Name': 'Smith','Age':27}
print(Student.popitem())
print("Dictionary after removal is:",Student)

Output:

('Age', 27)

3

clear() Method: is a built-in function used to remove or clear all the elements in a dictionary.

Example: Removing element using clear() method

Student = {' First_Name': 'Charles', 'Last_Name': 'Smith','Age':27}
print(Student.clear())
print("Dictionary after removal is:",Student)

Output:
None

4

del keyword: can be used to remove either individual elements or the entire dictionary itself.

Example: Removing element using del keyword

Student = {' First_Name': 'Charles', 'Last_Name': 'Smith','Age':27}
del Student['Age']
print("Dictionary after removal is:",Student)
del Student
print("Dictionary after removal is:",Student)

Output:
Dictionary after removal is: {' First_Name': 'Charles', 'Last_Name': 'Smith'}
print("Dictionary after removal is:",Student)
NameError: name 'Student' is not defined

How to perform Membership Validation in a Python Dictionary
As in other data types, we can validate the presence of a key in a dictionary using the membership operators. The two membership operators are :

●

in: returns true only when the key is present in the dictionary.

●

not in: returns false when the key is absent in the dictionary.

Example: Membership Validation

D ={
0:'Red',
2:'Green',
4:'Blue'
}
print(0 in D)
print(3 not in D)

Output:
True
True

Python Dictionary built-in functions
To accomplish some specific tasks python has got some built-in functions for dictionaries. They are well tabulated below.
Function

Description

all()

Returns True if all keys in the dictionary are True

any()

Returns True if any of the keys in the dictionary is True

len()

Returns the number of key-value pairs in the dictionary

sorted()

Returns a list of keys which are sorted

Python Dictionary Methods
Like functions, the Python dictionary does have methods to perform special tasks and return specific values. They are listed below in the table below.
Share This
METHODS
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clear()

Clears all items in the dictionary

copy()

Returns a shallow copy of the dictionary
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fromkeys(seq[,v])

Returns a new dictionary with keys from the seq and associated values v.

get(key[,d])

Returns the associated values of the key.

items()

Returns a list of key-value pair format
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print elements in the odd position of array
keys()

simple calculator

Returns the list of keys in the dictionary

pop(key[,d])
Removes
find smallest element
of arrayelements in a dictionary referring to its key

accept integer or float value from user and print

popitem()

Removes and returns the last inserted entry

setdefault(key[,d])

To set the key to default if the key is not available

update()

Returns the updated dictionary with new entries or replacing the existing one.
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 Logical Operators

Python Basic Operators

 Bitwise Operators
 Assignment Operators
 Membership Operators

In this tutorial, we will master all about basic operators and their expressions in python. Besides these will learn about the different types of operators in python and how
to use them.

Related Tutorials

 Identity Operators
 Operators Precedence in Python

VIEW ALL

Python Operators are unique symbols that perform some sort of computation. The objects or values on which operators act are known as operands in python. Any
Datatypes in Python

statement that contains operators and operands is called an expression.

Python Fundamentals - Keywords

Python - Decision making
Python - Loops

X = 50

Python Loops

Y = 20
Z = X + Y -10

Python - Functions

Python Installation & Set up

print(Z)

Python - Modules and Packages
Python - Files
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Output:
Python - Directory
60
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Python - Errors and Exceptions
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In the above example, Z = X + Y -10 is an expression with + and - as its operators, and Z , X , Y & 10 are the operands.
Python - Inheritance

What are the different types of operators in python?
The different types of operators in python are listed below.

●

Arithmetic Operators

●

Comparison Operators

●

Logical Operators

●

Assignment Operators

●

Identity Operators

●

Membership Operators

Arithmetic Operators
Arithmetic Operators in python are used for mathematical calculations like Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Modulus, etc.
Operator

Meaning

Description

Example

+

Addition

Adds two operands or unary plus

10+2=12
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-

Subtraction

Subtracts right operand from left operand or unary minus

10-2=8

*

Multiplication

Multiplies two operands

10*2=20

/

Division

Divides left operand by right operand

10/2=5

%

Modulus

Remainder after division

10%2=0

**

Exponentiation

Performs the exponential calculation

10**2=100

//

Floor Division

Only considers the integer part of the quotient while excluding the values after the decimal point.

10//2=5
10//-4=-3

Note: In-floor , when the result is negative then it floors to the next smallest integer value.

Some of the arithmetic operators and their calculations are given in the below example.

X = 10
Y = 2
print('X+Y=',X+Y)
print('X-Y=',X-Y)
print('X*Y=',X*Y)
print('X/Y=',X/Y)
print('X%Y=',X%Y)
print('X**Y=',X**Y)
print('X//Y=',X//Y)

Output:

X+Y= 12
X-Y= 8
X*Y= 20
X/Y= 5.0
X%Y= 0
X**Y= 100
X//Y= 5

Note: The result (quotient) of division is always represented in the float.

Comparison Operators
As the name indicates, Comparison operators also known as Relational operators compare the two operands and return either True (if the condition met )or False as
result in python.
Operator

Meaning

Description

Examples

==

Equal to

Returns True if two operands are equal

a==b

!=

Not Equal to

Returns True if two operands are not equal

a!=b

>

Greater than

Returns True if left operands is greater than the right

a>b

<

Less than

Returns True if the left operand is less than the right

a

>=

Greater than or equal to

Returns True if left operands is greater than or equal to the right

a>=b

<=

Less than or equal to

Returns True if the left operand is less than or equal to the right

a<=b

Example: Comparison Operators

a = 10
b = 2
print('a==b is',a==b)
print('a!=b is',a!=b)
print('a>b is',a>b)
print('a=b is',a>=b)
print('a<=b is',a<=b)

Output:

a==b is False
a!=b is True
a>b is True
a=b is True
a<=b is False

Note: Comparison operators are usually used to control the flow of the program.

Logical Operators
Logical operators are used to evaluating two expressions or statements. Three basic logic operators are and , or and not . They are typically used to control the flow of
the program in a boolean context similar to comparison operators. Boolean values are either True (T) or False (F).
Operator

Meaning

Description

Example

and

Logical AND/ Conjunction

Returns True if and only if both statements are true

X and Y

or

Logical OR / Disjunction

Returns True if any of the statement is true

X or Y

not

Logical NOT/ Negation

Returns true if the operand is a negation

not X

Here is the example:

x=12
print('x>5 and x<10 is',x>5 and x<10)
print('x>5 or x<10 is',x>5 or x<10)
print('not x<10 is', not x<10)

Output:

x>5 and x<10 is False
x>5 or x<10 is True
not x<10 is True

Bitwise Operators
A bitwise operator is used to manipulate bit-level data. Common logical operators like arithmetic operators, comparison operators, etc work on bytes while bitwise
operators work on bits in a byte. Common bitwise operators are listed in the below table. The binary representation of 3 is 0000 0011 and that of 4 is 0000 0100.
Operators

Meaning

Description

Example

&

Binary AND

The result is 1 if both operands are true otherwise 0

3&4 =0

|

Binary OR

The result is 1if anyone operand is true otherwise 0

3|4=7

^

Binary XOR

The result is 1 if and only if both operands are true else 0

3^4=7

~

Binary One's Complement

The result is the negation of the operand

~3=-4

<<

Binary Left Shift

Aligns the bits to the left

12

>>

Binary Right Shift

Aligns the bits to the right

0

Example of bitwise operators:

a=3
b=4
print('a&b is',a&b)
print('a|b is',a|b)
print('a^b is',a^b)
print('~a is',~a)
print('a<<2 is',a<<2)
print('a>>2 is',a>>2)

Output:

a&b is 0
a|b is 7
a^b is 7
~a is -4
a<<2 is 12
a>>2 is 0

Where do we use bitwise operators?
Bitwise operations are not common in the real world as they are typically used for low-level operations. Low-level operations use the binary format of 0 and 1 to
manipulate data. Listed below are some of the areas in which bitwise operators are used.

●

Primarily used in embedded system

●

Data Compression - WinRAR,zip

●

Encryption

●

Networking

●

Hardware manipulation

●

Graphics

Assignment Operators
Assignment operators as studied in previous tutorials assigns a value to the variables. For instance, a = 10 assigns value 10 to the variable a . Some compound
assignment operators are available in python. They take the expression a+=10 which is equivalent to a= a+10 . So let’s learn about some assignment operators which
are tabulated below.
Operators

Example

Meaning

=

a = 10

+=

a+=10

a=a+10

-=

a-=10

a=a-10

*=

a*=10

a=a*10

/=

a/=10

a=a/10

%=

a%=10

a=a

//=

a//=10

a=a//10

**=

a**=10

a=a**10

&=

a&=10

a=a&10

|=

a|=10

a=a|10

^=

a^=10

a=a^10

>>=

a>>=10

a=a>>10

<<=

a<<=10

a=a<<10

Membership Operators
From the previous tutorial, we are familiar with Membership operators. Membership operators in python are used for validating the existence of a member in a sequence
like string, list, tuple, set, and Dictionary.
The two membership operators in python are :

●

in: Returns True if the member exists in the sequence

●

Not in Returns True if the member does not exist in the sequence.

Example of Membership operator

A = {1,3,5,7,8}
print(3 in A)
print(8 not in A)

Output:

True
False

Identity Operators
Identity operators in python are used to compare the memory location of two variables. The result will be true if the memory locations are the same for two variables.
The two identity operators in python are:

●

is: True if operands point to the same objects or same location

●

is not: False if operands point to the same objects or same location

Example of Identity Operator:

x1=10
x2=10
y1=y2='OP'
x1=[1,2,3]
print('x1 is x2 evaluates to',x1 is x2)
print('y1 is not x2 evaluates to',x1 is not x2)
print('x1 is x1 evaluates to',x1 is x1)

Output:

x1 is x2 evaluates to False
y1 is not x2 evaluates to True
x1 is x1 evaluates to True

Operators Precedence in Python
Operator precedence refers to the order of operators in which they evaluate an expression. The list below provides the operator precedence in python.
Order

Arithmetic Operators

Logical Operators

Relational Operators

1

Exponentiation (**)

not

Equality(==)

2

Complement () unary plus, unary minus

and

Inequality(<>)

3

Multiplication(*) ,Division(/)

or

Less than(<)

4
Floor Division(\)
Share This
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Addition(+), Subtraction(-)

Less than or equal to(<=)
Greater than or equal to (>=)
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replace characters in a string
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Python decision making statements
In this python decision-making statement tutorial, we will master all about decision-making constructs like if, if-else, if elif, etc used in python programming. Also, we will
discuss the syntax and flowchart for the decision-making statement with examples.
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Python - Modules and Packages
Python - Files
Python - Directory

To understand in an easy way let's take the real-world scenario of Traffic Signals. What happens when the traffic signal lights red? All vehicles will stop. When it lights
green, vehicles will start to drive. Thus the flow of vehicles on road is controlled by Traffic signals.

Python Basic Operators

Similarly in the programming world, Decision-making constructs are used to control the flow of the program. It predicts the outcome and executes the program code

Python Modules and Packages

based on the outcome. The outcome of the conditional statement is a boolean value like True or False .
Python Number

Python - Errors and Exceptions
Python Oops - Classes & Objects

VIEW ALL

Note: Python reads non-zero values as True while None and zero as False.

Python Overloading And Overriding

Python - Inheritance
Python- Encapsulation Vs Abstraction

if conditional Statements in python

OtherTutorials

Python - Overloading And Overriding

In plain English, the word if denotes a condition or a supposition. Similarly in the python programming language if is a decision-making construct that refers to a
Python - Date & Time

conditional statement.

Python - Iterators

Among the decision-making, constructs if is the basic one. If evaluates the expression applied to it and checks whether the expression meets the condition or not.

Python - Generators

When the expression meets the condition the result will be True and the python will execute the block of statements that follow the result. Otherwise, it skips the block
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and jumps to the statements after the block.

Syntax of IF conditional statement in python

if condition:
#body of if

Flowchart of IF conditional statement in python

if conditional statement can be best visualized using the flowchart given below.
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Example: Program to show the working of “if”

a = 20;
if a>10:
print('a is greater than 10')
print('Bye!!!!')

Output:

A is greater than 10
Bye!!!!

Here in the above example condition a>10 is evaluated to find out whether the variable a holds a value greater than 10 or not. In our case variable ‘a’ holds the
value 20 which is greater than 10, hence the condition is True . So the program control is directed to the very next statement of if and prints the result as a is greater
than 10. Then the program control is shifted to the statement out of indentation of ‘if’.

Note: Decision-making statement relies on indentation.

The limitation of a single if statement is that it only executes the statement following the True. The false case is not addressed in a single if statement.

If else Statements in python
To overcome the limitation of a single ‘if’ statement, we use the ‘else’.statement. To be specific in the if-else statement python evaluates the condition and outputs the
result as follows:

●

if the condition is True, the body of if gets executed

●

if the condition is False, the body of else gets executed.

Syntax of if-else conditional statement in python

if Condition:
#execute body of if
else:
#execute body of else

Flowchart of if else statements in python

Now we can check how if else statement works in a python program

Example: If else program

a = 20;
if a<10:
print('a is less than 10')
else:
print('a is greater than 10')

Output:

a is greater than 10

The above example evaluates the condition a<10 . If the condition evaluates to True , then it prints a is less than 10 or if the condition evaluates to False then the
program control shifts to else part and prints a is greater than 10 .In this scenario variable ‘a’ contains the value 20 which is greater than 10, so the outcome is else
part statement ie. a is greater than 10.

IF ELIF Statements
This is a bit complex version of if else. In this elif is a python keyword referring to else..if . In a nutshell, if elif else is a chain of conditional statements. It is
sometimes referred to as if elif else ladder.

Syntax of IF ELIF ELSE conditional statement in python

if Condition1:
#execute body of if
elif Condtion2:
#execute body of elif
elif Condition3:
#execute body if elif
else:
#execute body if else

Flow chart of elif

Here is the example of if..elif..else statements.

Example: if...elif...else

a = 10
b = 20
if a==b:
print('a is equal to b')
elif a < b:
print("a is less than b")
else:
print("a is greater than b")
print('Exit')

Output:
a is less than b
Exit

In the above example, condition a== b is evaluated. If a and b holds the same value then the body of if the part is executed and prints a is equal to b . But in our
case, the condition evaluates to False and hence the else if the part is executed where again evaluates the condition whether a is less than b or not. As variable a holds
the value 10 and b holds the value 20, the condition evaluates to true and hence prints a is less than b as the result.
In case the a is 20 and b is 10 then the condition fails and else part gets executed with result a is greater than b .

Nested If
In some situations even though the expression evaluates to True, we need to check other conditions also. In such scenarios, we make use of nested if despite the fact
of how complex it is. The complexity of a nested if depends on the level of nesting included.
An if statement containing another if statement is known as nested if. We can nest a simple if or if else statement or if elif else statements. This is purely a programmer
choice and hence there is no generalized syntax or flow chart available. However, for your better understanding consider the below syntax and flow chart.

Syntax of Nested if

if Condition1:
#execute body of if(condition1)
if Condtion2:
#execute body of if (condition 2)
elif Condition3:
#execute body if elif
else:
#execute body of else (nested)
else:
#execute body of else

Flowchart of Nested if

Example: Nested if

a = 25
b = 20
if a > 0:
if a==b:
print('a is equal to b')
elif a < b:
print("a is less than b")
else:
print("a is greater than b")
else:
print("a is less than 0")
print('Exit')

Output:
a is greater than b
Exit

Share This

In the above example, initially a >0 is evaluated.
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if a>0 is true then the program control moves to nested if. In this case, a holds value 25 so a is greater than zero and moves to nested if.
Now evaluates the condition a==b whose outcome is a false for our scenario as a=25 and b=20 .
Hence
the flow shifts to elif, where condition a is checked. So our case prints a is greater than b.
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Python Loops

 Indefinite Iteration
 The break and continue statements
 The Else block in loops

In this tutorial you will master all about loops in python with examples; like for loop and while loop, their syntax and flowchart, and how loops can be nested. Also, we will
learn the usage of keywords like a break, continue, and pass to control the flow of loops and how to use the range function in ‘for loop’ with examples.

Related Tutorials

 Python Nested Loops
 Python Pass Statement

Python - Functions

What is an iteration in python?

Python Decorators

Iteration is the process of repeating a set of codes for multiple instances or until they meet the condition. Two important factors associated with iteration are:

Python Basic Operators

Python - Modules and Packages
Python - Files
Python - Directory

●

Iterators refer to an object that holds the countable values in the iteration.

●

Iterables refer to an object that can be repeated or iterated over.

VIEW ALL

Python Directory

Python Identifiers & Variables

Iteration is also known as looping. This is because a sequence of instructions gets executed repeatedly one after the other until it meets the condition, hence forming a
loop.

Python - Errors and Exceptions

OtherTutorials

Iteration is broadly classified into types.
Python Oops - Classes & Objects
1

Definite Iteration - for loop
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2

Indefinite Iteration - While loop

What is a Definite Iteration in python?
Consider the scenario where you have a set of codes and want to execute it for, say six times. One way to execute it is by writing the set of codes 6 times and executing
it for 6 times. But it consumes lots of time and space.
So here comes a much easier way, ie., Definite Iteration. In definite iteration, the number of iterations is known prior to the execution of the loop body. Since the number
of iterations is known we need to explicitly specify it at the start of the loop. We can make use of ‘For loop’ to illustrate the method of definite iteration.

For loop in python
The “for loop” often referred to as a “count controlled loop” is used to iterate over sequences like string, list, tuples, set, and dictionary. The number of iterations
depends on the length of the sequence.

Syntax of for Loop

For

<var>

in

<iterables>:

<...........loop body…...>
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Where

●

var is the variable that takes the values within the iterables on each iteration.

●

Iterables are the sequences like string, list, tuples, etc.

Iteration stops when the variable reaches the last item of the sequence and the loop body is specified using indentation.

Note: Index variable initialization is not required in python for a loop.

Example of for loop
Below examples show how looping works on a list and string.

#List is iterable
L = ['Red','Green','Blue']
for i in L:
print(i)
#String is iterable
Str ='RGB'
for x in Str:
print(x)
#integer is not iterable
int = 8999
for i in int:
print(i)

Output:
Red
Green
Blue
R
G
B
TypeError: 'int' object is not iterable

In the above example, List L and String Str are the iterables, and i is the variable. On each iteration, variable i takes the consecutive items in L and Str and prints
the result.
Sequential data types like List and string executes and outputs the result. On the other hand, integer type objects which are non-sequential outputs a TypeError , which
means integer-type objects are not iterable.

Note: In python, all data types which are a kind of collection or sequence are iterables.

The range() Function and Indexing
Yet another but a constructive way to iterate through a sequence is by indexing. Indexing in for loop is not simple as that what we already learn in string and list. Before
jumping to indexing let’s cognize with len() function and range() function.

len() function

1

len() is a built-in function in python used to determine the length of the given sequence. In other words, the len() function returns the total number of
items in the sequence.
Syntax:

len(seq)

RGB’ is a string with length 3 and [‘Red’,’ Green’,’ Blue’] is a List with length 3.

Range() Function

2

range() function, typically, is used to generate a sequence of numbers.
Syntax:

range( start,stop,step)

Where, start denotes the start position of the sequence, defaults to 0 stop denotes the end position of the sequence, not included in seq. step denotes
the incrementation, defaults by 1 .

Example: List Range function in 3 different ways

print(list(range(6)))
print(list(range(2,6)))
print(list(range(2,6,2)))

Output:
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
[2, 3, 4, 5]
[2, 4]

How to use the range() function in for loop?

Range() function can be used in a for loop to iterate over items in a sequence using indexing. The below example will clarify the concept.

Example: range() function in for loop

L = ['Red','Green','Blue','Black']
for i in range(1,len(L),2):
print(L[i])

Output:
Green
Black

Indefinite Iteration
Indefinite iteration is used in situations where we don't know the number of executions beforehand. Here, the execution of codes takes place as long as the condition
consummates. While loop comes under indefinite iteration.

While loop in python
While also known as a condition controlled loop is used to iterate a set of codes as long as it fulfills the condition. If it fails to meet the condition then loops terminate
and control moves to the outside statements.

While loop Syntax

while :
<body of while>

While loop Flowchart

Example of while loop:

count = 0
while(count<5):
count=count+1
print(count)

Output:

1
2
3
4
5

In this example,

●

The index variable is initialized to zero

●

Next comes the condition where we check if the value of the count variable is less than 5. As long as the condition remains true, the body of while executes.

●

Afterward the control switches to the body of while loop body which includes two statements.

●

The increment statement increments the value of the count variable. What happens if we skip this step? Obviously, execution of the loop goes on and on

and will never end. So this step is a must while using a while loop.

●
●

Next is the print statement which prints the value of the count variable.

The loops continue until their condition fails and exits the loop.

Note: Keep in mind to use indentation while using the loops in python.

The break and continue statements in loops
A loop can be interrupted at any point in python using the keywords “break” or continue. The break statement is used to terminate the loop whereas the continue
statement is used for continuing the loop by skipping some codes in the loop.

The break statement
The break statement, as its name indicates, breaks the program flow at some point when it satisfies a particular condition. In other words, the break statement
terminates the loop once it meets the given condition and shifts the control to the very next statement outside the loop.
Here is the syntax of the break statement in loops.
The syntax of the break statement in for loop

For

<var>

in

<iterables>:

<...........loop body…...>
If <condition>:
break

The syntax of the break statement in the while loop

While <condition 1>:
<body of while loop>
If <condition 2>:
break

Flowchart of break statement in loops.

Example: Illustrates the break statement inside for loop

L = ['Red','Green','Blue','Black','White']
for i in range(len(L)):
if L[i]=='Blue':
break
print(L[i])
print('Program Ends Here')

Output:

Red
Green
Program Ends Here

Example: Illustrates the break statement inside while loop

count = 0
while(count<5):
count=count+1
if count==3:
break
print(count)

Output:

1
2

The Continue Statement
The continue statements, as its name entails, continue the loop by skipping some set of codes that fulfills the condition provided. Continue statement never terminates
the loop as like break statement.
Here is the syntax of the Continue statement in loops
The syntax of the Continue statement in for loop

For

<var>

in

<iterables>:

<...........loop body…...>
If <condition>:
continue

The syntax of the Continue statement in the while loop

While <condition 1>:
<body of while loop>
If <condition 2>:
continue

Flowchart of continue statement

Example: To illustrates the use of continue statement in for loop.

L = ['Red','Green','Blue','Black','White']
for i in range(len(L)):
if L[i]=='Blue':
continue
print(L[i])
print('Program Ends Here')

Output:

Red
Green
Black
White
Program Ends Here

Example: To illustrates the use of continue statements in a while loop.

count = 0
while(count<5):
count=count+1
if count==3:
continue
print(count)

Output:

1
2
4
5

The Else block in loops
One of the unique features that python allows is the use of optional else block at the end of the loops. The syntax of the else block is given below for both for loop and
while loop.
The syntax of The Else block in for loop

For

<var>

in

<iterables>

<...........loop body…...>
else:
<Statement(s)>

The syntax of The Else block in while loop

While <condition >
<body of while loop>
else:
<Statement(s)>

The placed inside an else clause will get executed only when the loop ends “by depletion”—means, the loop iterates until the controlling condition evaluates to false,
and the else part is executed only after that. If the loop is terminated by a break statement, then the else clause fails to get executed.

Example: Else block in for loop

Str ='RGB'
for i in Str:
print(i)
else:
print('loop exits as string reaches its last character')

Output:

R
G
B
loop exits as string reaches its last character

Example: Else block in while loop

count = 0
while(count<5):
count=count+1
print(count)
else:
print('Loop exits as count is no longer less than 5')

Output:

1
2
3
4
5
Loop exits as count is no longer less than 5

Python Nested Loops
Python programming language also allows the principle of nesting in loops. A nested loop is a loop containing another loop. Nesting can be done to any level however it
is convenient to nest to 2 or 3 levels deep because the higher the level is higher the complexity and prone to error.
The syntax of The Nested loop in for loop

For

<var>
For

in

<var>

<iterables>:
in

<iterables>:

<loop body>
<loop body>

The syntax of The Nested loop in while loop

While <condition 1>:
While <condition 2>:
<body of while loop>
<body of while loop>

Here in the above syntax, we saw a for loop inside another for loop and while loop inside another while. This nesting concept is illustrated below

Example: Nested For Loop

L1 = ['Red','Green','Blue']
L2 = ['Car','Colour','Stone']
for i in L1:
for j in L2:
print(i,j)
print('\n')

Output:

Red Car
Red Colour
Red Stone
Green Car
Green Colour
Green Stone
Blue Car
Blue Colour

Example: Nested While loop

i=1
while(i<=3):
j=0
while(j<3):
j=j+1
print(i,'*',j,'=',i*j)
i=i+1
print('\n')

Output:

1 * 1 = 1
1 * 2 = 2
1 * 3 = 3
2 * 1 = 2
2 * 2 = 4
2 * 3 = 6

Similarly, we can enclose a for loop inside a while loop and a while loop inside a for loop. But the fact that you need to bear in mind is about the use of indentation.
Below examples shows how a for loop is nested inside a while loop.

Example: for loop inside a while loop

i=1
while(i<=3):
L2 = ['Car','Colour','Stone']
for j in L2:
print(i,j)
i=i+1

Output:

1 Car
1 Colour
1 Stone

Share This

2 Car
2 Colour
Facebook
2 Stone

 Tweet

 Mail

 Watsapp

3 Car
 Previous

Next 

Python Pass Statement
Related Programs

VIEW ALL

The pass statement in python is a null statement used to implement stubs. The pass statement typically acts as a placeholder in a python program.
check a number is a disarium number

print the length of an array

Python does not allow loops to be empty. To avoid getting errors in such situations we make use of the pass statement. Unlike comments, the pass statement is not
multiply
add
two matrices
ignored
by two
the matrices
python interpreter instead Interpreter executes the pass statement. The
result
of the pass statement will be a no-operation as nothing happens when a

pass statement is executed.

Example: Illustrates pass statement acting as a placeholder in loops

Str ='RGB'
for i in Str:
pass
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 What is a function ?
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 Significance of functions in programs
 How define a function ?
 How to call a function?

Python Functions

 How function works in python
 Python function arguments
 The Return Statement
 What is an Anonymous Function

In this tutorial you will master all about Functions with examples in python; what is a function, what is the importance of function in a program, different types of
functions, how to define and call a function, different types of arguments, etc. Besides these, you will cover the concepts of the scope of variables and recursion in

Related Tutorials

python from beginner to expert levels.

 Scope of variables in Functions
 Python Recursion

VIEW ALL

Python Identifiers & Variables

What is a function?

Python Dictionary
Python - Modules and Packages

A function necessarily is a free-standing block of code that is used to perform a particular task or related set of tasks. The function is primarily classified into two types.
Python Closures

They are
Python - Files
Python - Directory
Python - Errors and Exceptions

Python Basic Operators

1

Built-in function

2

User- Defined function

OtherTutorials
Python Oops - Classes & Objects

Throughout the prior tutorials, you have seen many examples of built-in functions namely len() , max() etc. A built-in function is a function that is built to python and

Python - Inheritance

end-users can access it to perform the specific task they want. On the other hand, a user-defined function is a function defined by the user to perform a particular task.

Python- Encapsulation Vs Abstraction

Going forward you will learn to create and execute your own function. Before that let’s discuss the benefits of using a function in a python program.

Python - Overloading And Overriding
P h

D

Significance of functions in programs

& Ti

Functions play a vital role in all programming languages because of the following fair reasons.

●

Program readability increased

●

Allows code reusability in a compact manner

●

Modularity -Complex program is divided into smaller chunks

●

Avoids Redundancy

●

Minimizes the chance of errors
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How define a function?
The basic syntax of the function is given below.

def < function_name >(< parameter(s) >):
“ “ “ Doc_String ” ” ”
< function _body >
return(< expression >)

Join Us
Contact mail...

The components of the above function definition are tabulated below.
Components

Description

def

keyword def defines the beginning of a function header

< function_name >

Should be a valid identifier.(refer rules of identifiers)

< parameter(s) >

Used to pass values to the functions. Optional

:

Indicates the end of the function header

“ “ “ Doc_String ” ” ”

Used to provide the function documentation. Optional

< function _body >

Valid python statements following same indentation level

return

Returns the value of the function. Optional

An Example of a function illustrates how to print the area of a circle:

def area_calc():
"""this function gives the area of different shapes"""
pi =3.14
r = 10
print('Area is :',a)

In the above example, we have defined a function to print the area of a circle. This does not execute until a function call is made. A function definition stays inactive till
the interpreter finds a function call.

How to call a function?
A function call is yet another important component of a python function. Once the creation of a function is completed, we need to execute the function by calling it from
another function, program, or from the python prompt. To call a function, use the below syntax:
Python Function call syntax

< function_name >(< argument(s) >)

Here In a function call, arguments refer to the values that are passed to the function. Arguments in a function call are synonymous with the parameters in the function
definition. We can keep the arguments section empty however parentheses are a must in both function call and function definition.

Example of a function call:

# this is the function definition
def area_calc(r):
"""this function gives the area of circle"""
pi = 3.14
a = pi*r*r
print('Area is :',a)
#This illustrates function call
area_calc(10)
area_calc(20)

Output:

Area is : 314.0
Area is : 1256.0

In this example, area_calc(10) and area_calc (20) are the functions calls with arguments 10 and 20.

How function works in python
So far in this tutorial, we have discussed all the components used in a python function in detail. Now let’s learn the overall working of the function and execution
sequence.

A function in a program becomes active only when a function has called. The function call passes the control to the function where it performs a specific task by
executing the body of the function. The final result will be returned to function call when it encounters a return statement or else it outputs the result in function and
immediately terminates the function.

Note: Arguments are often represented as arg or args in python.

Python function arguments
Another important component of the function is the arguments. Arguments are defined after the function_ name inside parenthesis. Arguments should be separated
using commas and the number of arguments is not limited to any number.
In the previous example area_calc(10) and area_calc(20) introduces the use of a single argument in a function call. These arguments are passed to the parameter ‘r’
in the function definition on each function call and accept the values 10 and 20 to finish the task.
Arguments are broadly classified into 4 types.

Required Arguments

1

Required Arguments otherwise known as positional arguments are the simplest way of passing arguments to a function in python. Since the
arguments in function call correspond to the parameters in the function definition, the number and position(order) of arguments passing should be well
considered.

#this is function definition
def person(name, age, place):
print(' Hi ,Iam',name ,age,'years old lives in ',place)
# this is function call
person('Chris',17,'USA')

Output:

Hi,Iam Chris 17 years lives in

USA

In the above example function call person(‘Chris’,17,’USA’) has 3 arguments and function definition person(name,age,place) has 3
parameters.Here the parameters in the function definition act as a variable to hold the values from the function call. The parameters are defined locally
to the function and when the function is called the arguments are passed to parameters in the same order respective to their position. Hence known as
positional arguments.
The below-given visualization gives clarity to the concept.

Note: The order of arguments passed must correspond to the order of parameters in a function.

In case you pass the positional arguments out of order, what will happen? Obviously, the function executes as it is however the outcome may not be
correct as you expected. For instance, person(‘USA’,17,’Chris’) produces the outcome as Hi, Iam USA 17 years old lives in Chris which is not the
expected result.
While considering the case of a number of arguments to be passed, like order , a number of arguments should bound to a number of parameters in the
function. The following example explains the fact how this argument got the name required argument.
Example: one extra argument

def person(name, age, place):
print(' Hi ,Iam',name ,age,'years old lives in ',place)
person('Chris','Jake',17,'USA',)

Output:

person('Chris','Jake',17,'USA',)
TypeError: person() takes 3 positional arguments
but 4 were given

Example: one argument missing

def person(name, age, place):
print(' Hi ,Iam',name ,age,'years old lives in ',place)
person('Chris',17)

Output:

person('Chris',17)
TypeError: person() missing 1 required positional argument: 'place'

Here the two examples imply that the number of arguments passed to the function must match with the parameters in the function definition. If we add
or miss one argument then the result will be an error.
In a nutshell,when a function is called the required argument or positional argument in python must specify the appropriate number of arguments to be
passed, exactly in the same order of parameters in the function definition.

Note: The number of arguments passed must match the number of parameters in a function.

Keyword Arguments

2

Keyword arguments in python are introduced to relax some of the restrictions of the required arguments. Keyword arguments take the form = ,when we
are calling a function. Here each keyword must counterpart a parameter in the function definition. Let’s see how we can modify the previous example
with keyword arguments.

Example: to illustrate the use of Keyword Arguments in Python:

#this is function definition
def person(name, age, place):
print(' Hi ,Iam',name ,age,'years old lives in ',place)
# this is function call
person(name='Chris',age=17,place ='USA')
person(age=17,place ='USA',name='Chris')

Output:

Hi ,Iam Chris 17 years old lives in
Hi ,Iam Chris 17 years old lives in

USA
USA

In the above example, you can notice that the arguments in the highlighted function call are out of order. Still, it outputs the correct answer. This
indicates that order is not a matter when keyword arguments are specified in a function call which means the caller function identifies the appropriate
argument designated to the parameter by its name.
Example: Keyword referencing to an undeclared parameter

def person(name, age, place):
print(' Hi ,Iam',name ,age,'years old lives in ',place)
person(name='Chris',age=17,country ='USA')

Output:

person(name='Chris',age=17,country ='USA')
TypeError: person() got an unexpected keyword argument 'country'

The example shows what happens when a keyword references an undeclared parameter in a function. It generates an exception. So it is essential to
use the same name for both parameter and keyword.
Keyword arguments allow ease only in the order of arguments to be passed but not in the number of arguments to be passed. An exception will arise
when the number of arguments in the function call does not match the number of parameters, as in positional arguments.

Default Arguments

3

A default argument, as its name suggests, assumes a default value for a function parameter that misses the argument value during a function call.
Default arguments are defined in function definition where parameters take the form =, where the is the default value for that parameter. The following
example clarifies the concept of default argument:

#this is function definition
def person(name='Tom', age=20, place ='UK'):
print(' Hi ,Iam',name ,age,'years old lives in ',place)
# this is function call
person('Chris',17,'USA')
person('Chris')

Output:

Hi ,Iam Chris 17 years old lives in USA
Hi ,Iam Chris 20 years old lives in UK

In this example
From this, we can infer that default arguments lift the restriction on the number of arguments by allowing omission of arguments during the function call.

●
During the function call person('Chris',17,'USA') , all argument values are passed to the function parameter and hence it produces the result “ Hi
,Iam Chris 17 years old lives in USA”.

●
The second function call person('Chris'), passes only one argument value to the function, missing the other two argument values. Even then it
generates the result “Hi ,Iam Chris 20 years old lives in UK” by taking the default values set to the parameters in a function.

Arbitrary Arguments / Variable-Length Arguments

4

Python allows the use of variable length arguments(arbitrary arguments) in function definition to handle some situations where we are not pretty sure
about the number of arguments a function needs. Based on the type of arguments it is classified into two types :

●

Nonkeyword arbitrary arguments
Arbitrary arguments are typically defined by placing an (*) asterisk sign before the parameter, for instance, *args. *args are also known as nonkeyword arbitrary arguments.
Whenever a parameter is prefixed with an asterisk sign, it denotes the tuple packing of arguments. The arguments in the function call are packed
into a tuple which a function refers to by its parameter name. The below image gives the visualization of the tuple packing of arguments. tags are
the parameter in the function definition and arg1, arg2, arg3, …, argn are the arguments passed during the function call

An example of a function definition with variable length arguments is displayed below:

def fn(*names):
print(names ,' belongs to',type(names) )
for i in names:
print(i)
fn('Red','Green','Blue')
print('\n')
fn('Bike','Car','Bus','Train')

Output:

('Red', 'Green', 'Blue')
Red
Green
Blue

belongs to

('Bike', 'Car', 'Bus', 'Train')
Bike
Car
Bus
Train

belongs to

In the above example

●

*names is the arbitrary argument and it accepts the arguments of arbitrary length during each function call.

●

fn('Red','Green','Blue') and fn('Bike','Car','Bus','Train')are the two function calls having 3 and 4 arguments respectively . These arguments

are stored as tuples before passing to function and the for loop inside the function retrieves each argument and produces the result.

●

Keyword arbitrary Arguments (**kwargs)
Now we have learned what *args is and how is it useful, lets check what is **kwargs in python function and how is it useful.
**kwargs is used for passing keyword arguments to a function.**kwargs works the way *args, but it takes up keyword arguments despite the
positional arguments. Function denotes the use of keyword arbitrary arguments by prefixing the parameter with a double asterisk(**). **asterick
denotes the dictionary packing of arguments in the form Key: values.
An example to show the working of **kwargs is given below:

# **Kwargs example
def fn(**names):
print(names ,' belongs to',type(names) )
for key, value in names.items():
print("{} = {}".format(key,value))
fn(Colour_1='Red',Colour_2= 'Green', Colour_3 ='Blue')
fn(Vehicle_1= 'Bike',Vehicle_2 ='Car',Vehicle_3='Bus',Vehicle_4 ='Train')

Output:

{'Colour_1': 'Red', 'Colour_2': 'Green', 'Colour_3': 'Blue'}
Colour_1 = Red
Colour_2 = Green
Colour_3 = Blue

belongs to

{'Vehicle_1': 'Bike', 'Vehicle_2': 'Car', 'Vehicle_3': 'Bus', 'Vehicle_4': 'Train'}
Vehicle_1 = Bike
Vehicle_2 = Car
Vehicle_3 = Bus
Vehicle_4 = Train

belongs to

Here in this example, we have called two functions of arbitrary length to the function named fn(**names) where **names is the keyword argument .
** names accepts the keywords in the form key value pairs which means as a dictionary. The ‘for loop’ inside the function retrieves each item and
produces the result.

The Return Statement
The syntax of a return statements is

return (< [removed]s) >)

The return statement in a python function is an optional statement that serves two fair purposes:
1

The return statement rapidly exits the functions and shifts the control back to the caller.

2

The return statement optionally passes some expressions or values to the caller .

The function passes a None object in two cases

●

when it finds a return statement with no arguments

●

when the return statement itself is not mentioned in the function.

The following example illustrates the use of return statement in a function:

def area_calc(x,y):
return(x*y)

a = area_calc(10,15)
print('Area is :',a)

Output:

Area is : 150

What is an Anonymous Function
An anonymous function in python is a function with no name. Anonymous functions are defined using the Lambda keyword. Therefore, anonymous functions are also
referred to as Lambda functions in python.
Syntax of Anonymous function is:

lambda arg(s) : expression

An anonymous function can take as many arguments as it requires but must have only one expression. They cannot take multiple expressions and commands. Lambda
functions are useful in places where a function object is required.
For instance, let's change the previous example in the form of the lambda function;

area_calc =lambda x ,y : x*y
print('Area is ',area_calc(10,20))

Output:

Area is

200

In this example,

●

lambda x ,y : x*y is the lambda function

●

x and y are the arguments of lambda function

●

x*y is the expression

The expression got evaluated and the value is returned as a function object which is assigned to the identifier area_calc. Now the anonymous function becomes a
normal function.

Scope of variables in Functions
Scope of variables is one of the most important topics to be addressed while learning a programming language. Scope of a variable specifies the access of a variable in
a function, in class, or in a program. Based on the scope and lifetime of a variable, python has divided variables into two types
1

Global Variable - Global variables are variables declared outside the function and in the global scope. To be specific a global variable can be accessed
inside the function and outside the function. The variable is active for the entire program.

2

Local Variable - Local variables on the other hand are declared inside the function and in the local scope. More precisely, we can say local variable
accessibility is restricted to the local function and it can’t be accessed outside the function.

The following example illustrates the scope of variable in function:

a = 0

# a is the global variable

def area_calc(x,y):

# x and y are local variables

a=x*y
print('Area is ',a)

# inside function

area_calc(10,20)
print('Area is ',a)
print (x*y)

#outside function
#outputs error as x and y are declared inside function

Output:

Area is 200
Area is 0
print (x*y)
NameError: name 'x' is not defined

Python Recursion
Recursion is the process of calling a function by itself. A function is said to be recursive if the function calls itself and such calls are known as recursive calls. More
specifically a function will call the function repeatedly until it reaches the base case. The common structure of a recursive has two components :

●

Base case: the ultimate case in a recursive function that stops the recursion.

●

Recursive case: is the case that makes the recursive call

The following program illustrates the recursion process in python to find the factorial of a number. Before going to the program let us recall how to find the factorial of
number 5.
Share
This
Generalized
way of finding factorial
Facebook
n!= n x (n-1)!

 Tweet

Example : 5!

 Mail
5! = 5 x 
4! Watsapp

n!= n x (n-1) x (n-2)!

5! = 5 x 4 x 3!

 Previous

n!= n x (n-1) x (n-2) x (n-3)!

Next 

5! = 5 x 4 x 3 x2!
5! = 5 x 4 x 3 x2 x1!

Related Programs

VIEW ALL

n!= n x (n-1) x (n-2) x (n-3) ….3!

5! = 5 x 4 x 3 x2 x1 =>120

display
an xidentity
n!=
n x (n-1)
(n-2) x matrix
(n-3) ….3 x 2!

multiply two matrices

n!= n x (n-1) x (n-2) x (n-3) ….3 x 2 x1!

find smallest element of array

print the pascal’s triangle for n number of rows

Generalized way of finding factorial
From the above table, we understand that a large problem is decomposed into smaller chunks of the same problem and repeats the process until we reach a base
case. Here in this example 1! Is the base case with value 1.
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 Home / Python / Python Modules and Packages

 What are Modules in python
 Previous

Next 

 How to import modules in python
 Python module search path
 The dir() funtion

Python Modules and Packages

 Reloading a module
 What are packages in python
 Package Initialization

In this tutorial, you will master all about python modules and python packages, the two programming techniques that ease modular programming. Also will cover the
topics like how to reload a module, how to import modules from a package etc with examples.

Related Tutorials

 How to import modules from a package

VIEW ALL

Modular programming is a design technique used in software programming. It emphasizes the technique of splitting a large program into discrete, tiny, compatible
Python Inheritance

subprograms or modules. The modular approach offers the following listed benefits to a program.
Python - Files
Python - Directory
Python - Errors and Exceptions
Python Oops - Classes & Objects
Python - Inheritance
Python- Encapsulation Vs Abstraction

●

Provides simplicity to program

●

Easy to maintain and debug

●

Allows reusability of codes

●

Avoids code redundancy

Python Errors and Exceptions

Python Installation & Set up

Python Date and Time

Python constructs that boost modularity are Functions, Modules, and Packages. In the previous tutorial, we have learned all about functions in python.

OtherTutorials

What are the Modules in python?

Python - Overloading And Overriding
Python - Date & Time
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A module is a simple file consisting of definitions and executable statements. Creating a python module is not a difficult task. All you have to do is :

●

create a python file

●

Name the file and prepend with .py extension.

Python - Generators

For instance, in the below example mymod.py is a module with one variable L and two functions prt() and sum() .

L=['Red','Green','Blue']
print('Colour List is',L)
def prt(name):
print('Hello',name)
def sum(a,b):
total = a+b
print(total)

A module can contain several objects like variables, functions, class, etc.

How to import modules in python?
A module can be accessed to another module or to an interactive interpreter using the keyword import . The below example shows how to import our previously defined
module.
Join Us
import mymod

#imports the module mymod.py

Contact mail...

Correspondingly we can import builtin modules present in python also. Before that let's learn how to check the list of built-in modules available in python. To get the list
of built-in modules uses any of the two methods in the below example.

>>> import sys
>>> print(sys.builtin_module_names)
Or
>>> help('modules')

The output will be a list of built-in modules in python as shown below.

('_abc', '_ast', '_bisect', '_blake2', '_codecs', '_codecs_cn', '_codecs_hk', '_codecs_iso2022', '_codecs_jp', '_codecs_kr', '_codecs_tw', '_collections',

To access the content or objects in the module we use the dot operator (.). Now let’s check out how to import the contents from our formerly defined module
mymod.py using the dot operator.

>>> import mymod

#imports the module mymod

>>> mymod.prt('Chris')

#imports the function prt in module mymod

Hello Chris
>>> mymod.sum(10,20)

#imports the function sum in module mymod

30

Going forward we will learn several other ways to import modules and their contents.

The import statement

1

Using keyword import and dot operator we can also import the built-in functions in python, the same way we did for the user-defined function. An
example is given below to show the use of the import statement.

import math
print('Factorial of 5 is :',math.factorial(5))

Factorial of 5 is : 120

Here in this example, the built-in module math is imported and its object pi is accessed using the dot operator.

Import with renaming

2

It is also possible to rename the module once it is imported and use that name to access its contents. Following example shows the renaming of the
module.

import math as X
print('Factorial of 5 is :',X.factorial(5))

Factorial of 5 is : 120

Here the module math is renamed as X and we use X to access the object pi .

from...import statement

3

Another way of importing content is by specifying the name of the content and the module in one line. Here we don't need the dot operator to import the
content.

from math import factorial
print('Factorial of 5 is :',factorial(5))

Factorial of 5 is : 120

This example tells us that module object pi is imported from the module math.

from...import* statement

4

Assume the case where you need to import multiple contents from the same module. In such situation from...import* is the perfect solution. Here we
can access all the definitions in the modules. * indicates the access to all the contents or definitions available in the module.

from math import *
print('Factorial of 5 is :',factorial(5))

Factorial of 5 is : 120

Even though this is an easy way to import definitions ,it is not the best programming practice as it curbs the code readability

Python module search path
We are now familiar with various methods to import contents from a module, So what will the interpreter do once a module gets imported ? The interpreter will initially
check if the module is available in a built-in module. If it is not found then the python will search for the system search path defined in the sys.path ,which contains a
list of directories.
The following example gives you the idea of sys.path

import sys
print(sys.path)

['', 'C:\\Users\\Programs\\Python\\Python38-32\\Lib\\idlelib', 'C:\\Users\\Programs\\Python\\Python38-32\\python38.zip', 'C:\\Users\\Programs\\Python\\Pyth

The search follows the order as listed below.
1

Current directory

2

The environment variable, PYTHONPATH

3

The installation dependent default path

Sometimes you may get errors when trying to import a user-defined module. The reason for this is the improper location of the file. So you have to make sure that the
module file is placed in any of the above three(current directory, python path or default path).
You can also discover the location of the module using the file attribute after it is imported :

import mymod
mymod.__file__

'C:\\Users\\Programs\\Python\\Python38-32\\mymod.py'

The dir() function
The dir() is a python built-in function which returns an alphabetically sorted list of defined names in a namespace. This list consists of all the modules(built-in and
user-defined), variables and functions which were included in the module. The following example gives you the instance of the use of dir() function.

import mymod
dir(mymod)

['L', '__builtins__', '__cached__', '__doc__', '__file__', '__loader__', '__name__', '__package__', '__spec__', 'prt', 'sum']

Here the names that start with an underscore are default attributes in the module. For instance, __name__ attribute provides the name of the module.L,prt, sum is the
objects or user-defined attributes in the module mymod.

Reloading a module
One of the significant notes on the module is that python imports modules only once per interpreter session. Let's understand the below example

import mymod
Colour List is ['Red', 'Green', 'Blue']
import mymod
import mymod

In the above example, you can find that the executable statement is executed only once and the print statements in the subsequent imports are not ignored. This
indicates that a module is imported only once.
If you made any change to the module contents or if you want to re-execute the statement then you can either restart the python interpreter or use the function
reload() . The reload function resides in the module importlib and hence you need to import that first.

The syntax is quite simple as shown below:

reload(module_name)

Where module_name is the name of the module you wish to reload. The print statement executes after reloading as shown in the below example

import importlib
importlib.reload(mymod)

Colour List is ['Red', 'Green', 'Blue']

What are packages in python
So far you have learned what a module is and how to import modules and the objects in it. Now we are going to cognize with packages which will help us to organize
the codes for the applications in a well-structured manner.
In simple language, Packages are collections of modules or packages itself. Packages inside a package is known as a subpackage. Packages help to store directories
and modules in an organized manner preferably in a hierarchical structure. This will enable efficient importing when the size of the application grows bigger with the use
of numerous modules.
We can store similar kinds of modules in one package and different modules in yet another package. Doing this helps to avoid collision between modules in a package
and collision between global variables within a module as well.
Creating a package is quite as simple as creating a folder on the computer. We would have the main folder containing subfolders and files. Analogously, a package
contains sub-packages and modules. The below visualization is an example of the hierarchical structure of the package ‘P’ with two sub packages sp1 and sp2. sp1
contains two modules m1 and m2 while sp2 has module m3.

The hierarchical structure of the package

Below shows the different ways of importing sub-packages and modules from a package. All we need is to use a dot notation to import the modules or sub-packages
inside a package.

import p

# imports package P

import p.sp1,p.sp2 # imports

subpackages from package P

import p.sp1.m1,p.sp2 # imports modules in subpackages
import p.sp1.m2 as X
from p.sp1.m2 import object

# imports contents in a module

Package Initialization
Python considers a directory as a package when it contains the file named _init_ . Literally, a _init_.py is used to initialize the package object or the global variable.
This file can be kept empty too. The general form of the package is depicted in the below picture.

The general form of the package

How to import modules from a package
We have seen the general syntax for importing modules from a package. Let us elaborate that to give you a clear cut concept. For that, we have modified our mymod
module example into a package and let see how package helps in modular programming.
We have a package name ‘mypackage’ which contains __init__.py file and two subfolders -print and calc. Each sub-package contain modules. Print sub-package
contains two modules namely,

●

list_print - prints a list.

●

string_print - prints a string.

while calc sub-package contains __init__.py file and a function named sum_calc which performs the addition of two numbers.
Given below is a visualization of the aforementioned example.

Now let's see what's inside these modules.

list_print.py

L=['Red','Green','Blue']
print('Colour List is',L)

string_print.py

def prt(name):
print('Hello',name)

sum_calc.py

def sum(a,b):
total = a+b
print('Total is :',total)

Different importing methods with example
1

Using the import statement

import mypackage.print.list_print.L

Colour List is ['Red', 'Green', 'Blue']

2

Import with renaming

import mypackage.print.String_print as X
X.prt(‘Chris’)

Hello,Chris

3

Using from...import statement

from mypackage.print import sum_calc
sum_calc.sum(10,20)

Total is :30
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We have come across module* which indicates that we can access all definitions inside a module. Similarly, we can access all modules in a package using * notation,
but the point to be remembered is that it should contain a list called __all__ in the __init__.py file. when the statement from import * is confronted, _all_ attribute
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takes a list of modules that should be imported.

Related Programs
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Note: When __all__ is not defined, import * does not import anything from a package whereas imports everything from a module.
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In this tutorial, you will master all about python files and file operations with examples. You will cover what a file is, how to open and close a file, and some basic ways to
read and write files in python.

Related Tutorials

 How to rename or delete a file
 Python File Methods

Python - Directory
Python - Errors and Exceptions

What is a file in python?

Python Installation & Set up

A file is a named location on the system storage which stores related data for future purposes. The data can be anything like a simple text file, video or audio file, or any

Python Dictionary

complex executable programs. We use the file system to enable persistent storage in non-volatile memory like a hard disk. Files consist of three important parts as
Python Tuples

listed below.

Python Oops - Classes & Objects

●

The header holds the metadata of the file i.e., the details like name, size, type, etc of file.

Python - Inheritance

●

Data is the contents in the file like texts, pictures, audio, etc.

Python- Encapsulation Vs Abstraction

●

EOF indicates the end of the file.

Python - Overloading And Overriding

VIEW ALL

Regular expressions in python
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Next, when it comes to accessing a file we must know where we have stored the file. For that, we use the File path which gives the route or location of the file. The file
path contains 3 parts as listed below.
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●

The folder path indicates the location of the folder in which the file resides.

●

Filename indicates the actual name of the file.

●

File extension shows the type of file.

Types of Files in python
There are two types of files in python. They are:

Types of files in python

1

Binary Files are files that contain non-text values like images, audios etc. Usually, binary files contain the objects in the form of zeros and ones.

2

Text Files are files that contain text values that are structured into lines. A text file in short contains multiple lines of text values. Each line ends with a

Join Us

special character referred to as the End of Line.

Contact mail...

When you want to work with files, you need to perform the 3 basic operations which are listed below in the order of processing.
1

Open a file

2

Read or write operation

3

Close a file

Flow chart for file handling

The above flow chart gives you the workflow of file handling in python. Initially, we need to create a file. This can be done manually by the user wherever he needs and
save it with a valid filename and extension. Also, python supports file creation which you will encounter in future sessions.

How to open a file in python
The first and foremost operation with a file is opening the file. A file can be opened by invoking the python built-in function open() . The open function returns the file
object which can be used later to read or write the file.
The basic syntax of open() function is :

File object = open(file_name [,access_mode] [,buffersize])

Where,

●

File_name is the mandatory string argument which gives the name of the file.

●

is the optional argument. It determines the files opening mode (r,w, a - read, write, append). Besides these, we can also open files in either text mode or

binary mode. Binary mode is represented using the letter ’b’.By default, the mode is set to read as text which returns stings. Contrarily, the binary mode returns
bytes as it is used to read non-text files like images or executable files.

●

is another optional argument. By default buffer value is set to 0. When the buffer value is one, line buffering will occur during file accessing. If it is greater than

1, buffering will occur in the size of the buffer.

Example

open("testfile.txt")
open("testfile.txt",'r')

Here is the table showing different opening modes of files.
Modes

Meaning

Description

r

Read

Default mode.Open file for reading. Error if the file does not exist

w

Write

Opens file in write-only mode to overwrite. Creates a file if it does not exist

a

Append

Appends the file at the end of the file without trimming the existing. Creates a file if it does not exist.

x

Create

Creates the defined file. Error if the file already exists.

b

Binary

Opens file in binary mode

t

Text

Opens file in text mode. Default mode.

r+

Read and Write

Opens file for both reading and writing

rb

Binary read

Opens file in read and binary mode

rb+

Binary read and write

Opens file in binary mode for reading and writing

w+

Read and write

Opens file in writing and reading mode

wb

Binary write

Opens file in writing and binary mode

wb+

Binary read and write

Opens file in binary mode for writing and reading

a+

Append read and write

Open file in appending mode for reading and writing.

ab

Binary append

Opens in append mode and binary mode

ab+

Binary append read and write

Opens file in read write binary mode for appending

You can use several attributes to get the details of the file once after a file object gets created. Some of the attributes are listed below.

●

.closed:returns True when the file is closed otherwise returns false

●

.mode: returns the mode of the file with which file is opened.

●

.name: returns the name of the file.

●

.softspace: returns true if explicit space is not required with print statement else false

Note: it is always a good practice to specify the encoding while dealing with a file in text mode.

How to close a file in python
Closing a file is not at all a big task however it is the responsibility of the user to properly close the file once the work gets completed. Python supports two ways to close
a file which are described below with examples.

Using close() method

1

We can close an opened file using the close() method which is available in python. This free up the resources that were secured with the file.

f_obj = open(“testfile.txt”)
,.......................
,.......................
f_obj.close()

Even though this is an easy way,it has one drawback i.e., using close method alone does not address any errors or exceptions. When an exception is
encountered it immediately exits the code without properly closing the file. So what should we do next?
try...finally, block
To resolve the above problem we can use try..finally, block which addresses the exceptions whenever it raises and thereby assures the proper closure
of the file.

try:
f_obj = open(“testfile.txt”)
,.......................
,.......................
finally:
f_obj.close()

Using with statement

2

In python use of “with the statement “ is considered as the best way to close a file. The with statement involuntarily takes the control to close the file
when it exits the “with block”. So we don't need to explicitly specify the close () method in the code. In other words, using “with the statement” boosts the
easiness to handle exceptions and allows for flawless codes.

with open(“testfile.txt”) as f_obj:
……………………………………
…………………………………...
finally:
f_obj.close()

How to read a file
Once we open a file we can perform the desired operation on it. The two operations that can be done on a file are read and write operation. First, we can look at how to
read a file. To read a file, the first and foremost thing we have to do is to open a file in read mode (r). Assume we have the following contents in our file named testfile.txt
in the same location in python.
testfile.txt
Hello World
Welcome to Programming Tutorials
We Love Python
See You..Bye

Below given are the three methods that can be called on a file object to read the file.

real(size) method
Using this method we can read a file to the specified size bytes.

f_obj=open("testfile.txt",'r')
print(f_obj.read(6))

#reads the first 6 characters(Hello ) in the file

print(f_obj.read(4))

#reads the next 4 characters(Worl) in the file

f_obj.close()

In the above example, size is specified as 6 so it reads the first 6 characters only and returns the same. The next time the size is mentioned as 4 , so it reads the next
4 characters in the file after Hello (first 6 characters). This indicates that the read() method returns a newline after each function call.

The read() method reads the entire file when :

●

None is passed as an argument

●

-1 is specified as the size of the argument

●

The argument is not passed

The following example gives clarity for this concept.

f_obj=open("testfile.txt",'r')
print(f_obj.read(-1))

Output:
Hello World
Welcome to Programming Tutorials
We Love Python
See You..Bye

readline(size) method
This method is used to read each line in the file and this will return a line by line output. Let see in the below example how the readline method works.

f_obj=open("testfile.txt",'r')
print(f_obj.readline())

#reads first line in the file

print(f_obj.readline())

#reads second line in the file

print(f_obj.readline())

#reads third line in the file

f_obj.close()

Output:
Hello World
Welcome to Programming Tutorials
We Love Python

Similarly when arguments passed are None or -1, the function returns each individual line. However, when we specify the size, something different will occur. Instead of
returning lines, it returns the characters to the specified size as in the read method.

f_obj=open("testfile.txt",'r')
print(f_obj.readline(6))
print(f_obj.readline(4))
print(f_obj.readline(-1))
f_obj.close()

Output:
Hello
Worl
d

readlines() method
readlines() method returns all the lines in the form of a list. For each line, end of the line is denoted as \n. The above example can be changed to :

f_obj=open("testfile.txt",'r')
print(f_obj.readline(6))
print(f_obj.readline(4))
print(f_obj.readlines())

#returns remaining lines as a list

f_obj.close()

Output:
Hello
Worl
['d\n', 'Welcome to Programming Tutorials\n', 'We Love Python\n', 'See You..Bye']

Note: When EOF is encountered all the reading modes will return empty values.

Looping over lines in a file
Another way to read a file in line by line manner is by iterating through each line. This can be accomplished using either for loop or while loop with readlines method.
The following example will illustrate two different ways to print lines in a file.

with open("testfile.txt",'r') as f_obj:
for line in f_obj:
print(f_obj.readlines())

Output:
(['Hello World\n', 'Welcome to Programming Tutorials\n', 'We Love Python\n', 'See You..Bye']

with open("testfile.txt",'r') as f_obj:
for line in f_obj.readlines():
print(line ,end =' ')

Output:
Hello World
Welcome to Programming Tutorials
We Love Python
See You..Bye

However, the above example can be changed to another form to simplify it. Here instead of looping the methods, we iterate the file object.

with open("testfile.txt",'r') as f_obj:
for line in f_obj:
print(line ,end =' ')

Output:
Hello World
Welcome to Programming Tutorials
We Love Python
See You..Bye

How to write to a file
To write into a file we need to make use of two modes -write mode and append mode. We have already discussed that a file opened in write mode gets overwritten by
erasing all the existing lines. Whereas when a file is opened in append mode it appends the new text into the file without truncating the previous text. The builtin method
to write to a file is write() method.
Following examples shows the difference between write mode and append mode :

with open("testfile.txt",'w') as f_obj:
f_obj.write('OVER WRITES FILES')

When we execute the above code, what happens is the textfile.txt gets overwritten as shown in the image below.

Overwritten File

Now we are opening the same file in append mode and adding some text to the file as given in the example below.

with open("testfile.txt",'a') as f_obj:
f_obj.write('Here iam opened the file in append mode and appends this statment')

The output shows a significant difference. Here the file is not overwritten instead of appends the text at the end of the existing text.

opening the file in append mode

The other possible way to find the difference in the file after writing or appending is to use again and open the file in read mode and print the file.

How to create a file
To create a new file in python, open the file with any of the below modes.
“ x ”= create: creates a file, returns an error when a file exists with the same file_ name.
“ a ”= append: creates a file when the defined file does not exist.
“ w ”= write: creates a file when the defined file does not exist

open('New_file_x.txt','x')
open('New_file_a.txt','a')
open('New_file_w.txt','w')

Output:

From the above example, it is clear that Python has created 3 text files using the aforementioned modes in your system. Now let's check what will happen when we try
to create an existing file. Obviously python will raise an error i.e, FileExistsError as shown below.

open('New_file_a.txt','x')

Output:
open('New_file_a.txt','x')
FileExistsError: [Errno 17] File exists: 'New_file_a.txt'

To circumvent this error we can either rename the file to a new name or delete the existing file if it is not an important one

How to rename or delete a file
It is possible to rename or delete an existing file. For renaming, we use the built-in method os.rename() , and for removing a file from the system method os.remove is
used. Both these methods reside in the OS module. So it is necessary to import the OS module before performing any of these tasks. The OS module which comes
under Python standard utility module helps us to interact with the Operating system and thereby provides the way to use OS-dependent functionality.

Renaming a file
The rename method changes the name of an existing file with a new name. The basic syntax of the rename method is :

os.rename(‘Current_File_name’,’New_File_name’)

Example

import os
os.rename('New_file_x.txt','New.txt')

The result will be reflected in your system with a change in name of the file.

Deleting a file
We can delete a file in two possible ways. One way is to manually search the file in the system and delete the file. The otherways is by standing in the interactive shell
and delete files using python methods.
To delete a file we use the built-in method os.remove() which Syntax is

os.remove(‘File_name’)

Before attempting to delete a file we need to check whether it exists or not to avoid any unwanted errors. We can use the method os.path.exists() to check the
existence of a file as shown in the below example:

import os
if os.path.exists('New_file_a.txt'):
os.remove('New_file_a.txt')
print('Removed file')
else:
print('File doesnot exist')

Python File Methods
Throughout this tutorial, we have encountered some of the methods used to manipulate files. The below table gives the whole list of file methods used in python.
Method

Description

close()

Closes an open file.

fileno()

Returns the number of file descriptors.

flush()

Flushes the write buffer of the file stream.

isatty()

Returns True when the file stream is interactive else false

read()

Reads the entire file.

readable()

Checks whether the file is readable or not

readline()

Reads individual lines in a file.

readlines()

Reads the entire file and returns as list

seek()
Share This
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Changes the position of the file
Checks whether the position is changeable or
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Returns the current position of the file

truncate()
Resizes the file to a specified size.If not specified, resizes to the current position.
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Returns True when the file is writable

Related
write() Programs
Writes the defined string to the file.
writelines()
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Writes a list of strings or lines to the file.

sort elements in descending order

print sum of n natural numbers

check a number is a disarium number

find the factorial of a number
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In this tutorial you will master everything about python directories, what is the significance of an OS module in python, and how to create, change, rename and remove
directories with examples.
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 How to rename a directory ?
 How to delete a directory
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What is a python directory?

Python Oops - Classes & Objects

A directory is a simple folder with a repertoire of files and subdirectories which in turn may contain subdirectories and files. In a computer system directories are used to
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 Path joining and Splitting
 Checking Directory Existence

organize the files in a well-structured manner. To fetch the contents in files or files itself python needs to interact with the operating system, hence python allows the
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Python Decorators

import of the OS module to a certain program.

Python Date and Time
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The OS module in python which comes under the standard utility module enables the interaction with operating systems dependent functionality. The os module
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In our previous tutorial, we have learned to import a module. Let's recall first.

Python - Date & Time
Python - Iterators
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import os

Python - Generators

To get the methods in this module use the below syntax :

import os
print(dir(os))

The output will be a list of methods used in the OS module as given below:
['DirEntry', 'F_OK', 'MutableMapping', 'O_APPEND', 'O_BINARY', 'O_CREAT', 'O_EXCL', 'O_NOINHERIT', 'O_RANDOM', 'O_RDONLY', 'O_RDWR', 'O_SEQUENTIAL', 'O_SHO

How to get the current working directory?
Now if you wish to know the path of the current directory you are working, you can use getcwd() methods.

import os
os.getcwd()

Join Us
Contact mail...

'C:\\Users\\AppData\\Local\\Programs\\Python\\Python38-32'

The getcwd() method returns the path of the current working directory in python as a string as in the example. You can even check the type of outcome using the
type() method.

import os
type(os.getcwd())

Pondering the output of getcwd() we can see the use of two black slashes ( \\ ) in the path to separate the path components. The extra backslash acts as the escape
character to the following string. We can take out this using the print function and the same path changes to as shown below:

import os
print(os.getcwd())

C:\Users\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\Python38-32

If you want to get the path of the current working directory as a byte object you can just append ‘b’ to getcwd() method, i.e, use getcwdb() method.

import os
os.getcwdb()

b'C:\\Users\\AppData\\Local\\Programs\\Python\\Python38-32'

How to change a working directory?
To change the current working directory we can use the built-in method chdir() . The new path should be given as the argument. Both backslash(\\)and forward
slash(//) are acceptable to separate the elements in a path.

import os
os.chdir('C:\\Users\\Desktop')

Now the working directory changed from the python folder to Desktop. You can check the change in the directory by simply listing the elements inside the directory.

How to list files or directories
We can list the elements inside the directories or files using the listdir() method. If you have not passed the argument then it will provide all elements in the current
directory. The return will be a list containing all directories or files in the specified directory. Here, in our case, all folders and files on the desktop are displayed as a list.
Observe the following example :

import os
os.chdir('C:\\Users\\Desktop')
os.listdir()

The output will be:
['desktop.ini', 'EMAIL TEMPLATES.docx', ' 'New Microsoft Excel Worksheet.xlsx', 'New Microsoft Word Document (2).docx', 'New Microsoft Word Document.docx',

How to create a directory
To create a directory, we use the built-in method mkdir(). We should pass the path of the directory as its argument.

import os
os.mkdir('C:\\Users\\Desktop\\Directory_1')

Output:

If you have tried to create a directory that already exists in the system, then you will be getting an error stating FileExistsError as illustrated below.

import os
os.mkdir('C:\\Users\\Desktop\\PY PRO')

Output:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "", line 1, in
os.mkdir('C:\\Users\\Desktop\\PY PRO')
FileExistsError: [WinError 183] Cannot create a file when that file

Just take a look at the output of listdir() where you can see the “PY PRO” folder is already available in the system.
Python also has a built-in method called makedirs() which is used to create directories in a nested structure.In other words makedirs() the method creates directories
recursively as illustrated in the below example:

import os
os.makedirs('PYTHON/DataTypes/int')
os.makedirs('C/DataTypes/float')
os.makedirs('Java/DataTypes/float')
os.listdir()

Output:
['C', 'JAVA', 'PYTHON']

This will create a path in the directory even if it does not find level 1 folders or directories. It nests the file in the order we have given to them. In this example Level 0
folder is Directory_1, a folder PYTHON is created at Level 1 which inturn creates another folder named DataTypes at level 2, and at level 3 it contains the folder int. But
in the above os.listdir()has listed only directories in a specific level.

The hierarchical structure of the Directory

Traverse Directory Recursively
To list the nested structure of a directory we can use the method os.walk() which allows us to traverse a directory recursively. The os.walk() method returns the
roots, subdirectories, and files in a directory with the help of for loop. The following example prints all the subdirectories and files in the Directory_1.

import os
rootdir='C:\\Users\\TP-E540\\Desktop\\Programming Languages'
for roots,dirs,files in os.walk(rootdir):
print("{0} has {1} files".format(roots, len(files)))

Output:
Output:
C:\Users\Desktop\Programming
C:\Users\Desktop\Programming
C:\Users\Desktop\Programming
C:\Users\Desktop\Programming
C:\Users\Desktop\Programming
C:\Users\Desktop\Programming

Languages has 8 files
Languages\C has 2 files
Languages\JAVA has 2 files
Languages\PYTHON has 2 files
Languages\PYTHON\DataTypes has 1 files
Languages\PYTHON\DataTypes\float has 1 file

How to rename a directory?
Suppose you want to rename a directory, then you can use the method rename(source,destination) which is available in the os module. This rename() method
requires two arguments,
Source_name: denotes the name to be changed
Destination_name: denotes the new name

import os
os.rename('Directory_1','Programming Languages')

Output:

In the example, initially, the name of the folder was Directory_1 which is renamed to Programming Languages.
When the source directory ‘Directory_1’ was not available in the system, then the system will raise an exception named FileNotFoundError . Similarly, when the
destination ‘Programming Languages’ already exists in the system, again a FileExistsError exception is raised.

How to delete a directory
We can delete a directory from the system using the method rmdir() where the argument passed is the path of the directory

import os
os.rmdir('C:\\Users\\Desktop\\IMAGES')

This example implies the deletion of an empty folder or directory named IMAGES. The folder will be deleted from the system.
What will happen if we again attempt to delete the deleted folder or the folder which is not present in the system. Observe the below example:

import os
os.rmdir('C:\\Users\\Desktop\\IMAGES')

Output:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "", line 1, in
os.rmdir('C:\\Users\\Desktop\\IMAGES')
FileNotFoundError: [WinError 2] The system cannot find the file specified: 'C:\\Users\\Desktop\\IMAGES'

Obviously FileNotFoundError will raise as the file is not available in the system.
Consider the scenario where we attempt to delete a non-empty directory, which means a directory consisting of subfolders or files. The interpreter will raise an OSError
as illustrated below:

import os
os.rmdir('C:\\Users\\Desktop\\Programming Languages')

Output:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "", line 1, in
os.rmdir('C:\\Users\\Desktop\\Programming Languages')
OSError: [WinError 145] The directory is not empty: 'C:\\Users\Desktop\\Programming Languages'

Path joining and Splitting
So far we have discussed how to manipulate a directory or file in a single platform. To run our program irrespective of the platform, we have to use platform-independent
directory or file paths. This can be accomplished with the use of submodule os.path.
Two important methods associated with os.path submodule are :
1

join() - joins the path elements in python

>>> import os
>>> os.path.join('C:','Users','Desktop','Programming Languages')

2

split() - splits the path element in python.

>>> import os
>>> os.path.split('C:\\Users\\Desktop\\Programming Languages')
('C:\\Users\\Desktop', 'Programming Languages')

Checking Directory Existence
It is also possible to check the existence of a path in the system. To check whether a directory exists in the system we can use either the exists() function or isdir()
function.Both these functions reside in the submodule os.path. The following example shows how exists() function checks for the existence of a path.

>>> import os
>>> os.path.exists('C:\\Users\\TP-E540\\Desktop\\Programming Languages')
True
>>> os.path.exists('C:\\Users\\TP-E540\\Desktop\\File.txt')
True
>>> os.path.exists('C:\\Users\\TP-E540\\Desktop\\New')
False

The isdir() function checks the existence of a path to a directory, not to a file. The following example will clarify this :
Share This
 Facebook
 Tweet
>>> import os

 Mail
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>>> os.path.isdir('C:\\Users\\TP-E540\\Desktop\\Programming Languages')
True
 >>>
Previous
os.path.isdir('C:\\Users\\TP-E540\\Desktop\\New.txt')

Next 

False
>>> os.path.isdir('C:\\Users\\TP-E540\\Desktop\\New dir')
False
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In this tutorial, you will master everything about errors and exceptions in python with examples. You will also learn how to raise and assert exceptions. Besides these, you
will see the demonstration on the usage of keywords try, except, else, and finally in exception handling.
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What are syntax errors

Cl

Syntax errors are structural errors caused in python while writing programs.In python for everything is defined in a specific structure called syntax. When this syntax is not
fulfilled the parser will detect it as an error. Hence syntax error is also known as parsing error. Take a look at the below example:

print('Hello ,World)

Output Error:
File "exception_ex.py", line 1
print('Hello ,World)
^
SyntaxError: EOL while scanning string literal

In this example, the parser has detected an error and displays the error in the console. Let's see how to scrutinize the error.

●

First-line gives the name of the file and line number where the error has been detected.

●

Second-line shows the error statement, in this case, an error is detected at the print function. The “little arrow (^)” at the end of the statement locates the

Join Us

position where the parser ran into a syntax error.

●

Contact mail...

The third line gives you the clue about the error. Here it is an EOL missing after the string literal which means we have missed the closing single quote after

Hello World.
Now add the single quote and run it again which gives you the output as Hello, World.

What are the exceptions in python?
Exceptions are types of errors that occur during the execution of a program even if the program is syntactically correct. This type of error interrupts the normal flow of the
program by exhibiting an exception error. See below example showing some of the different types of standard exceptions in python:
In this example, we have encountered 4 types of exception errors namely TypeError , NameError , ZeroDivisionError , and FileNotFoundError . The error message can
be scrutinized as follows:
Unlike syntax errors, exceptions rely on errors that occur due to the failure of logic.
1
>>> 1+'2'

Output Error:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "", line 1, in
1+'2'
TypeError: unsupported operand type(s) for +: 'int' and 'str'

2
>>> 1+two

Output Error:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "", line 1, in
1+two
NameError: name 'two' is not defined

3
>>> 2/0

Output Error:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "", line 1, in
2/0
ZeroDivisionError: division by zero

4
>>> open('Newfile'

Output Error:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "", line 1, in
open('Newfile')
FileNotFoundError: [Errno 2] No such file or directory: 'Newfile'

●

First-line gives the file name and line number

●

The second-line shows the offending statement

●

The last line specifies the error and its details

Unlike syntax errors, exceptions rely on errors that occur due to the failure of logic.

Python built-in exceptions
Exceptions can be classified into two groups namely

●

Built-in Exceptions

●

User-defined Exceptions

Built-in exceptions are the standard exceptions that are raised when an illegal action takes place in the program. To view all the built-in exception available in python we
can use the built-in function local() as given below

print(dir(locals()['__builtins__']))

Where,
(locals()['__builtins__']) returns the exception modules, functions, etc in the system and dir lists them as strings.
Below listed are the built-in exceptions used in python to handle the commonly expected errors while running a program.
Exception

Reason for Exception

AssertionError

Raised when an assert statement fails.

AttributeError

Raised when attribute assignment or reference fails.

EOFError

Raised when the input() function hits end-of-file condition.

FloatingPointError

Raised when a floating-point operation fails.

GeneratorExit

Raise when a generator's close() method is called.

ImportError

Raised when the imported module is not found.

IndexError

Raised when the index of a sequence is out of range.

KeyError

Raised when a key is not found in a dictionary.

KeyboardInterrupt

Raised when the user hits the interrupt key (Ctrl+C or Delete).

MemoryError

Raised when an operation runs out of memory.

NameError

Raised when a variable is not found in the local or global scope.

NotImplementedError

Raised by abstract methods.

OSError

Raised when system operation causes system-related error.

OverflowError

Raised when the result of an arithmetic operation is too large to be represented.

ReferenceError

Raised when a weak reference proxy is used to access a garbage collected referent.

RuntimeError

Raised when an error does not fall under any other category.

StopIteration

Raised by next() function to indicate that there is no further item to be returned by the iterator.

SyntaxError

Raised by the parser when a syntax error is encountered.

IndentationError

Raised when there is incorrect indentation.

TabError

Raised when indentation consists of inconsistent tabs and spaces.

SystemError

Raised when the interpreter detects an internal error.

SystemExit

Raised by sys.exit() function.

TypeError

Raised when a function or operation is applied to an object of the incorrect type.

UnboundLocalError

Raised when a reference is made to a local variable in a function or method, but no value has been bound to that variable.

UnicodeError

Raised when a Unicode-related encoding or decoding error occurs.

UnicodeEncodeError

Raised when a Unicode-related error occurs during encoding.

UnicodeDecodeError

Raised when a Unicode-related error occurs during decoding.

UnicodeTranslateError

Raised when a Unicode-related error occurs during translating.

ValueError

Raised when a function gets an argument of correct type but improper value.

ZeroDivisionError

Raised when the second operand of division or modulo operation is zero.

We can also define our own exceptions which are referred to as user-defined exceptions. We will discuss user-defined exceptions in the upcoming tutorial after mastering
the concept of class.

How to raise an exception
Now we are familiar with built-in exceptions that would arise when a condition fails. It is also possible to throw an exception manually if certain conditions fail. We can use
the keyword raise to throw such exceptions. Here is an example:

Example: How to raise an exception

age= 15
if age<18:
raise Exception('Age must be greater than or equal to 18'

Output Error:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "Exception_ex.py", line 67, in
raise Exception('Age must be greater than or equal to 18')
Exception: Age must be greater than or equal to 18

We can also specify the type of error to be raised and what information needs to be given to the user.

Example: How to raise an exception

age=int(input('Enter your age:'))
if age<0:
raise ValueError("Invalid age given as input!")

Output Error:
Enter your age: -2
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "Exception_ex.py", line 72, in
raise ValueError("Invalid age given as input!")
ValueError: Invalid age given as input!

How to assert an exception
Assert statement is used for debugging. So it tests a condition and checks if the condition is true. If it's true then the program executes normally. But in case, the assert
condition fails then the outcome will be an AssertionError exception with an optional error message. See below example:

Example: How to assert an exception

age = 18
# True Condition
assert age ==18
print(' Age is Valid')
#False condition
assert age ==15

Output Error:
Age is Valid
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "Exception_ex.py", line 81, in
assert age ==15
AssertionError

In the example when the condition evaluates to false the program terminates and produces a traceback out stating assertion error. As done with raise, here too you can
define the error as an argument. Observe the following example to understand the change.

age=int(input('Enter your age :'))
assert (age>=18),'Age must be above or equal to 18'
print(' Age is Valid')

Output Error:
Enter your age :15
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "Exception_ex.py", line 78, in
assert (age>=18),'Age must be above or equal to 18'
AssertionError: Age must be above or equal to 18

In a nutshell, we can say that assertion statements, despite handling exceptions, are used as debugging aid. Assertion statement addresses the unrecoverable errors in
a program and notifies the developer, which means they are intended to signal for unexpected bugs that would arise in the midway of the program. The program will stop
when an assertion error happens and will remain silent till we fix the bug.

How python handles exceptions
Now we can learn how to handle exceptions in python. Both built-in exceptions and user-defined exceptions can be handled using try, except, else and finally statements.
While writing code it is always better to use exception statements to avoid any unnecessary error.

Exception Handling Flowchart
To understand the flow of the program during the exception , a basic flowchart is shown below.

Python Exception Handling Flowchart

try...except block
If you are suspecting some errors or unusual things amidst execution the best way is to put the block of codes in the “try” statement. The code block after the try
statement executes as usual and if it detects any error then the control will rapidly transfer to the “except” statement. The except statement acts as the exception
handler catches the error and manages it. In other words, the except statement responds to the exception occurring in the try statement.
Syntax of try…. except block is:

try:
…

….. ….. ...
Run this code
…

….. ….. …

except
…

exception_1:
….. ….. ...

Executes on detecting exception_1
…

….. ….. ...

Now we can check out the below examples to understand more on working of try...except block.

The example shows how the try statement works if there is no exception.

try:
fo = open('New.txt','r')
print(fo.read())
fo.close()
except FileNotFoundError:
print('File does not exist in the system!')

In the above example there was no exception and hence executes the program as usual and prints the content it reads in the file. Now consider the case with exception
and what will happen.

try:
fo = open('File.txt','r')
print(fo.read())
fo.close()
except FileNotFoundError:
print('File does not exist in the system!')

In this example, File.txt is a file that is not in the system and hence it raised an exception and program flow shifted to an except statement where we have addressed
what to be printed while a FileNot FoundError is encountered. Hence prints the user-friendly output.
You can also add as many except statements as you could if you are suspecting multiple exceptions in your critical code placed in the try statement.

Try:
print(2/0)
fo = open('File.txt','r')
print(fo.read())
fo.close()
except ZeroDivisionError:
print('Mathematically,division by zero is not defined!')
except FileNotFoundError:
print('File does not exist in the system!')

From the example, it is pretty clear that the try statement executes till it stumbles on to the first exception.

Try...except...else block
We can just extend the try..block to the next level by including an optional else clause at the end. This gives clarity on what to execute if the try statement does not have
any exceptions. Obviously the try block functions well too if there are no exceptions. The syntax of try ….except ...else takes the form:

try:
…

….. ….. ...
Run this code
…

….. ….. …

except
…

exception_1:
….. ….. ...

Executes on detecting exception_1
…
else

….. ….. ...
:

…

….. ….. ...

Executes when there is no exception
…

….. ….. ...

Observe the below given example:

try:
print(2/1)
except ZeroDivisionError:
print('Mathematically,division by zero is not defined!')
else:
try:
fo = open('New.txt','r')
print(fo.read())
fo.close()
except FileNotFoundError:

From the output, we can understand that the else part executes here as no exception found in the initial try statement. The interpreter tries to open the file and prints the
file content as output since the file exists in the system.

Try...finally block
At the end you can add a finally clause to clear up the code after execution. The syntax is :

try:
…

….. ….. ...

Run this code
…
except

….. ….. …

exception_1
…

….. ….. ...

Executes on detecting exception_1
else

…

….. ….. ...

…

….. ….. ...

:
Executes when there is no exception
…

finally

….. ….. …

:

Executes always

Let's see how the ‘finally’ clause is implemented in the program.

#File.txt is not available in system, raises an exception
try:
fo = open('File.txt','r')
print(fo.read())
fo.close()
except FileNotFoundError:
print('File does not exist in the system!')
else:
print('File exist in the system!')
finally:
print('Always executes,irrespective of execution')

Let's change the file name and see what happens when a file is available in the system.

Share This

#New.txt is available in system
try:
foFacebook
 Tweet
 Mail
= open('New.txt','r')
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print(fo.read())
except FileNotFoundError:
print('File does not exist in the system!')
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else:

print('File exist in the system!')
Finally:
fo.close()
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In this tutorial, you will master the fundamental concept of object oriented programming(OOPs). In addition, you will learn about objects, to define a class, what an
 Built-in class attributes

instance is, etc with examples.
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Object-oriented programming is a programming paradigm that enables a way of structuring programs by using the idea of “objects”. Two important characteristics of
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be represented as an object with attributes like name, model, color, etc, and behaviors like calling, messaging, uploading, downloading, etc.
In programming, an object can be used to represent data and methods associated with the code. By bundling attributes and behaviors into individual objects, the OOPS
approach is facilitating neat and well-organized codes. In addition, it also reduces redundancy by enabling code reusability. The concept of focusing on code reusability is
termed as “DRY” which means Don’t Repeat Code.
Before jumping into the details let see how Object-Oriented Programming differs from Procedural Oriented Programming.
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What is a class
In object-oriented programming, a class is a user-defined data structure used to create objects. Users can define a set of attributes and functions, referred to as methods,
associated with the object in a class. The methods in a class identify the behavior and actions that an object created in the class needs to perform on its data. In short,
we can say that a class is a collection of objects or a blueprint of objects defining attributes and methods in common.

How to define a class?
So now you are well clear about what a class is. Now we will see how to define a class.
A class definition always begins with the keyword class followed by the class_name and a colon. The body of the class is scripted below following the indentation rule.
The syntax is as follows:

class Class_name:
. . . . . . . .
class_body
#Here you can define all attributes and methods
. . . . . . . .

This tutorial will teach you to create a class named Student to store some of the basic features of a student like a name, age, id no and the qualities a student can have.
Here is an example:

class Student:
#class attribute
Dept = 'Computer Science'
#instance attribute
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.age=age

Now, let's scrutinize the example to get more clarity on the concept of class. In this example,

●

We have created a class with class_name

●

A class can contain two types of attributes, namely, instance attribute and class attribute.

●

Student.

Instance attributes are attributes that show the properties( name, age, and roll no) of student objects. Instance attributes are always defined inside an

initializer method named. __init__() . This method initializes the instance attributes as soon as the object is created. You can pass any number of parameters
to .__init__ method however the point to be considered is the first parameter should always be a variable called self.

●

●

self parameter is used to initialize the attributes with the parameter.

●

self.name = name indicates the creation of an instance attribute named name to which the parameter value is assigned.

●

self.age = age denotes the creation of an instance attribute named

Class attributes are attributes that hold the same value for all instances in the class which is always declared outside of. __init__ () method. In our case,

all students belong to the computer science department. Hence Dept is declared as a class attribute just before. __init__() method.
In essence, a class attribute is used to define properties that hold the same value for all class instances whereas an instance attribute is used to define attributes that
hold unique values for each class instance.
While writing a class in python, one must be careful about the indentation as indentation plays a vital role in structuring a program. You can find in the above example how
structured each and every component is and how indentation is maintained :

●

The class attributes defined just beneath the class are intended by four spaces.

●

The .__init__() method is intended by four spaces while the method body uses 8 space indentation.

In case if you fail to use the correct indentation you will receive an Indentation Error.
So we have defined the Student class now. Let's create some students which are the objects of the class.

What is an object
An object, also known as an instance, is an instantiation of a class. To be more specific an object implies the instance of a class.
By defining a class we have only created the description for the object. No memory or space is allocated yet. To make it mean you need to instantiate an object. This can
be accomplished by using the class_name followed by parentheses containing the values to be passed to. __init__() method.
Syntax is :

obj = Class_name() #S1 = Student()

Where obj is an object of the class.
Now consider the scenario where you forgot to provide the parameters to be passed to. __init__() method while instantiating the object. Python will simply raise an
error called TypeError as illustrated below.

class Student:
#class attribute
Dept = 'Computer Science'
#instance attribute
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.age=age
S1 = Student()
S2 = Student()

Output Error:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "oops_ex.py", line 11, in
S1=Student()
TypeError: __init__() missing 2 required positional arguments: 'name' and 'age'

To avoid this error you need to pass the parameters inside the parentheses while instantiating the object. The following example shows this:

class Student:
#class attribute
Dept = 'Computer Science'
#instance attribute
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.age=age
S1 = Student("Chris", 17)
S2 = Student("Debora",16)

In our example S1 and S2 are the two instances of the class. S1 is an object for the class containing two attributes Chris and 17 . Similarly, S2 denotes the object of a
class that contains two attributes Debora and 16 .

How to access attributes using objects
Accessing attributes from a class is not at all a big task. Accessing can be done by using a dot operator along with the object. The following example shows the way of
accessing both the instance attribute and class attribute.
Class attribute Dept is accessed using the object S1 with the help of a dot operator which outputs the result as Computer Science.

>>> print(S1.Dept)
Computer Science

Similarly, instance attributes can be accessed using the dot operator with the object. Refer to below for example to understand the concept.

class Student:
#class attribute
Dept = 'Computer Science'
#instance attribute
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.age=age
S1 = Student("Chris", 17)
S2 = Student("Debora",16)
print('Hi I am',S1.name,'and I am',S1.age,'years old')
print('Hi I am',S2.name,'and I am',S2.age,'years old')

Output:
Hi I am Chris and I am 17 years old
Hi I am Debora and I am 16 years old

Here, S1.name and S1.age indicate the accessing of instance attributes name and age from the class for the instance S1 with the help of dot operator, which produces
the result Chris and 17 .Similarly S2.name and S2.age access the attributes for instance S2 .

How to modify attributes dynamically
In object-oriented programming, we can modify the attributes dynamically by adding new attributes, altering the attribute values, or by deleting the attributes
themselves.

Adding new attributes
We have slightly modified our example by adding a new attribute S1.idno = 10001 . When you observe the example you can notice that the new attribute is not defined
inside the class instead it is defined outside dynamically.

class Student:
Dept = 'Computer Science'
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.age=age
S1 = Student("Chris", 17)
S1.idno = 10001
print('Hi Iam',S1.name,'and Iam',S1.age,'years old holding idno:',S1.idno)

Output:
Hi Iam Chris and Iam 17 years old holding idno: 10001

Altering attribute values
It is also possible to alter the value of an attribute dynamically. See below the program where we have changed the .name attribute of S1 to Tom which was previously
assigned to Chris . In a similar way modified the class attribute. Dept to Science from Computer Science.

class Student:
#class attribute
Dept = 'Computer Science'
#instance attribute
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.age=age
S1 = Student("Chris", 17)
S1.name ='Tom'
S1.Dept ='Science'
print('Hi I am',S1.name,'and I am',S1.age,'years old')

Output:
Hi Iam Tom and Iam 17 years old.
Science

The salient point is that by default all custom objects are changeable. Specifically, we can say that mutable objects can be dynamically altered while immutable objects
can’t be. So lists and dictionaries are changeable while strings and tuples are immutable.

Deleting attributes
You can also delete an attribute using the del keyword followed by a dot operator.

S1.idno = 10001
del S1.idno

Here it deletes the attribute id.no.

Built-in class attributes
The built-in attributes found in python are listed below. They can be accessed using the dot notation which is illustrated in the following example.

●

__dict__ :dictionary of namespaces

●

__doc__ : gives the sting documentation

●

__name__: gives the class name

●

__module__:gives the module name in which class is defined

●

__bases__:gives the base class tuple

class Student:
#class attribute
Dept = 'Computer Science'
#instance attribute
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.age=age
print("Student.__dict__:",Student.__dict__)
print("Student.__doc__:",Student.__doc__)
print("Student.__name__:",Student.__name__)
print("Student.__module__:",Student.__module__)
print("Student.__bases__:",Student.__bases__)

Output:
Student.__dict__: {'__module__': '__main__', 'Dept': 'Computer Science', '__init__': , '__dict__': , '__weakref__': , '__doc__': None}
Student.__doc__: None
Student.__name__: Student
Student.__module__: __main__
Student.__bases__: (,)

Oops - Instance methods
Object-oriented programming supports the use of methods in the class. An instance method can be referred to as a function that is defined inside the class to specify the
behaviors of the object. The key point to keep in mind is that always ensure to call the instance method from the instance of that particular class itself. Moreover, the first
parameter of an instance method is always the self as in the . __init__() method.
Let’s see how to create an instance method by carefully observing the following example. In our Student class, we have two instance methods namely

●

StudDetails(): which gives the details of a student

●

StudAct(): which gives the skill of a student

class Student:
#class attribute
Dept = 'Computer Science'
#instance attribute
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.age=age
#instance Methods
def StudDetails(self):
print('Hi Iam',self.name,'and Iam',self.age,'years old. ')
def StudAct(self, activity):
print(self.name,'is good at',activity)

S1 = Student("Chris", 17)
S2 = Student('Debora',16)
S1.StudDetails()

#calling instance method StudDetails()

S2.StudDetails()
S1.StudAct("Football") #calling instance method StudAct()
S2.StudAct('Tennis')

Here in this example, StudDetails() method is defined to print the name and age of Students. StudAct() method prints the activity in which the particular student is
good at. For instance on calling, S1.StudDetails() method the control shifts to the function StudDetails defined inside the class Student where it performs the print
function. The parameters defined in StudDetails is self which gives the values defined in .__init__() method. Hence it is possible for us to access the instance
attributes .name and .age . And finally, the output is printed as Hi Iam Chris and Iam 17 years old.
In the same manner S1.StudAct("Football") prints the output as Chris is good at Football, where the parameter"Football" is passed to ‘activity’ argument in the method
definition.
Output:
Share This
Hi Iam Chris and Iam 17 years old.
Facebook
 Iam
Tweet
 old.
Mail
Hi Iam
Debora and
16 years
Chris is good at Football
Debora is good at Tennis
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Python - Decorators

Four building blocks of object-oriented programming

This tutorial will ride through each methodology in detail. So let’s start our ride with Inheritance.

What is Inheritance
Inheritance can be defined as a process through which one class acquires the features(attributes and methods) of an existing class without modifying it. The class which
inherits the features is referred to as child class or derived class and the class from which the features inherited is referred to as parent class or base class. In other
words, the newly formed class is the child class while the existing class is known as the parent class.
Join Us

For instance, in the real world, a father and mother denote the parent class while their kids denote the child class. A kid has acquired several features from their parents
and at the same time, the kid has got some unique features that the parents may not have. In programming terms, we can say that a child class acquires all the
attributes and methods of a parent class, but at the same time child class holds its own unique characteristics.
The Syntax of inheritance is as follows:

class Parent_class:
Body of parent_class
class Child_class(Parent_class):
Body of Child_class

Different types of inheritance in python
In python, Inheritance is divided into five types. They are :

●

Single Inheritance

●

Multilevel Inheritance

●

Hierarchical Inheritance

●

Multiple Inheritance

●

Hybrid Inheritance

Python Inheritance Types

Single Inheritance in Python
Single inheritance is one of the simplest and easiest types of inheritance. In single inheritance, the child class inherits all the attributes and methods in the parent class.
This enables code reusability and modularity.

Single Inheritance

In this case, class A is the parent class and class B is the child class. Class B has its own unique attributes and method even then it inherits the attributes and methods of
class A.
The syntax of single inheritance is as follows:

class A:
pass
class B(A):
pass

Observe the example to find the area of the rectangle. Here, Shape is the parent class and Rect is the child class. In parent class, we have one function to display()
which displays the length and breadth of the rectangle. And in the child class, we have defined the function area() to find the area of the rectangle and print the output.

class Shape: #Parent Class
def __init__(self,name,length,breadth):
self.name=name
self.l=length
self.b=breadth
def display(self):
print("Length is :",self.l)
print("Breadth is :",self.b)
class Rect(Shape): #Child Class
def area(self):
a=self.l*self.b
print("Area of",self.name,"is",a)
ob = Rect('Rectangle',10,20)
ob.display()
ob.area()

p>Output:
Length is : 10
Breadth is : 20
Area of Rectangle is 200

When you observe the example you will notice the following:

●

ob = Rect('Rectangle',10,20) shows that an instance of child class has been created.

●

ob.display() : shows child class inherits the function in parent class. display() function is a method in parent class Shape.

●

ob.area() : tells that child class Rect calls the function in itself.

Multilevel Inheritance in Python
Multilevel inheritance is a type of inheritance where a class is created from a derived class which itself inherits a base class. A multilevel inheritance shows the possibility
of inheriting from a derived class or child class. So a minimal multilevel inheritance is 3 tier structure with a child class that inherits features from a derived class which in
turn inherits the properties from a superclass.

Multilevel Inheritance

Here, Class A is the superclass, Class B is the derived Class and Class C is the child class. Class C can inherit all the properties of Class B and Class A while class B can
only inherit features of Class A.
The syntax is as follows :

class A:
pass
class B(A):
pass
class C(B):
pass

Let’s see how our previous example changed. Here we have created a new class called Square which is the child of class Rect.

class Shape: #Superclass
def __init__(self,name,length,breadth):
self.name=name
self.l=length
self.b=breadth
def display(self):
print("Length is :",self.l)
print("Breadth is :",self.b)
class Rect(Shape): #Derived Class
def area(self):
a=self.l*self.b
print("Area of",self.name,"is",a)
class Square(Rect): #Child Class
def peri(self):
p =4*self.l
print("Perimeter of",self.name,"is",p)
obs = Square('Square',20,20)
obs.display()
obs.area()
obs.peri()

Output:
Length is : 20
Breadth is : 20
Area of Square is 400
Perimeter of Square is 80

You will notice the following points from the example:

●

obs is the instance of class Square, which is the child class

●

obs.display() indicates that child class Square has called the function display() in parent class Shape.

●

obs.area() tells that class Square has inherited the area() function from the derived class Rect.

●

obs.peri() shows that peri() function is a method inside the class square.

Note: A child class can access a superclass while the reverse is not possible.

Hierarchical Inheritance in Python
Hierarchical Inheritance is a type of inheritance where more than one child class are created from the base class.

Hierarchical Inheritance in Python

The above figure illustrates the hierarchical structure where Class B and Class C inherit the properties of Class A, though both have their own unique features.
The syntax is as follows :

class A:
pass
class B(A):
pass
class C(A):
pass

Now let's change our class shape and see how hierarchical inheritance works. In this case, we have one base class named Shape and two child classes namely Rect and
Tri. Both classes inherit the display() function from the Shape class to print the length and breadth. In Rect class, we find the area of the rectangle while in Tri class we
find the area of the triangle using two different functions R_area() and T_area() .

class Shape:
def __init__(self,name,length,breadth):
self.name=name
self.l=length
self.b=breadth
def display(self):
print("Length is :",self.l)
print("Breadth is :",self.b)
class Rect(Shape):
def R_area(self):
a=self.l*self.b
print("Area of",self.name,"is",a)
class Tri(Shape):
def T_area(self):
a=0.5*self.l*self.b
print("Area of",self.name,"is",a)
obr = Rect('Rectangle',10,20)
obr.display()
obr.R_area()
obt = Tri('Triangle',10,20)
obt.display()
obt.T_area()

Output:
Length is : 10
Breadth is : 20
Area of Rectangle is 200
Length is : 10
Breadth is : 20
Area of Triangle is 100.0

Here since we use two separate child classes we need to create two objects. obr is the object for class Rect and obt is the object for Tri. Using obr we have called the
function display() which is a feature of base class shape. Similarly, the object obt calls the function display() . So here two different objects inherit the same features of
their base class. Besides these, using the objects both classes have called their own function R_area() and T_area() defined inside the classes Rect and Tri
respectively.

Multiple Inheritance in Python
When a child class is created from two base classes then it is called Multiple Inheritance. As the name says, the derived class inherits features of two different classes.

Multiple Inheritance in Python

The figure depicts the inheritance of properties of Class A and Class B by class C. Here class A and class B are the base classes of Class C which can acquire the
attributes and methods of both classes. In real world, a child inherits the features of both mother and father.
The syntax is as follows :

class A:
pass
class B:
pass
class C(A , B):
pass

Multiple Inheritance without super
The following example shows the working of Multiple inheritances without using super() in python. In this example, we have two base classes namely, Mom class and
Dad class and our child class is Kid. The Kid class can inherit features of Mom class and Dad class using its object obk as given in the example. Each class has unique
methods defined as feature_m , feature_d and feature_k .

class Mom:
def feature_m(self):
print("Iam your mom")
class Dad:
def feature_d(self):
print("Iam your dad")
class Kid(Mom,Dad):
def feature_k(self):
print("Iam the Kid")
obk = Kid()
obk.feature_m()
obk.feature_d()
obk.feature_k()

Output:
Iam your mom
Iam your dad
Iam the Kid

Multiple Inheritance with super()
Multiple inheritances gives the freedom for a child class to inherit as many base classes as it can. So while using multiple inheritances what will happen if multiple base
classes use the same name for methods. Let’s check out the example to understand it wisely.

class Mom:
def feature(self):
print("Iam your mom")
class Dad:
def feature(self):
print("Iam your dad")
class Kid(Mom,Dad):
def feature(self):
print("Iam the Kid")
obk = Kid()
obk.feature()

Output:
Iam the Kid

Here we made a slight change to our prior example. All methods have the same name. The output we received is ‘I am the kid’ which is defined inside the feature method
in child class Kid. Why is it so? This is because the object of a child class is created here and it always calls its own methods first.
So what should we do to access the features of its parent class? Python offers a keyword called super to sort this issue. The below program will clarify this:

class Mom:
def feature(self):
print("I am your mom")
class Dad:
def feature(self):
print("I am your dad")
class Kid(Mom,Dad):
def feature(self):
super().feature()
print("I am the Kid")
obk = Kid()
obk.feature()

Output:

I am your mom
I am the Kid

A small change in the program gives you a new result. super().feature() calls the method in superclass Mom. Have you wondered why it hasn't called the method in its
other superclass Dad? The following session will give you the appropriate answer.

What Is Method Resolution Order
Method Resolution Order, commonly referred to as MRO in python, is the set of rules used to search the order in which python looks for a method in the class hierarchy.
The order in which derived classes. The order in which the methods are called is known as linearization.
MRO plays a crucial role while dealing with multi-level inheritance scenarios, especially when it comes to multiple inheritances. The reason for this is that when multiple
classes in the hierarchy possess the same method, python first searches for the given method or attribute in the current class and if it is not found then it searches its
parent classes in the depth-first, left to right order. Each class in the hierarchy is searched once until it reaches its ultimate base class i.e. object class. This means that in
python the base class for any user-defined or built-in class is object class. You will get a clear picture in the below example.
Python provides two possible ways to view the MRO of a class are :
1

Using mro() method which returns a list

2

Using MRO attribute(_mro_) which returns a tuple

class Mom:
def feature(self):
print("I am your mom")
class Dad:
def feature(self):
print("I am your dad")
class Kid(Mom,Dad):
def feature(self):
super().feature()
print("I am the Kid")
obk = Kid()
obk.feature()
print(Kid.mro())
print(Kid.__mro__)

Output:
I am your mom
I am the Kid

[<class '__main__.Kid'>, <class '__main__.Mom'>, <class '__main__.Dad'>, <class 'object'>]
(<class '__main__.Kid'>, <class '__main__.Mom'>, <class '__main__.Dad'>, <class 'object'>)

The MRO order is Kid ---->Mom---->Dad---->object class for the class Kid.

Note: MRO always ensures the appearance of a child class before its parents.

Hybrid Inheritance in Python
Hybrid inheritance is a kind of inheritance in python that combines one or more forms of inheritance, for instance, a multilevel inheritance with multiple inheritances.so it
can contain as many intermediate levels of classes in between superclass and child class. As the level rises so is the complexity too.

Hybrid Inheritance in Python

Here in our hybrid structure, Class D is created from the two derived classes B and C whose base class is A. This shows a blend of multilevel and multiple inheritances.
Observe the below example:

class Shape:
def __init__(self,name,length,breadth):
self.name=name
self.l=length
self.b=breadth
def display(self):
print("Length is :",self.l)
print("Breadth is :",self.b)
class Rect(Shape):
def R_area(self):
a=self.l*self.b
print("Area of",self.name,"is",a)
class Square(Shape):
def peri(self):
p =4*self.l
print("Perimeter of square is",p)
class Quad(Rect, Square):
def prt(self):
print('Rectangle and Square are quadrilaterals')
obq = Quad('Rectangle',10,20)
obq.display()
obq.R_area()
obq.peri()
obq.prt()
print(Quad.mro())

Output:

Length is : 10
Breadth is : 20
Area of Rectangle is 200
Perimeter of square is 40
Rectangle and Square are quadrilaterals
[<class '__main__.Quad'>, <class '__main__.Rect'>, <class '__main__.Square'>, <class '__main__.Shape'>, <class 'object'>]

The MRO order of class quad is Quad---->Rect---->Square---->Shape---->Object.

Python Built-in Inheritance Methods
Python offers two built-in inheritance methods to check the inheritance approach. They are :
1

isinstance() : returns true if the object given is a class or type otherwise returns false. The syntax is as follows:

isinstance( object, type)

2

issubclass(): returns true if the given object is a subclass of a class otherwise returns false

issubclass( object, class)

For our previous example let’s check how the built-in methods check the inheritance in python.
Share This
x =Facebook
isinstance(obq,
Quad)  Mail
 Tweet
print(x)
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Python- Encapsulation Vs Abstraction

 What Is Encapsulation

In this tutorial you will master everything about the OOPs concept of encapsulation and abstraction in python and how they differ from each other. Also you will walk

 How Data Hiding Is Performed

through the important access modifiers in object oriented programming such as private ,public and protected in detail with examples.
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In your previous tutorial you have grasped the concept of inheritance in python. If you are new to OOPS , we would suggest you to learn our tutorial of inheritance to
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acquaint yourself with OOPS.
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Python @Property Decorator

The figure gives you the idea that a class is an example of encapsulation which encapsulates all its data , i.e attributes and methods.
In a real world context, consider your house as an application which consists of bedrooms,dining room , kitchen etc that can be viewed as classes. Based on the
functionality you keep different items(data) in different parts(classes) of your house like Bed in bedroom, dining table in dining room, stove in kitchen. This is
encapsulation in real life.
Encapsulation is often referred to as Data hiding as it bestows a mechanism of access control. So what is data hiding? Data hiding is the process of hiding the data of an
entity from others so as to prevent the accidental modification of data by other entities.
Consider the scenario of keeping valuable items like money and jewellery in your house. Practically we keep them in a locker hiding from the external entities. So is the
data hiding in programming.

How Data Hiding Is Performed
Access modifiers are inevitable elements of object oriented programming as they restrain the access to the attributes and methods in a class.Python does not have
specific access modifiers unlike C , Java etc. Python being an object oriented programming language makes use of underscore to perform the function of access
modifiers that are done in other languages.
In python , the encapsulation approach is a bit different. Based on the visibility of the object’s attribute in a class,the attributes are classified in two.They are private and

Join Us

public. If a data member or member function is accessible from any part of the program it is considered as public while if its visibility is restricted to the defined class then
Contact mail...

it is considered as private. Any data or member function that prefixes with double underscore is private to that class.
The following example will give you a clear picture on encapsulation.

class Access:
def __init__(self):
#public attribute
self.name= input('Enter your name :')
#private attribute
self.__secretcode=input("Enter your secret code :")
def permit(self):
if self.name =='abc' and self.__secretcode =='123!':
print("Access Granted" )
else:
print('Access Denied')
ob = Access()
ob.permit()
print(ob.name)

#public attribute is visible to external world

print(ob._secretcode)

#private attribute is invisible to external world

This example is a simplistic form of the login validation. Here, the attribute name is represented as public while attribute secretcode is private. You can see that the
permit() method checks if the name and secretcode satisfies the condition or not.If the condition is met then an Access granted message is printed, otherwise the

access denied message is printed .This shows the backend process of login. Later if you try to retrieve the attibutes name and secret code using the object of the class,
you will get the name whereas the secret code gives you an error.
Here is the output of the example:

Enter your name :abc
Enter your secret code :123!
Access Granted
abc
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "oops_ex.py", line 211, in
print(ob._secretcode)
AttributeError: 'Access' object has no attribute '_secretcode'
OR
Enter your name :klm
Enter your secret code :1234
Access Denied
klm
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "oops_ex.py", line 211, in
print(ob._secretcode)
AttributeError: 'Access' object has no attribute '_secretcode'

Observing the output you have noted that in both cases,when you try to access __secretcode attribute externally, an AttributeError saying __secretcode does not exist.
This is accomplished by a process named name mangling in which all private attributes are masked internally by affixing the class name before them. For instance,
attribute __secretcode would internally become _Access__secretcode .Thus hiding the secret code from the outside world and enabling data hiding.

You will get these private attributes by running dir() as shown in the below example.

print(dir(ob))

['_Access__secretcode', '__class__', '__delattr__', '__dict__', '__dir__', '__doc__', '__eq__', '__format__', '__ge__', '__getattribute__', '__gt__', '__ha

This gives the possibility of accessing such private attributes as object._classname__privateattributename.Changing the last line of above program gives you the
following output:

print(ob.name)

#public attribute is visible to external world

print(ob._Access__secretcode) #private attribute is invisible to external world

Output:
Enter your name :abc
Enter your secret code :123!
Access Granted
abc
123!

What Is Abstraction
Like encapsulation,Abstraction is one of the basic building blocks of Object oriented programming.
Abstraction is the process of hiding internal implementation of a process from its end user,showing only essential features of data to the external world in order to reduce
complexity and increase efficiency. In the context of programming, isolating the signature of a method from its definition is known as abstraction.It generally focuses on
ideas rather than the functionality.
In our daily life, we use appliances like TV, Refrigerator, Washing Machine etc to meet some specific needs. We are not aware of its internal working or we are not
interested to know about. We just operate them, profoundly their internal implementation is abstracted from us.

How abstraction can be achieved
Python abstraction can be achieved through the use of abstract classes and methods in programs .So what is an abstract class and abstract method in python?

How abstraction can be achieved

An abstract class is a class which contains one or more abstract methods.A class becomes an abstract class if and only if it contains at least one abstract method. A
method is said to be an abstract method if it is declared but not defined.Specifically, an abstract method does not contain any implementation.However,all the
implementation can be defined inside the methods of child classes which inherits the abstract class.
Another point to be noted is that by default python does not support any abstract class but we can achieve it by importing a class named ABC(Abstract Base Class) from
the module abc. The syntax to create an abstract class is as follows.

from abc import ABC
class class_name(ABC):

Let's check out the following example to understand the concept of abstraction in the technical world.

from abc import ABC
class Shape(ABC):

#abstract class

def area_calc(self):

#abstract method

pass

This shows the creation of an abstract class. Here Shape is the abstract class with abstract method area_calc() . area_calc() method is not defined here instead we
use the pass statement. So this method is declared but not defined. What would happen if we try to create an object for the abstract class. See below example:

from abc import ABC
class Shape(ABC):

#abstract class

def area_calc(self):

#abstract method

pass
ob = Shape()

Output Error:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "oops_ex.py", line 225, in
ob = Shape()
TypeError: Can't instantiate abstract class Shape with abstract methods area_calc

Now let's add the child class Rect which inherits the abstract class shape.What would happen if the implementation is not defined inside the method of a child class.

from abc import ABC
class Shape(ABC):

#abstract class

def area_calc(self):

#abstract method

pass
class Rect(Shape):
pass
obr = Rect()

Output Error:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "oops_ex.py", line 226, in
obr = Rect()
TypeError: Can't instantiate abstract class Rect with abstract methods area_calc

You will receive a TypeError saying we cannot instantiate class Rect . So this is an impulsion to define the method as Rect is a child class which inherits the abstract class.
All the implementation can be defined inside the method area_calc() of the Rect class. Observe the example carefully and learn how abstraction works.

from abc import ABC
class Shape(ABC):

#abstract class

def area_calc(self):

#abstract method

pass
class Rect(Shape):
l=float(input('Enter length :'))
b=float(input('Enter breadth :'))
def area_calc(self):
return(self.l*self.b)
obr = Rect()
print("Area of Rectangle is ",obr.area_calc())

Output:
Enter length :10
Enter breadth :20
Area of Rectangle is

200.0

The key takeaways is that an abstract class holds normal methods along with abstract methods and we cannot instantiate any abstract class.

Abstraction Vs Encapsulation
Abstraction and encapsulation are analogous since abstraction of data can be achieved through encapsulation. Even though both abstraction and encapsulation go hand
in hand, they are very much different from each other.
Abstraction

Encapsulation

Abstraction hides unnecessary data and shows relevant data to the end user.

Encapsulation encapsulates data and code from the external world to circumvent the misuse.

Abstraction works on the design level
Share This

Encapsulation works on the application level

Abstraction focuses on the idea of the program.
 Facebook

 Tweet

 Mail

Encapsulation focuses on functionality or implementation of the code.

 Watsapp

Focuses on what should be done

Focuses on how it should be done

Abstraction
 Previousachieved by using abstract classes and abstract methods

Encapsulation uses underscore as access modifiers to secure the codes by external entities
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Python - Overloading And Overriding

 What is duck typing in python
 What is operator overloading in python
 Magic methods in Python

In this tutorial, you will master another yet important concept of object-oriented programming which is polymorphism in python. You will walk through what polymorphism
is, different ways of implementing polymorphism in programming. Also, you will grasp the concept of overloading and overriding in detail.
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What is polymorphism in python?

Python- Encapsulation Vs Abstraction

 What is method overriding in python

Polymorphism is one of the basic building blocks of object-oriented programming. To understand it more clearly let's break down the word polymorphism to poly and

Python Directory

 Method Overriding Example

morphism. In plain English, poly means many and morph means form. So polymorphism means many forms.
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In programming, polymorphism can be defined as the process of having multiple forms for a single entity. Python which exclusively works with objects shows
polymorphism on objects, which means the objects take multiple forms.
In real life, we humans are polymorphic since we behave differently in different situations. For instance, we behave differently in the office and at home.

What is duck typing in python?
Duck typing is one way of implementing polymorphism that is much related to dynamic typing. Duck typing got its name from the famous saying “if something walks like
a duck, quacks like a duck, swims like a duck then it should be a duck”. This implies that something which behaves like a duck then it should be a duck. For instance, if a
person walks like a duck and swims like a duck then that person is probably a duck.
Programming languages like Python and Javascript which support dynamic typing widely use the duck typing concept. The unique and common feature of these
languages is that they do not declare the variable types explicitly. The compiler won’t raise an error if we assign the same variable with another data type. Observe the
following example:

x = 5
print(type(x))
x = 'Learn eTutorial'
print(type(x))

Join Us

Output:
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<class 'int'>
<class 'str'>

Here we initially assigned variable x with integer value 5 making it a int type. Later we reassign the same variable with a string value ‘Learn eTutorials’ making it an str
type. This shows that dynamic typing is applicable on built-in classes like int, str, list, etc.
Similarly, we can implement dynamic typing on custom classes with the help of duck typing.ln duck typing, prominence is given to the presence of methods and
attributes and we do not check for types and classes as they are less significant.

class Duck:
def walk_swim(self):
print("I'm a duck, and I can walk and swim.")
class Robot:
def walk_swim(self):
print("I'm a Robot, and I can walk and swim.")
class Fish:
def swim(self):
print("I'm a fish, and I can swim, but not walk.")
for bird in Duck(),Robert(),Fish():
bird.walk_swim()

Output:
I'm a duck, and I can walk and swim.
I'm a Robot, and I can walk and swim.
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "poly_ex.py", line 118, in
bird.walk_swim()
AttributeError: 'Fish' object has no attribute 'walk_swim'

In the above code snippet, bird is the object for each class and is testing the presence of walk_swim() method in each class. The Duck class passes the test as it
certainly can walk and swim. The same is true for Robot class too since it also implemented the walk_swim() method. But the Fish class ended up in error as it failed to
pass the duck testing evaluation as it does not implement the walk_swim() method.
The practical applications of duck typing are iterators, callables, and sorting of len() methods. The key takeaway is that when using duck typing it does not matter which
class object we are passing, rather what matters is the object should have the related method in it.

What is operator overloading in python?
Another way of implementing polymorphism in python is through the use of operator overloading. Just recall what an operator is. Any unique symbol that performs some
sort of computation is known as an operator. So operator overloading is the process of using the same operator, say +, in multiple forms depending on the operands
used. Check out the below code fragment that shows the changes in behavior of operator ‘+’:

a = 1
b = 2
print(a+b)
c ='Python'
print(c*3)
d = 'Programming'
e = 'Language'
print(d+e)

Output:
3
PythonPythonPython
ProgrammingLanguage

Here the plus operator performs addition on two integers and at the same time it performs concatenation on two strings.
You may wonder how this is possible and what action actually is taking place behind this operator. Let's take the addition of two integers and break it down internally to
understand the process behind these.
Always remember whatever happens in python is solely based on objects. Here a+b is the expression with two operands and the operands a and b are of type ‘int’ which
internally means a and b are the two attributes of class int.Obviously, the class must have some methods to compute its operands. So when you use a+b, python
internally calls the magic method - int.__add__(a,b)method.

a = 1
b = 2
print(int.__add__(a,b))
c ='Python'
print(str.__mul__('Python',3))
d = 'Programming'
e = 'Language'
print(str.__add__('Programming','Language'))

Output:
3
PythonPythonPython
ProgrammingLanguage

So the moment you use a

●

+ operator it calls an obj.__add__() method.

●

- operator calls an obj.__sub__() method.

●

* operator calls an obj.__mul__() method.

In python, operator overloading works for built-in classes like int, str, list, etc. However, we can extend the operability of operators to a user-defined class also. This can be
accomplished using operator overloading.

class Quantity:
def __init__(self,w1,w2):
self.w1=w1
self.w2=w2
def __str__(self):
return "{} ,{}".format(self.w1,self.w2)
q1=Quantity(5,6)
q2=Quantity(7,8)
print(q1)
print(q2)
print(q1+q2)

Output:
(5 ,6)
(7 ,8)
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "poly_ex.py", line 51, in
print(q1+q2)
TypeError: unsupported operand type(s) for +: 'Quantity' and 'Quantity'

Let's break the example to understand it clearly.

●

We have defined a class named Quantity with two attributes w1 and w2.

●

__str__() method works the same as the print function. Here this method returns the specified quantities.

●

q1 and q2 are the two instances we created with two different quantities (5,6) and (7,8) respectively.

●

Next, we tried to print the attributes in the instances individually and combinedly.

●

From the example, it is pretty clear that the print(q1) and print(q2) work smoothly but the print(q1+q2) statement raises an error named Type Error. This is

because we haven't defined the operation to be performed on the operands and it only works on built-in classes.
So how can we achieve the operability of the operator in a user-defined manner? We just need to define an additional method in the class which makes the + operator
workable on the objects. For this, we implemented the magic method __add__() in our class.

class Quantity:
def __init__(self,w1,w2):
self.w1=w1
self.w2=w2
def __str__(self):
return "{} ,{}".format(self.w1,self.w2)
def __add__(self,other):
w1=self.w1+other.w1
w2=self.w2+other.w2
return (w1,w2)
q1=Quantity(5,6)
q2=Quantity(7,8)
print(q1)
print(q2)
print(q1+q2)

Output:
(5 ,6)
(7 ,8)
(12, 14)

When you called print(q1+q2) python calls the method to add method in the form Quantity.__add__(q1,q2) which is equivalent to q1.__add__(q2).

Magic methods in Python
Magic or Dunder methods are any methods that prepend and append with a double underscore in python. Dunder is short of Double Under. The following table gives you
the list of some common magic methods used in python.
OPERATOR

EXPRESSION

MAGIC METHOD

Addition

q1+ q2

ob.__add__(q1,q2)

Subtraction

q1 – q2

ob.__sub__(q1,q2)

Multiplication

q1 * q2

ob.__mul__(q1,q2)

Division

q1 / q2

ob.__truediv__(q1,q2)

Power

q1 ** q2

ob.__pow__(q1,q2)

Floor division

q1 // q2

ob.__floordiv__(q1,q2)

Modulo operator

q1 % q2

ob.__mod__(q1,q2)

Bitwise left shift

q1 << q2

ob.__lshift__(q1,q2)

Bitwise right shift

q1 >> q2

ob.__rshift__(q1,q2)

Bitwise NOT

~q1

ob.__invert__(q1)

Bitwise AND

q1 & q2

ob.__and__(q1,q2)

Bitwise OR

q1 | q2

ob.__or__(q1,q2)

Bitwise XOR

q1 ^ q2

ob.__xor__(q1,q2)

Less than

q1 < q2

ob.__lt__(q1,q2)

Less than equal to

q1 <= q2

ob.__le__(q1,q2)

Greater than

q1 > q2

ob.__gt__(q1,q2)

Greater than equal to

q1 >= q2

ob.__ge__(q1,q2)

Equal to

q1 == q2

ob.__eq__(q1,q2)

Not equal to

q1 != q2

ob.__ne__(q1,q2)

Python method / function overloading
Method overloading, in object-oriented programming, is the ability of a method to behave differently depending on the arguments passed to the method. Method
overloading supports compile-time polymorphism.
Clearly saying if you have a class with two methods of the same name and a different number of arguments then the method is said to be overloaded. Observe the below
code fragment:

class A:
def add(self,a,b):
s = a+b
print(s)
def add(self,a,b,c):
s = a+b+c
print(s)

Here we have a class named A with two methods. Both methods use the same name i.e. add() however the number of arguments in both methods are different. One
method has two arguments while the other has three arguments. Here, the method add() is overloaded.
Now let’s check what its output would be while executing in python.

class A:
def add(self,a,b):
s = a+b
print(s)
def add(self,a,b,c):
s = a+b+c
print(s)
ob = A()
ob.add(10,20)

Traceback (most recent call last):
File "poly_ex.py", line 73, in
ob.add(10,20)
TypeError: add() missing 1 required positional argument: 'c'

What happens here is that since both methods have the same name python keeps the latest method defined in the class and when the function call is made it checks the
latest method, that is, the method with three arguments. The add() with two arguments stays as nothing in the class. This implies that method overloading is not
supported by python, unlike other oop languages.

Note: Python does not support method overloading.

However, luckily we have a pythonic way to implement method overloading in python.

class A:
def add(self,a = None,b = None, c = None):
if a!=None and b!=None and c!=None:
print (a+b+c)
else:
print(a+b)
ob = A()
ob.add(10,20)
ob.add(30,40,50)
ob.add('Programming','Tutorials')

Output:
30
120
ProgrammingTutorials

The above code snippet displays how method overloading is achieved in python through some tricks. Here we can call the method add() in three different ways.

●

ob.add(10,20)

●

ob.add(30,40,50)

●

ob.add(‘Programming’,’Tutorials’)

Let me remind you again that this is not the ideal way of achieving method overloading and hence is not method overloading in python. But somehow we implemented
method overloading in python.

What is method overriding in python?
Overriding, in an object-oriented programming language, is an important concept that supports runtime polymorphism. A method is said to be overridden when a method
in child class has the same name, the same number of arguments, and the same return type (signature) as that of a method in its parent class. The key benefit of
method overriding is that the child class can provide its own specific implementation to an inherited method without even altering the parent class method.
Hence in method overriding we have two methods, one in parent class which is referred to as overridden method and one is the inherited method in child class which is
referred to as an overriding method. Both methods have the same name and same signature.

Method Overriding Example
To make it more understandable, examine the simple example which has two classes : parent class - Mom and child class - Daughter.

#Parent Class
class Mom:
def dance(self):
print("Mom is dancing")
def cook(self):
print("Mom is cooking")
#Child class
class Daughter(Mom):
pass
d = Daughter()
d.dance()
d.cook()

Output:
Mom is dancing
Mom is cooking

Parent class contains two methods: dance() and cook() which print some messages. For now we kept the daughter class empty without any methods or attributes but
we created an object of the Daughter class and used it to call the methods in the Mom. Since the Daughter inherits from Mom it can access the methods in Mom class
and produces the output.
Let’s create the child class Daughter which overrides the dance() method.

#parent class
class Mom:
#overridden method
def dance(self):
print("Mom is dancing")
def cook(self):
print("Mom is cooking")
#child class
class Daughter(Mom):
#overriding method
def dance(self):
print("Daughter is dancing ")
d = Daughter()
d.dance()
d.cook()

Share This
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Daughter is dancing
is cooking
 Mom
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Now when we call the object d, the modified version of the dance() method will execute which is clearly reflected in the output. Thus we can conclude that the daughter
class overrides the method of Mom class.
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In this tutorial you will master to handle the date and time in python with the help of examples. You will walk through different modules used to manipulate date and time
,how to read and print time in a specific format ,etc.
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Before digging deep into working of date and time let's walk through some old days to know about how computers count the time. Pointing to the fact, almost all

Python Generators

 Python datetime formatting

computers are counting time based on Unix Epoch time which is 00:00:00 UTC on 1 January 1970.UTC (Coordinated Universal Time ), often known as GMT( Greenwich

 Python datetime objects
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 What is timedelta class in python

 Format codes for strftime() and strptime()

Python Inheritance

Mean Time) refers to the time of longitude at 0°.
Like other programming languages ,python too embraces the Unix Time concept whose standard library comprises a popular module named time. The time module got
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a function called time() which outputs the number of seconds since the unix epoch time.
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>>> time.time()
1599329118.616698
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This Unix time representation is incredibly difficult for humans to parse,hence it needs another way to convey the time to users. It can be accomplished by converting the
Unix time to UTC which again converts to local time with the help of time zone offsets.the database of all values for the timezone offset is maintained by the Internet
Assigned Numbers Authority in short known as IANA.

Date and Time Standardization
Since it was difficult for humans to determine the time in seconds, the time format was calculated in terms of years ,months,days, hours and so on. The world we live in
is filled with diversity in every aspect like geographically , linguistically , culturally etc. so it became a necessity to standardize the time format to steer clear of all
unnecessary complexity and communication mistakes. The International Organisation for Standard brings up ISO -8601 which specifies the date format should be in the
order of most significant to least significant data. To be clear the standardized date format is as follows:

YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS

Where YYYY denotes the year in four digit ,MM and DD gives the two digit representation of Month and Day. Similarly HH,MM and SS represents the two digit form of
hours, minutes and seconds.
The key benefit of this is to avoid the ambiguity of date formats. For instance MM-DD-YYYY or DD-MM-YYYY oftenly misinterpreted when the value of month is a valid
number.
Join Us

Python date and time modules
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Python offers three distinct modules to work with Date and Time . They are listed as follows:
1

Calendar module

2

Datetime module

3

Time module

Let’s start our learning with module datetime which helps to manipulate both date and time in python.

Constants in Datetime Module
Get the minimum and maximum year represented in a system can be exported using the two constants MINYEAR and MAXYEAR in the datetime module.
The MINYEAR returns the smallest year number allowed in date and datetime objects, which is 1 while the MAXYEAR gives the largest year number representation
permitted in date and datetime objects which is 9999 .

import datetime
#constants in datetime Module
import datetime
print(datetime.MINYEAR)
print(datetime.MAXYEAR)

1
9999

Classes in Datetime Module
To manipulate the date and time , Python datetime module contains the following classes which are tabulated here.
Class

Returns or Description

Attributes

datetime.date

An idealized date

Year, month and day

datetime.time

An idealized time

Hour,minute,second, microseconds and tzinfo

datetime.datetime

Date and time combination

Year,month,day,hour, Minute,seconds, microseconds and tzinfo

datetime.timedelta

Duration between two instances

Weeks,days,hours,minutes,seconds,microseconds, milliseconds,

datetime.tzinfo

Timezone information

Nil

datetime.timezone

Implements tzinfo abstract base class

Nil

The objects of classes date,time,datetime and timezone are immutable and hence hashable. So these objects can be used as a key for a dictionary.

Python Date Objects
Date objects in python work with dates in an idealized Gerogian calendar. It represents a date in the standard form YYYY-MM-DD.

datetime.date(year,month,day)

Here the arguments are must and should be an integer with their stipulated ranges as follows:

●

Year must between 1 and 9999 inclusive

●

Month must between 1 and 12 inclusive

●

Day must be between 1 and 31inclusive , depends on year and month.

If any of the arguments failed to meet these range specifications ,then it encounters a ValueError.

How to get Date

1

Using today() method
The method today() is used to get the current local date.In this example we have imported the module datetime and we have created an object d_ob
for the class datetime.date which calls the method today() .

import datetime
#Current date
d_ob = datetime.date.today()
print(d_ob)

2020-09-06

The result provides you the current local date.

2

Using fromtimestamp() method
Unix timestamp is the time represented in the number of seconds between a specific date and January 1, 1970.for instance 1599468233 is a timestamp.
It is possible to convert a timestamp to actual date with the help of a method called fromtimestamp().

from datetime import date
ts = date.fromtimestamp(1599468233)
print('Date from Timestamp is',ts)

Date from Timestamp is 2020-09-07

3

Using fromisoformat() method
A date given in the form of string can be converted into standard format using the method fromisoformat() . This is a pretty cool method which always
outputs the date in the format YYYY-MM-DD.

from datetime import date
str = date.fromisoformat('2020-02-14')
print(str)

2020-02-14

4

Using fromisocalendar() method
The method fromisocalendar gives you the date when year ,week and day is passed as the argument .

from datetime import date
cal_date = date.fromisocalendar(year=2020,week=20,day=5)
print(cal_date)

2020-05-15

Python datetime objects
Now suppose if you want to get the current date along with time you can use the other class in the datetime module which is datetime.datetime .A datetime object is
an individual object which works with date object and time object.

datetime.datetime(year,month,day,hour=0,minute = 0,sec = 0,tzinfo = None)

The commonly used methods are listed below :

1

now() method for current date and time
Datetime class invokes the method now() as shown in the below example to get the current local date and time.

import datetime
#Current date
dt_ob = datetime.datetime.now()
print(dt_ob)

2020-09-06 15:39:27.272038

2

today() method for current date and time

import datetime
#Current date
dt_ob = datetime.datetime.today()
print(dt_ob)

2020-09-06 15:39:27.272038

You can also instantiate the datetime classes by passing keyword arguments as given in the example: The only difference is that here we are not
invoking any specific methods rather we provide the date and time.

from datetime import datetime
dt_ob3 = datetime(year = 2020,m = 29,hour = 6,minute = 30,sec
print(dt_ob3)

2020-10-29 06:30:45

It is also possible to retrieve individual entities like year alone or month alone or hour alone. This can be accomplished with dot notation.

from datetime import datetime
dt_ob = datetime(year = 2020,m = 29,hour = 6,minute = 30,sec
print('Current Year is',dt_ob.year)
print('Current time is ',dt_ob.hour)
print('Timestamp of the date is',dt_ob.timestamp())

Current Year is 2020
Current Minute is 6
Timestamp of the date is 1603938645.0

3

Using fromtimestamp() method

from datetime import datetime
ts = datetime.fromtimestamp(1599468233)
print('Date from Timestamp is',ts)

Date from Timestamp is 2020-09-07 12:43:53

What is timedelta class in python
Timedelta class is a class commonly used in datetime modules along with aforementioned classes to find the difference of two dates or time i.e the duration. In the
following example we have created two date objects d1 and d2 and their difference is stored in d3. Here, d3 belongs to the timedelta class. Similarly the difference of
two datetime objects gives you a timedelta object.

from datetime import date,time,datetime
from datetime import date,time,datetime
d1= date(2020,9,2)
d2=date(2019,9,7)
d3 =d1-d2
print('Difference is ',d3)
print("Type is ",type(d3))
t1=datetime(2020,9,2,11,45,30)
t2=datetime(2018,9,7,10,50,40)
print('time Difference is ',(t1-t2))

Output:

Difference is 361 days, 0:00:00
Type is <class 'datetime.timedelta'>
time Difference is 726 days, 0:54:50

How to Manipulate two timedelta Objects
To manipulate timedelta objects we initially need to import the timedelta class from the datetime module.

#timedelta objects difference
from datetime import timedelta
td1 = timedelta(weeks=2,days=3)
td2 = timedelta(weeks=1,days=5)
td3 = td1-td2
print(td3)

5 days, 0:00:00

Negative timedelta object

#timedelta objects difference
from datetime import timedelta td5 = timedelta(sec
td

= timedelta(sec

td7 = td5-td6
print(td7)
print(abs(td7))

-1 day, 23:59:30

Timedelta objects in seconds
To get the timedelta objects in seconds we can use the method called total_seconds() which expresses duration in seconds.
from datetime import timedelta

td1 = timedelta(weeks=2,days=3)
print(td1.total_seconds())

1468800.0

Python datetime formatting
We have discussed earlier that in different countries the format of date and time differ. For instance in the US the common date format they rely on is MM-DD-YYYY
whereas in the UK the format is DD-MM-YYYY. This creates an ambiguity if the month is a valid number. So a measure to handle this ambiguity is required in python, so
here comes the two formatting methods:

strftime()
Strftime method() is a formatting method defined in all three classes(date,time,datetime) to represent a given date,time and datetime as readable string.it contains only
one argument called format where we specify the format in which date is needed.
visualization below gives you better clarity on the concept.

Example of strftime() method

from datetime import datetime
t = datetime.today()
print(t)
f1 = t.strftime("%m/%d/%Y, %H:%M:%S")
# MM/DD/YYYY H:M:S format
print("Format 1:", f1)
f2 = t.strftime("%d/%m/%Y, %H:%M:%S")
# DD/MM/YYYY H:M:S format
print("Format 2:", f2)

Output:

2020-09-27 16:15:36.913768
Format 1: 09/27/2020, 16:15:36
Format 2: 27/09/2020, 16:15:36

strptime()
This is another formatting method which is supported by datetime objects only and is just the opposite of strftime() method. Here the datetime object gets created from
the given string. And it contains two arguments
1

A string of date and time (‘02-14-2020’)

2

Format for the string (%d/%m/%Y)

On the basis of the above two arguments it produces a datetime object as the result. The following visualization clears the idea.

Example of strptime() method

from datetime import datetime
Str = "June 5,2020"
print(Str)
dt_ob=datetime.strptime(Str,"%B %d,%Y")
print(dt_ob)

Output:
June 5,2020
2020-06-05 00:00:00

Value Error in strptime()
When the string and the format code passed to the strptime() method does not match, python will raise a ValueError For instance,

from datetime import datetime
Str = "June 5,2020"
dt_ob=datetime.strptime(Str,"%d %B ,%Y")
print(dt_ob)

Output:
ValueError: time data 'June 5,2020' does not match format '%d %B ,%Y'

Format codes for strftime() and strptime().
Directive

Meaning

Example

%a

Abbreviated version of weekdays.

Sun, Mon, …, Sat

%A

Complete version of weekdays.

Sunday, Monday, …, Saturday

%w

Weekday as a decimal number, where 0 is Sunday ,1 is Monday and 6 is Saturday.

0, 1, …, 6

%d

Day of the month as a zero-padded decimal number.

01, 02, …, 31

%b

Abbreviated version of month

Jan, Feb, …, Dec

%B

Complete version of month

January, February, …, December

%m

Month as a zero-padded decimal number.

01, 02, …, 12

%y

Short version of year excluding century

00, 01, …, 99

%Y

Full version of year including century

0001, 0002, …, 2013, 2014, …, 9998, 9999

%H

Hour as a zero-padded decimal number.- 24 hour

00, 01, …, 23

%I

Hour as a zero-padded decimal number- 12 hour

01, 02, …, 12

%p

AM or PM.

AM, PM

%M

Minute as a zero-padded decimal number.

00, 01, …, 59

Second as a zero-padded decimal number.

00, 01, …, 59

%S This
Share
%f
%z

Microsecond
a decimalnumber,
on the left.
 Facebook
 as
Tweet
Mail zero-padded
 Watsapp

000000, 000001, …, 999999

UTC offset in the form ±HHMM[SS[.ffffff]]

(empty), +0000, -0400, +1030, +063415, -030712.345216

 PreviousTime zone name
%Z

(empty), UTC, EST, CST

%j

001, 002, …, 366

Day of the year as a zero-padded decimal number.

Related Programs
%U

Week number of the year (Sunday as the first day of the week) as a zero padded decimal number.

Next 

VIEW ALL

00, 01, …, 53

%W
Week
number
the year (Monday as the first day of the week) as a decimal number.
01, or
…, not
53
find sum of
all items
in of
a dictionary
check if a date is00,
valid
%c

date and time local representation.

Tue Aug 16 21:30:00 1988

print multiplication table

printing all divisors of a number in a range

%x

Date local representation.

08/16/88 (None);08/16/1988 (en_US)

%X

Time local representation.

21:30:00

%%

A literal '%' character.

%
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Iterators in python
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Python - Iterators

In this python tutorial, you will master the elegant concept of iterators in python. You will also build your own iterator in python with the help of __iter__() and __next__()
methods with super handy examples.

Related Tutorials

VIEW ALL

Before going to the topic let's have a quick recap on what is iteration and what are iterables in python which we have already discussed in our tutorial Python Loop.
 What is an iterator

Iteration is the process of repeating a set of codes for multiple instances or until they meet the specific condition (Eg: for loop and while loop). Iterables refer to an object

 How to create an iterator

that can be repeated or iterated over(Eg: String, List, Tuples, etc).

Python Identifiers & Variables

Python Files
 How for loop works internally
 How to create your own iterator in python

What is an iterator

Python Fundamentals - Keywords

 What are infinite iterators
 How to stop iteration

An iterator in a python programming language is an object which is used to iterate over iterables in an iteration. An iterator stores the state of the iteration and hence it

Iterators in python

returns one item at a time. In python, Iterators are intrinsically implemented for loops, comprehension, generators, etc.
Python - Generators

OtherTutorials

How to create an iterator

Python - Regular expressions
Python - Closures
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Technically, an iterator object must employ the iterator protocol which contains two functions __iter__() and __next__(). The iter() function converts the iterables into
iterators while the next() function calls the next item in the iterable.

Python - Decorators
Python @Property Decorator

Str_list = ['Yellow','Orange','Red']
it_obj = iter(Str_list)
print(it)
print(next(it_obj))
print(next(it_obj))
print(next(it_obj))
print(next(it_obj))

Output:
Yellow
Orange
Red
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "iter_ex.py", line 17, in
print(next(it))
StopIteration

In the above code snippet, you can see the creation of an iterator and its implementation.

●

Initially, we have defined a list named Str_list , which contains three string elements ‘ Yellow ’,’ Orange ’, and ‘ Red ’.

●

Secondly, we created the iterator, it_obj , with the help of the iter() function which here converts the list to iterators.

●

Thirdly we use the function, print(it) assuming the outcome will be the iterator value i.e, the first element(yellow)in the list. Instead, it prints the object of the

Join Us
Contact mail...

iterator.

●

So to get the iterator value python has got an in-built function called next() . print(next(it_obj)) prints the first element in the list i.e. Yellow.

●

The next print(next(it_obj)) prints the next element in the list i.e. Orange.

●

The later print(next(it_obj)) prints the next element in the list i.e. Red.

●

The last and final

print(next(it_obj)) ended up in an exception StopIteration as the list has reached its end and has no more value to return.

From this, we understand that through the use of next() function we manually iterate over items in an iterable.
To make it more convenient we have another elegant way of iteration which is nothing other than for loop iteration. The same example can be implemented
automatically with the use of for loop as given below.

Str_list = ['Yellow','Orange','Red']
for i in Str_list:
print(i)

Output:
Yellow
Orange
Red

How for loop works internally
Before explaining how FOR loop works internally in Python, just look at the below code fragment and analyze it.

Str_list = ['Yellow','Orange','Red']
it_ob = iter(Str_list)
while True:
try:
i = next(it_ob)
print(i)
except StopIteration:
break

Output:
Yellow
Orange
Red

This is how the for loop is internally implemented. The for loop intrinsically creates an iterator object which then iterates the iterables like list using next() function inside a
while loop. When the iterable reaches the end and tries to iterate again, the program will halt and raise an exception.

How to create your own iterator in python
We have seen the working of iterators on built-in constructs. Now let’s try to create our own iterator i.e. the user-defined version. One thing we need to keep in mind is
that while creating an iterator we must implement the iterator protocol. To be specific we must use iter() and next()
So we let’s create an iterator to produce an outcome with the square of even numbers. The output will take the form.

class Pow:
def __iter__(self):
self.a = 0
return self
def __next__(self):
x = self.a**2
self.a =

self.a + 2

return x
even = Pow()
it_ob = iter(even)
print(next(it_ob))
print(next(it_ob))
print(next(it_ob))
print(next(it_ob))
print(next(it_ob))

Output:
0
4
16
36
64

What are infinite iterators
When you observe the above code you can notice that no termination steps were included in the code which implies the iterator will iterate infinitely. To understand it
clearly let's use ‘for loop’ to iterate our class Pow .

for i in Pow():
print(i)

Output:
0
4
16
36
64
100
.
.
.

Those iterators which iterate infinitely are referred to as infinite iterators. While coding this is not a fair practice and hence we must be careful to include the termination
statement in the program.

How to stop iteration
So now we are aware that we need to halt the iteration to prevent the never-ending iteration. To accomplish that we use a StopIteration statement inside the next ()
function as shown in the below code snippet.

class Pow:
def __init__(self, max =0):
self.max = max
def __iter__(self):
self.a = 0
return self
def __next__(self):
if self.a<=self.max:
x = self.a**2
self.a =

self.a + 2

return x
else:
raise StopIteration
even = Pow(5)
it_ob = iter(even)
print(next(it_ob))
print(next(it_ob))
print(next(it_ob))
print(next(it_ob))
print(next(it_ob))

Output:
0
4
16
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "iter_ex.py", line 47, in
print(next(it_ob))
File "iter_ex.py", line 39, in __next__
raise StopIteration
StopIteration

The same code implemented with for loop is as follows:

for i in Pow(8):
print(i)

Output:
0
4
16
36
64

Share This
 Facebook

 Tweet

 Mail

 Watsapp

The key benefit of utilizing iterators in a program is that they save resources which signifies no special memory is needed for getting all the elements except a single
memory. Theoretically, it says infinite elements can be stored in finite memory.
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In this tutorial, you will master everything about generators in python. You will explore what generators are, how to create and manipulate generators, the significance of
keyword yield, how useful generators are in python, etc with the aid of simple examples.

Related Tutorials

Python - Iterators
Python - Generators

 What are generators in python
 How do we create generators in python



How generator function differ from normal
function

 Generator function and for loop
 Advantage of using generators

What are generators in python?

Python Decorators

From our previous tutorial, you have gained the knowledge for creating iterators in python which enables you to understand the working of loops at the back end. The use

Python Basic Operators

VIEW ALL

of the iter() method and next method, stop Iteration exception, etc makes the code more elongated. Moreover, it seems counterintuitive to memorize the facts for a
Python Inheritance

large data set or programs and automaticity is more welcoming in such cases for effective execution.
Generators, in python programming, are a special kind of function or expression which generates or yields results one at a time on iterating over a generator object. One

Python Identifiers & Variables

important feature that makes a generator more efficient than an iterator is the utilization of memory space. Generators usually operate on virtual sequences and are not
necessarily required to store the whole sequence in memory.

OtherTutorials
Python - Regular expressions
Python - Closures
Python - Decorators
Python @Property Decorator

How do we create generators in python?
In python, the two cool ways to create generators are using :

●

Generator Expression

●

Generator function using the yield keyword

Creating generator using Generator Expression
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The use of generator expression is one way of building generators in python. This method is more convenient for small data sets like lists in python. Generator expression
follows the syntax of list comprehension and hence we can use generator expression in areas where list comprehensions are utilized with a bonus of less memory
consumption. The series or sequence are maintained virtually and no need to keep the whole sequence in the memory.
To understand the concept of generator expression more clearly let us examine the following simple and elegant example which shows how list and generator differ from
each other.

Program 1

Str_list = ['Yellow','Orange','Red']

#

list comprehension

list = [x for x in Str_list]
# print the type
print(type(list))

Join Us

# Iterate over items in list and print -1st time
for item in list:

Contact mail...

print(item)
# Iterate over items in list and print -2nd time
for item in list:
print(item)

Output:
Yellow
Orange
Red
Yellow
Orange
Red

Program 2

Str_list = ['Yellow','Orange','Red']

# Creating a generator using generator expression
gen = (x for x in Str_list)
# Print the type
print(type(gen))
# Iterate over items in generator object and print -1st time
for item in gen:
print(item)
# Iterate over items in generator object and print -2nd time
for item in gen:
print(item)

Output:
Yellow
Orange
Red

From the above code snippet, you can observe the following:
1

In both cases, we use the same list Str_list which contains strings of colors like Yellow, Orange, and Red.

2

In the second line in the Program 1, we created a list object called list while in Program 2 we created a generator object named gen.

●

When you observe carefully you can spot the first difference,i.e, to create list square brackets are used while to create generators we use

parentheses or round brackets.
3

Thirdly we try to check the type of objects created and print them. So we will get for list object and for generator object.

4

In the fourth step, with the help of a for loop we iterate over each item in the list object and generator object and its corresponding result is printed. Both
produce the same result apparently.

●

The second main difference lies in the way the list and generators keep their items in the memory. List stores all items in the memory at once

while generator does not store whole items at once rather it creates items one by one on the go and displays it while storing the status of the item
and on the next call, it removes the previous item from the memory.

●

To verify this we can use the len() method to check the length of the list and generator we created. len(list) will give you 3 as an outcome

as the list contains 3 items but len(gen) will throw a Type Error stating generator object has no length.
5

Finally, we attempt to iterate and print both the list and generator.

●

Surprisingly this led us to the third difference - Iteration can be performed on a list as many times as we can and on the other hand iteration on

a generator is constrained to once.

Creating a generator using the Keyword yield

The Keyword yield plays a vital role in building a generator function in python. The statement that contains the keyword yield is referred to as yield statement. A yield
statement in the generator function is used to control the flow of execution of a function as done by the return statement in the normal function.
To make it more clear let us create a generator function using yield to print a list of colors.

colours = ["Yellow", "Orange", "Red"]
def print_colours(colours):
for c in colours:
yield c
colour_generator = print_colours(colours)
for c in colour_generator:
print(c)

Output:
Yellow
Orange
Red

In the above code snippet, we have created a generator function print_colours with the help of a yield statement. The colour_generator is the object of the generator
function which stores the special iterator named generator returned by the generator function. To print the elements inside a generator we have to either use the loops or
next() function, here we use ‘for loop’ and hence all values in the generator listed at once.

How generator function differ from normal function
Before discussing on the difference examine the below codes to print the list of colors:

Normal Function

clr_list =["Yellow", "Orange", "Red"]
def print_colours(clrs):
for c in clrs:
return c
C_List = print_colours(clr_list)
print(C_List)

Output:
['Yellow', 'Orange', 'Red']

Generator Function

clr_list =["Yellow", "Orange", "Red"]
def print_colours(clrs):
for c in clrs:
yield c
C_gen = print_colours(clr_list)
print(C_gen)
print(next(C_gen))
print(next(C_gen))
print(next(C_gen))
print(next(C_gen))

Output:
Yellow
Orange
Red
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "gen_ex.py", line 62, in
print(next(C_gen))
StopIteration

When you observe both code snippets you will see the below findings.

●

The generator function contains the yield statement inside the function print_colours() while the normal function has the return statement inside the function

print_colours().

●

On function call, the generator is returned by the generator function while the list is returned by the normal function.

●

Both return and yield statements are used to control the flow of execution and the key difference is that ;

●

●

The return statement will terminate the whole function by returning the complete values in the list.

●

The yield statement will only suspend the function for now by returning the yielded value.

C_List contains the complete list while C_gen contains the special iterator called a generator. This can be verified by printing them

●

We get the entire list ["Yellow", "Orange", "Red"]when the print(C_List) statement gets executed while we get the output <generator object print_colours at

0x032ECB18> when print(C_gen) gets executed. This implies that no element in the list is stored in the memory only an iterator is created.

●

In the generator function, we need some special methods like next() to activate the execution of the function whereas the normal function doesn't need.

●

When the next() function is encountered the generator function print_colours will start execution until it hits the yield statement.

●

The yield statement will return the yielded value to the caller while suspending the execution of the function. The yield statement will always save the

state of that function and hence will not iterate over elements that are already visited.

●

This will repeat until the next() function throws a StopIteration exception when no elements are present in the list.

●

In the above example, you can see we have used the next() function 4 times while the list contains only 3 elements and so the first three next() function

returns the 3 elements( Yellow, Orange, and Red) and the fourth next() function raises the StopIteration exception.

Generator function and for loop
Now we are well acquainted with generators and how it is working behind the scene. The use of next() function is not a fair practice since we need to mention it multiple
times. Loops can overrule the next() function since it is more convenient. See the below example to reverse a list.

# generator to reverse a list
def reverse_list(clr_list):
length = len(clr_list)
for i in range(length-1, -1, -1):
yield clr_list[i]
# using for loop to reverse the list
for list in reverse_list(["Yellow", "Orange", "Red"]):
print(list)

Output:
Red
Orange
Yellow

In this script, the execution starts with calling the generator function reverse_list inside the for a loop. The generator function will reverse the given list with the aid of
range() function. The range() function inside the for loop is used to get the index of the list in reverse order. Thus we are yielding list elements in the reverse order. Since

the function call is written inside the for loop, it executes till the last element is encountered.

Note: Python generators work well with all iterables.

Advantage of using generators
The two main advantage of using generators is:

●

Compared to iterators generators are more efficient and easy to implement with a few lines of code.

Share This

●

Since generators use virtual space for storing the state of a function, we can say generators are memory-efficient when it comes to large data sets.
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In this tutorial, you will learn what a regular expression is and how it is useful in programming and how to implement pattern matching with the aid of some simple
examples and figures. In addition, you will learn to import the module ‘re’ which covers some useful functions like a match, search,findall, etc.

Related Tutorials
 The re Module in python



Metacharacters.Metacharacters for character
class

Before discussing regular expression, let us think of specific functionality that we use in our daily life intentionally or unintentionally, that is, searching strings using “find”,
finding and replacing strings using “find and replace”, in word processors and text editors, and validating the inputs like email and passwords, etc. How are these

Python Oops - Classes & Objects

What is a regular expression?
Python Functions

 Grouping Constructs

A regular expression is a sequence of characters that define some sort of search pattern. In a programming context, Regular expression plays a vital role since it defines

 Metacharacters for escaping

a search pattern for a sequence of characters. Regular Expression is abbreviated as Regex.

 Special sequences

For instance,

Python Overloading And Overriding

 Regular Expression Functions
 Match Objects

Python Date and Time

happening? The answer is in this tutorial.

 Metacharacters for quantifiers
 Boolean Metacharacter
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a*b = {b,ab, aab,aaab,aaaab,.......}
ab* = { a,ab, abb, abbb, abbbb,.....}
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Here, a*b and ab* are regular expressions with languages {a,b} and * denotes zero or more.

The re module in python
Now let's start learning the implementation of regular expressions in Python, where to start, and how to start. In python, functions and methods for regular expressions
are lodged in a module named re. So to perform any Regex functionality it is a must to import the re module. Below shows the prototype to import re module:

import re

Metacharacters
The power of regular expression is enhanced with the loom of special characters named meta characters. Metacharacters, in a regular expression, are characters that
have special meaning to computer programs. Opening and closing square brackets ([]) , carat^ , dollar($),Period(.),Vertical bar(|), asterisk (*),plus(+), question mark(?),
opening and closing curly braces({}), parentheses (), backslash( \) etc are some of the metacharacters used in Regex.
Based on the operations,metacharacters can be categorized as below:

Join Us
Contact mail...

Metacharacters

Metacharacters for character class
[] - Square brackets

1

The square bracket is a metacharacter in regular expression which is used to define a character set. In other words, characters inside the square
brackets form the character set and try to match any single character in the square bracket.
Example :

Example of Square brackets

For better understanding, the regular expression can be visualized as

1

Square brackets for Character set range:
Using square brackets [] we can also represent a range of characters. “-” (hyphen) is used to represent a range of characters. For
instance,

In this example,
[a-d] is a regular expression that is analogous to [abcd]
[0-4] is also a regular expression that is analogous to [01234]

2

●

[a-z] - means all alphabets (a to z) can be used in regex.

●

[0-9] - means all digits from 0 to 9 can be utilized in regex.

Negation of set range
It is also possible to invert the character set range. This can be done by placing a caret(^) symbol immediately after the opening of the
square bracket. This can be viewed as :

●

[^aeiou]: this will give you all alphabets except vowels

●

[^0-5]: matches with all digits except 0,1,2,3 ,4 and 5.

.- Period

2

The dot or period which specifies a wild card matches any single character other than a newline character. The number of dots represents the number of
characters that can be included.

Example of Period symbol

^ - Caret

3

The metacharacter, ^(caret symbol) usually prefixed with a character indicates that the regular expression starts with that specific character.

Example of ^(caret symbol)

$ -Dollar

4

The metacharacter, $(dollar symbol) usually suffixes with a character denotes a regular expression that ends with that particular character.

Example of $(dollar symbol)

Metacharacters for quantifiers
Quantifiers in a regular expression represent the occurrences of a character, metacharacter, or a character set. *,+,? and {} belong to quantifiers.

* - Asterisk:

1

The Star or asterisk symbol (*) tells the zero or more occurrence of a pattern in the string.

Example of Asterisk

+ - Plus

2

The plus symbol (+) indicates one or more occurrences of a pattern in the string.

Example of The plus symbol (+)

? - Question Mark

3

The question mark(?) represents zero or one occurrence of a pattern in the string.

Example of question mark(?)

{} - Curly Braces

4

Curly braces also belong to the category of quantifiers which is used to represent the repetition of certain characters or metacharacters or character
sets. Braces can take the following forms:
{n}

The preceding character is repeated exactly n times.

{n,}

The preceding character is repeated at least n times

{ ,m}

The preceding character is repeated utmost m times

{n,m}

The preceding character repeated between n and m times, both inclusive.

Example of Curly braces

Boolean Metacharacter
| - Alternation

1

The alternation is commonly used for accomplishing the Logical OR operation by representing this or that. This can be accomplished by pipe symbol (|)
and it matches a single regular expression with any of possible regular expressions.
A regular expression of the form <regex-1>|<regex-2>|....|<regex-n> matches with utmost one of the <regex-i> .

Example of alternation

Grouping Constructs
Parenthesis ()

1

Grouping constructs splits the regular expression into small groups of subexpressions. Grouping can be accomplished with parenthesis() symbols.

Example of parenthesis ()

Application of groupings are:
Application of quantifiers to a sub-expression or group can be done easily.

1

Regex

Interpretation

Example/Matches

(Hi)+

+ Applies to entire character set

Hi HiHi HiHiHi

Hi+

+ Applies to the character “i” only

Hi Hii Hiiii

Allows to restrict alternation to part of a regular expression

2

Regex

Interpretation

Example/Matches

This is a car|bus

| applies to ‘This is a car ‘ and ‘bus’

This is a car bus

This is a (car|bus)

| applies to ‘This is a car’ and ‘This is a bus’

This is a car This is a bus

Helps to capture the part of search string matched by a group

3

With the help of a group construct, we can also extract some pieces of strings that match the subexpression or subpattern. Two methods associated
with group constructs to capture strings are group () and groups() which you will learn later in this tutorial.

Metacharacters for escaping
\ - Back Slash

1

The backslash (\) in the regular expression is used for escaping special characters including the metacharacters. By placing a backslash before
metacharacters will remove the special meaning of metacharacter and will specify it as a literal character itself. For instance, Metacharacter (?) Question
Mark can be considered as a literal character by putting a (\) character prior to it.
Also, the backslash is useful in cases where you are uncertain about the meaning of some characters and can be verified by placing the backslash before
the character.

Special sequences
In a regular expression, a special sequence is a sequence with a character prefixed with a backslash. Listed below are special sequences with their meanings and
examples for easy understanding

Regular Expression Functions
Now you are well acquainted with metacharacters and special characters used in regular expressions This section will teach you to implement them with some of the
common and often used regular expression functions. Listed below are popular functions associated with re module.
1

Match() - returns a match object on success and None if not.

2

Search() - returns a match object if a match is found, else return None.

3

Findall() - returns a list with all matches

4

Split()

- returns a list of string where the split has occurred

5

Sub()

- substitutes one or more matches

A detailed explanation of each function is provided below with simple and easy-to-understand examples.

re.match(pattern, string, flags=0)
Examine the below-given code which uses the match() function to validate email format.

import re
string = 'userName123@yahoo.com'
pattern = '^[a-zA-Z0-9+_.-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9.-]+$'
result = re.match(pattern, string)
if result:
print("Valid email format")
else:
print("Invalid email format")

Output:
Valid email format

In this example, we have used a match function to check whether the pattern matches with the provided string. Here we validate the email format with a regular
expression and if the test string does not follow the pattern an invalid email format will be printed as output.

re.search(pattern, string, flags=0)
Another method associated with the re module to manipulate regular expression is the search() method which takes two arguments - a pattern and a string. As its name
suggests, this method searches for the initial location where the pattern matches with the string. If it finds a perfect match, then re. search() will return a match object
else a None will be produced as the outcome. Following is the example:

import re
string = 'Python is a universal programming language developed by a Dutch Programmer called Guido Van Rossum in 1989 and released in 1991'
pattern ='\d'
result = re.search(pattern, string)
if result:
print("search successful")
else:
print("search unsuccessful")

Output:
search successful

Here, the result contains a match object.

re.findall(pattern, string, flags=0)
This method scans a string in the left to the right direction and returns a list of all the matches in the order found.

import re
string = 'Python is a universal programming language developed by a Dutch Programmer called Guido Van Rossum in 1989 and released in 1991'
pattern ='(\d+)'
result = re.findall(pattern, string)
if result:
print(result)
else:
print("search unsuccessful")

Output:
['1989', '1991']

In case there is no match found, then an empty list will be the outcome.

re.split(pattern, string, maxsplit=0, flags=0)
This method is slightly different from the above methods we have learned. In this method, the string gets split based on the pattern match and the outcome will be a list
of strings where the split has taken place. Observe the below example:

string = 'Python is a universal programming language developed by a Dutch Programmer called Guido Van Rossum in 1989 and released in 1991.'
pattern = '\d+'
result = re.split(pattern, string)
print(result)

Output:
['Python is a universal programming language developed by a Dutch Programmer called Guido Van Rossum in ', ' and released in ', '.']

In the above code snippet, the string splits when the digits are encountered. When there are no matches found, the spit() method returns a list with the original string.
Another peculiarity of the split method is the ability to limit the number of splits by specifying a value to the argument, max split.

import re
string = 'Python is a universal programming language developed by a Dutch Programmer called Guido Van Rossum in 1989 and released in 1991.'
pattern = '\d+'
result = re.split(pattern, string,1)
print(result)

Output:
['Python is a universal programming language developed by a Dutch Programmer called Guido Van Rossum in ', ' and released in 1991.']

Note:By default , value of maxsplit is zero (all possible splits)

re.sub(pattern, repl, string, count=0, flags=0)
This method replaces the matches with strings of the desired choice

import re
string = 'abc 123 def 456 ghi 789'
pattern = '[a-z]'
replace = '0'
result = re.sub(pattern,replace,string)
print(result)

Output:
000 123 000 456 000 789

Like split(), you can limit the number of replacements by setting the value to an optional argument, count. By default, the value of count is zero which means all possible
replacements will take place.

import re
string = 'abc 123 def 456 ghi 789'
pattern = '[a-z]'
replace = '0'
result = re.sub(pattern,replace,string,4)
print(result)

Output:
000 123 0ef 456 ghi 789

In the above methods, you have seen an optional parameter called flags which are modifiers used to control various aspects of matching. By default, flags are assigned
to zero.

Match Objects
Match objects in the regular expression are objects which contain the information about the search and the result. Match objects always contain truth values either True
or False. If there is no match then instead of a match object, None will be returned. Observe the output of the following code:

import re
string = 'I am 18 years old.'
pattern = '\d+'
result = re.search(pattern, string)
print(result)

Output:
span=(5, 7), match='18'

The match object has the following properties and methods to get the information of search and result:
span(): returns a tuple with starting and ending indexes of the match.
group(): returns the portion of the string that matches the pattern
String: returns the passed string

import re
string = 'I am 18 years old.'
pattern = '\d+'
result = re.search(pattern, string)
print(result.span())
print(result.group())
print(result.string)

Output:
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In this python tutorial you will learn everything about Closures, one of the important tools in functional programming . You will see what closures are in python, how they
are implemented and the benefits of using closures. At first you will grasp an idea on nested function and non local variables which are basic constructs for
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A nested function in simple terms, is a function defined inside another function. The functions defined inside are known as Inner functions and the function which
Python - Closures

 Nested Function with Non Local Variables

encloses the inner function is known as Outer function.
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Following is an example of a nested function

 Non Local Variables
 Important features of Closures

def OuterFunction(msg):

 Closure with argument
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def Innerfunction():
print(msg)

 Benefits of using Closures
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InnerFunction()
OuterFunction('Welcome to Learn eTutorials')

Python - Decorators
Python @Property Decorator

In the above code snippet, we have defined an OuterFunction which takes some text or message , here msg , as the argument. Also we have defined another function
inside the OuterFunction and named it as InnerFunction . The InnerFunction prints the msg which we have passed as an argument in the OuterFunction . Finally we
have called the inner function from the scope of OuterFunction . In essence, the OuterFunction encloses the InnerFunction and hence is also known as the Enclosing
function and the inner function is local to the outer function hence is also called as Nested function.
The calling sequence of the above code always starts with the main function where it calls OuterFunction(‘Learn eTutorial!!!’) which shifts the control to the
function OuterFunction(msg) where it encounters the function call InnerFunction() . The function calling sequence can be best visualized as follows:

Join Us
Contact mail...

Calling Sequence of nested function

When a function is declared inside another function then there takes place nesting of functions. Nesting can be done to any level but increasing the level ends up in high
complexity.

Non Local Variables
In the above code ‘msg’ is the only variable declared. From our previous we know that variables can be either declared globally or locally in a function based on the scope
and lifetime of variables present in that function or program. variables having life throughout the program are referred as global variables and those variables whose
scope is limited within a function are known as local variables. But there exists a third variant called non-local variables which mainly works with nested functions in
python.

When a variable is defined inside an enclosed function it is said to have non-local scope to its nested function. Such types of variables are known as non-local variables.
Non local variables are accessible to the function in which it is defined and to all its nested functions.
The scope of non local variable for the previous code snippet can be best visualised as follows:

Here, variable msg is the only variable declared in this program. Is msg a global or local or non-local variable?.

●

msg is not a global variable because it is not declared in the main function and does not have a global keyword.

●

Since msg is declared inside an enclosed function ,here OuterFunction() , 'msg' is a local variable to its enclosed function.

●

However you can see that msg is accessible to the nested function InnerFunction() . So can we claim that 'msg' is a local variable? The answer is NO. Here

'msg' is a non-local variable to its nested function.
Now let's see how we can differentiate local variables from non-local variables by making some changes to our previous code snippet .

Example: Local Variable Vs NonLocal Variable

def OuterFunction():
msg = 'Welcome to Learn eTutorials' #Local Variable
def InnerFunction(): # Nested Function
msg = 'PYTHON' # Non Local Variable
print('Inner: ',msg)
InnerFunction()
print('Outer: ',x)
OuterFunction() # Main Function

Keeping in mind the fact that local variables of enclosed functions are non local to their inner functions, any changes made to 'msg' in the inner function does not reflect
on 'msg' in the outer function.
Output:
Inner:
Outer:

PYTHON
Welcome to Learn eTutorials

From the above output it is clear that function InnerFunction() can access the variable 'msg' but it cannot change them. The inner function has just reassigned the
variable with new value only. This means a new local variable with the same name has been created in the nested function.

How to modify a non-local variable?
To modify a non-local variable we must declare it explicitly with the keyword nonlocal. By this way we can easily identify a non-local variable. Lets see the significance of
non-local keywords and what changes will happen to our previous code if we use them.

Example: NonLocal Variable

def OuterFunction(): #Enclosed Function
msg = 'Welcome to Learn eTutorials' #Local Variable
def InnerFunction(): # Nested Function
nonlocal msg
msg = 'PYTHON' # Non Local Variable
print('Inner: ',msg)
InnerFunction()
OuterFunction() # Main Function

Here, in this example we have explicitly declared msg with keyword non-local in inner function InnerFunction() and is assigned with a string value. The modification made
to msg in nested function reflected in enclosed function too.
Output:
Inner:
Outer:

PYTHON
PYTHON

From the output it is pretty clear that variable msg is neither a global variable nor a local variable.

Closures in python
Now we can learn about closures in python. For that we can consider our previous example of the nested function and let's see the conversion of the nested function to a
closure.
In order to transform a nested function to a closure we simply need to return the nested function without the parentheses . The structure of closure function is as shown
below.

Closure Strucuture

When the return value of a function depends on the values of one or more variables which are declared outside the function, then that function is said to be a closure
function.In the above example, the return value of InnerFunction depends on the ‘msg’ variable which is declared outside the InnerFunction

Important features of Closures
Closures binds the data with code
The first and foremost feature of closures in python is that closures encapsulate the data with code. The fact behind the name of closure is that it binds the non local data
in inner function code.
In the above code the return InnerFunction statement is not merely returning any value; instead it is returning the function itself when the OuterFunction is called. So
there arises the need of variable declaration to store this function.
Here in our example, we have declared a new variable get which stores the InnerFunction returned by the OuterFunciton . Since get contains the function we can
use get as a function and can call the function as get(). As the InnerFunction does not have any argument we don’t need to pass any arguments in get().

Example: Closure

def OuterFunction(msg):
def InnerFunction():
print('Inner: ',msg)
return InnerFunction
get = OuterFunction('Welcome to Learn eTutorials')
print(get)
print(get())

Now when we run the above code we would get the below output:
Output:
.InnerFunction at 0x01DF6148>
Inner: Welcome to Learn eTutorials
None

From the output it is clear that get() works as a function and prints the data binded to the code.

Closures remembers its context
A closure can be defined as a function object which memorizes the non-local variables in the enclosing scope regardless of its absence in memory.

Example: Closure

def OuterFunction(msg):
def InnerFunction():
print('Inner: ',msg)
return InnerFunction
get = OuterFunction('Welcome to Learn eTutorials')
del OuterFunction
OuterFunction('Welcome to Learn eTutorials')

In this code the OuterFunction is the enclosing scope which is deleted using the keyword del. Soon after deletion ,we try to call the OuterFunction again. What would be
the output?
Obviously , the python compiler will raise a Name Error stating that OuterFunction is not defined as shown below.
Output Error:
OuterFunction('Welcome to Learn eTutorials')
NameError: name 'OuterFunction' is not defined

Here comes the power of closure with its magic memorizing ability.

Example: Closure

def OuterFunction(msg):
def InnerFunction():
print('Inner: ',msg)
return InnerFunction
get = OuterFunction('Welcome to Learn eTutorials')
del OuterFunction
get()

Output:
Inner:

Welcome to Learn eTutorials

This means that the variable ‘get’ memorises some state of inner function even if the outer function is deleted.

Closure with argument
To understand about closures in better ways let us go through the one more example which provides an argument to the InnerFuction. So far we have not passed any
argument to InnerFunction.

Example: Finding nth power of a number using closures

def n_pow(exp):
def pow_of(base):
return pow(base,exp)
return pow_of
sec
print(second_pow(3))
print(second_pow(4))
print(second_pow(5))
print("\n")
third_pow = n_pow(3)
print(third_pow(3))
print(third_pow(4))
print(third_pow(5))
print("\n")
fifth_pow =n_pow(5)
print(fifth_pow(2))
print(fifth_pow(3))

Output:
9
16
25
27
64
125
32
243

In this example, we have an outer function named n_pow which passes an argument called exp . Also we have defined a function pow_of inside the n_pow which also
takes an argument base . The pow_of function is the local or nested function of the outer function n_pow and it returns the power of whatever argument we passed here.
Important point to be noted is that the argument exp is in the enclosing scope. Finally the outer function returns the inner function without parentheses which makes that
function as a closure.
The variable second_pow stores the state of inner function on function call and 2 is passed as the argument . Now the value of exponent becomes 2. So whenever we call
the second_pow function for any number it will produce the square of that base number. Here second_pow(3) passes 3 as the argument to base in the inner function and
function returns the square of 3 i.e 9. Similarly the third_pow variables on function call will give the cube of the specified numbers as shown in example.

Benefits of using Closures
●

Closures are perfect alternatives of class, especially when classes have single methods or few methods.

●

Closure helps to reduce the use of global variables

●

Closures are used as a callback function thereby providing data hiding to some extent.

●

Closures are used to replace hard coded constants

●

Closures are extensively used by python decorators about which you will learn in the coming tutorial.

●

Closures are applied to solve mathematical functions like composition, partial application , currying etc.
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In this tutorial you will learn what python decorators are and how to create and use them with the aid of simple examples. Before starting this tutorial let me reveal the
Python - Closures

fact that decorators are hard to understand! But we promise you that at the end you will master this topic unquestionably.
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Python - Decorators

What are decorators in python

Python Installation & Set up

Decorators are part of metaprogramming because they enhance the python code by adding extra functionality to the existing functions or classes at compile time.

Python String

A decorator can be defined as a function which takes another function and modifies the behaviour of later function in one way or another way without explicitly

Python Modules and Packages
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Passing function as an argument to another
function

 Returning functions from another function
 Writing your first decorator
 Syntactic Sugar
 Multiple decorators on a function
 Decorating functions with arguments
 Functools and wrapper

Python @Property Decorator

modifying the actual source code.
Python Inheritance

Before starting this tutorial let me suggest you to cognize with basic topics of
functional programming such that you can grasp the concept of decorators without any hassle. A brief idea on these basics are provided below.

OtherTutorials

Concept of objects in python:
Python is a beautiful language which utilises the concept of objects extensively. In python , literally everything is an object. Variables, constants , function and even class
is an object. Following example shows how a function works as an object.

Example : Function as object

def func1():
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print('Welcome to Learn eTutorials')
func1()
func2= func1
func2()

Output:
Welcome to Learn eTutorials
Welcome to Learn eTutorials

When the above code gets executed, both func1 and func2 produce the same output. This indicates that func1 and func2 refer to the same function object.

Nested function:
Python allows the defining of a function inside another function , generally termed as nested function or inner function. Following is a simple example of nested function.

Join Us
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def OuterFunction(msg):
def Innerfunction():
print(msg)
InnerFunction()
OuterFunction('Welcome to Learn eTutorials')

Passing function as an argument to another function:
Functions are first class objects in python. What that means is a function can be passed as arguments, assigned to variables or can be used as return values, just like
other objects(string ,list ,tuple etc) in python.

Example : Function as argument

def say_hello(name):
print('Hello',name )
def say_bye(name):
print('Bye',name )

def Greet(func, name):
return func(name)
Greet(say_hello,'TOM')
Greet(say_bye,'JERRY')

Output:
Hello TOM
Bye JERRY

In the above code ,say_hello and say_bye are two regular functions which take a string(name) as their argument. On the other hand,the Greet() function takes two
parameters , one is a function and other is a string variable. Among all functions defined, the Greet() is a higher order function because it takes another function as its
argument.

Returning functions from another function
In python it is possible to return a function from another function. In such situations function is regarded as return value. The following example returns the InnerFunction
from the OuterFunction.

Closure Strucuture

Here we are returning the InnerFunction without parentheses. This denotes that we are returning a reference to the InnerFunction which makes a closure. Checkout our
previous tutorial to learn more about closures.
Above mentioned four features of functions make decorator possible in python.

Writing your first decorator
Now let's start with a simple example and try to understand the program.

Example: First decorator program

def decor_func(func):
def wrap_func():
print( '<' * 32)
func()
print('>' * 32)
return wrap_func
def welcome():
print('\nWELCOME ALL TO LEARN ETUTORIALS\n')
greet=decor_func(welcome)
greet()

Explanation:

In the above example we have a regular function named welcome which takes no arguments and the purpose of the function is to print the given message “WELCOME
ALL TO LEARN ETUTORIALS”.
Now suppose you wish to decorate the function welcome() meantime you don't want to modify the source code. Is it possible ? The answer is yes. Decorators help you
to decorate a function without touching the source code.
In order to decorate the welcome() ,we have defined a decorator function decor_func which takes an argument and the argument is a function. Inside the decor_func()
we have again defined another function and name it as wrap_func which takes no argument. The wrap_ func() calls the function which is passed as the argument in
the decor_func and places it (func) in between extra functionalities that aim the modification . In our case we have included print() before and after the func . And finally
return the wrap function , thus becoming a closure.
The so-called decoration occurs in the below statement

greet = decor_func(welcome)

The function welcome() got decorated and the returned function is assigned to a name variable greet. The greet() , function call will produces the output and the output
will be something like this:
Output:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
WELCOME ALL TO LEARN ETUTORIALS
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

From the output it is pretty clear that we have decorated the function just like packing a gift. Here the decorator acts purely as a wrapper to the original function
maintaining its nature as it is.Thus enhanced the beauty of the function.

Syntactic Sugar
Syntactic sugar in computer science is syntax in the programming language that makes the code more and sweeter to use. The syntactic way to declare a decorator in
python is with the by using a @ symbol . The above code can be changed as follows :

Example: Syntactic Sugar

def decor_func(func):
def wrap_func():
print( '<' * 32)
func()
print('>' * 32)
return wrap_func
@decor_func
def welcome():
print('\nWELCOME ALL TO LEARN ETUTORIALS\n')
welcome()

With the use of such syntactic sugars we can express the codes more clearly and elegantly. Here ,

@decor_func
is equivalent to:
greet=decor_func(welcome)
greet()

Multiple decorators on a function
Python allows the chaining of decorators enabling the ability of using multiple decorators on a single function. Only thing you need to bear in mind is the order of
decorators you wish to apply on the function. Examine the following example to get a citing on stacked decorators.

#Stacked Decorators
def decor_func1(func):
def wrap_func():
print( '<' * 32)
func()
print('>' * 32)
return wrap_func
def decor_func2(func):
def wrap_func():
print( 'XO' * 16)
func()
print('XO' * 16)
return wrap_func
@decor_func1
@decor_func2
def welcome():
print('\nWELCOME ALL TO LEARN ETUTORIALS\n')
#greet = decor_func(welcome)
#greet()
welcome()

Output:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
XOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXO
WELCOME ALL TO LEARN ETUTORIALS
XOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXO
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The above program contains two decorator functions namely, decor_func1 and decor_func2 . These decorator functions are stacked in a specific order and hence
follows the pattern in the output. Initially we decorate function welcome with decor_func2 and then with decor_func1 . Now if we change the order of decor function the
output will be different . Observe the output of the below program.

#Stacked Decorators
def decor_func1(func):
def wrap_func():
print( '<' * 32)
func()
print('>' * 32)
return wrap_func
def decor_func2(func):
def wrap_func():
print( 'XO' * 16)
func()
print('XO' * 16)
return wrap_func
@decor_func2
@decor_func1
def welcome():
print('\nWELCOME ALL TO LEARN ETUTORIALS\n')
#greet = decor_func(welcome)
#greet()
welcome()

Output:
XOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXO
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
WELCOME ALL TO LEARN ETUTORIALS
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
XOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXO

So from this we can conclude that the order of decorator function matters while stacking.
Since decorators are similar to an ordinary function we can imply all the features of a function on decorators too. Decorators can be used in other functions and even in
other files simply by importing them. Hence, like functions, decorators are also reusable.

Decorating functions with arguments
When you observe the programs so far, you can notice that the inner functions were kept empty. This means no arguments were passed to the inner functions. However
at some point of time passing of arguments may be needed. Following is an example that divides two numbers and we apply decorators on it considering the possibility
of division by zero.

def check(func):
def inner(x,y):
print("Divide" ,x ,"by" ,y)
if y == 0:
print("Error: Division by zero is not allowed")
return
return x / y
return inner
@check
def division(a,b):
return a/b
print(division(10,2))

Output:
Divide 10 by 2
5.0

Here, in this example the decorator function is check which takes the function as its argument. The inner function also takes two variables x and y . The decorator
function checks whether variable y , which is the denominator part of the division is zero or not. If it is not equivalent to zero ,the output will be as above otherwise the
output will be as follows:
Divide 10 by 0
Error: Division by zero is not allowed
None

So here the decorator check we created suits best for the division function only. However we know that decorators are not limited to any single function; it can be used by
other functions also. A simple example of generic decorator to test the execution time is shown below:

from time import time
def timetest(func):
def wrapper(*args,**kwargs):
start_time=time()
result = func(*args,**kwargs)
end_time=time()
print("Elapsed Time: {}".format(end_time - start_time))
return result
return wrapper
@timetest
def pow(a,b):
return a**b
print(pow(500,5))
@timetest
def avg(n):
if n == 0:
return 0
else:
sum=0
for i in range(n+1):
sum=sum+i
return sum/n
print(avg(599999))

Output:
Elapsed Time: 0.0
31250000000000
Elapsed Time: 0.0957489013671875
300000.0

In this example the two function we defined are:

●

pow() to find the power of a number

●

avg() to find the average of n numbers

These two functions are decorated with a generic function called timetes t which determines the execution time. Here when you observe you can see that both
functions pass different numbers of arguments to the decorator. Even then the decorator runs flawlessly, Can you guess the reason for that ?
This is because in our program we have used the *args and **kwargs in the inner function wrappe r which enables the decorators ability to accept any arbitrary number
of positional arguments and keyword arguments.

Functools and wrapper
Ultimately what a decorator does is just wrapping or replacing our function with another function . You can witness this by trying to print the name of the function as
follows for the above program.

print(pow.__name__)
print(avg.__name__)

The output will be:
wrapper
wrapper

So we ended up losing the information of the functions that were being passed . One way to solve this is by resetting them within the inner function which is considered
not as an elegant method.
Luckily python has an alternative way, i.e, we can exploit the functools module which contains functools.wraps. Wraps is a decorator that decorates the inner function by
taking the passed function and copies the attributes like name , docstring, signature etc to the attributes of the inner function.
Examine the below program which shows how we decorated the above example without losing information.

from functools import wraps
from time import time
def timetest(func):
@wraps(func)
def wrapper(*args,**kwargs):
start_time=time()
result = func(*args,**kwargs)
end_time=time()
print("Elapsed Time: {}".format(end_time - start_time))
return result
return wrapper
@timetest
def pow(a,b):
return a**b
print(pow(500,5))
@timetest
def avg(n):
if n == 0:
return 0
else:
sum=0
for i in range(n+1):
sum=sum+i
return sum/n
print(avg(599999))
print(pow.__name__)
print(avg.__name__)

Output:
Share This
Elapsed
Time: 0.0
 Facebook
 Tweet
 Mail
31250000000000
Elapsed Time: 0.09993958473205566
300000.0
pow
 avg
Previous
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self.age=age
self.data = '{} is {} years old'.format(self.name,self.age)

 The Property Function

Now we have created the class and the next step is that we want to create an instance for the class License. Here L i s the instance with two values and with the help of
a dot operator(.) we can access the values of attributes in the class as shown below.
Now we have created the class and the next step is that we want to create an instance for the class License. Here L i s the instance with two values and with the help of
a dot operator(.) we can access the values of attributes in the class as shown below.

L = License('Tom',25)
print(L.name)
print(L.age)
print(L.data)

Output:

Tom
25
Tom is 25 years old

Join Us
Contact mail...

When you observe the code snippet you can see that self.name and self.age are primary attributes while self.data is a derived attribute.

When to use @ property
Suppose that at some stage you wish to change the value of any of the attributes in the class anticipating the changes you made will reflect in the program wherever you
use the attribute(which is changed). But in reality, this does not occur.
In our case let’s say you wish to change the age after instantiation and to do that we assign L.age with 15 as shown below.

L = License('Tom',25)
print(L.name)
L.age = 15

#assigned new age

print(L.age)
print(L.data)

Actually, the expected output will be something like this: L.age as 15 and L.data as Tom is 15 years old. But the output we received is :

Tom
15
Tom is 25 years old

Here, you can see the age attribute changes to 15. But the age in self. data attribute remains the same without being updated.
The reason behind this issue is In class if you change the value of an attribute, the other attributes which are derived from that class won't automatically update.
So the chance to break the code is high if changes made to the class won’t automatically update in their derived class.
So how can we fix this problem?

Attribute to Method Conversion
One way to solve this problem is by converting the self.data attribute in the class to a method, getdata() as shown in the below example.

class License:
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.age=age
def getdata(self):
return '{} is {} years old'.format(self.name,self.age )

Now the class has been modified by removing the attribute and adding a new method. So in effect, our class now has no attribute named self.data in spite, we have a
method getdata() .
Since getdata() is a method we have to be careful while calling this method. Because if we call the method without parentheses as shown below, we will end up in
attribute error.

L = License('Tom',25)

# Instance

print(L.name)
L.age = 15
print(L.age)
print(L.getdata)

# missing parantheses,getdata is a method not an attribute

The output you receive will be like:

Tom
15
<bound method License.getdata of <__main__.License object at 0x038CB580>>

So the whole program should be like this :

class License:
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.age=age
def getdata(self):
return '{} is {} years old'.format(self.name,self.age )
L = License('Tom',25)
print(L.name)
L.age = 15
print(L.age)
print(L.getdata())

#calling method

Output:

Tom
15
Tom is 15 years old

In a nutshell, all the programs that implement the above class have to alter their code wherever they are encountering self.data with getdata() . If the client-side code
has hundreds and thousands of lines then it would definitely be troublesome.

Solving using @property decorator
So the perfect solution that python offers is to convert the method as a property. This can be achieved by adding a @property decorator prior to the method’s definition
which allows using of the method as an attribute. As a result that, the getdata() method can be accessed as an attribute in place of the method with (). The following
example illustrates the use of @property.

class License:
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.age=age
@property
def getdata(self):
return '{} is {} years old'.format(self.name,self.age )

L = License('Tom',25)
print(L.name)
L.age = 15
print(L.age)
print(L.getdata)

#calling method as attribute

This code snippet will give you the same output but here you can see that we have removed parentheses () while calling the method decorated with @propertyi.e
getdata(). Because by using @property the getdata() method is accessed as an attribute thus enabling our code as loosely coupled with the client code. The below
sequence in the above code is generally known as the getter method which is used to retrieve the value in an attribute .

@property
def getdata(self):
return '{} is {} years old'.format(self.name,self.age )

The Setter Method
Like the getter method, in python, we have a setter method that is used to set values to an attribute in class thereby ensuring the principle of encapsulation of data.
While defining a setter method you need to follow some rules which are listed below:

●

The syntax of setter method is @{methodname}.setter

●

The name of both the setter and getter method should be the same

●

The value that is set by the user is always accepted as an argument in the setter method.

Imagine that our client wants to change his age as he reaches 18 and to achieve this need from the client-side we need to inculcate setter method property to our class
thereby helping the client unknowingly. Our program will change too as follows:

class License:
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.__age=age
@property
def getdata(self):
return self.name,self.__age
@getdata.setter
def getdata(self,age):
if age < 18:
print('Sorry {}, You are ineligible for License.'.format(self.name))
self.__age=age
else:
print('Congrats {},You are eligible for License'.format(self.name))
self.__age=age

L1 = License('Tom',25)
print('Before setting',L1.getdata)
L1.getdata=15 #age set to 15
print('After setting values changed to',L1.getdata)
print('-'*30)
L2 = License('Chris',17)
print('Before setting',L2.getdata)
L2.getdata=18 #age set to 18
print('After setting values changed to',L2.getdata)

Output:

Before setting ('Tom', 25)
Sorry Tom, You are ineligible for License.
After setting values changed to ('Tom', 15)
-----------------------------Before setting ('Chris', 17)
Congrats Chris,You are eligible for License
After setting values changed to ('Chris', 18)

In this program, we have added the setter method which validates the age. By checking whether the age is below 18 or not. If the age is below 18 the class will print the
message that the person is not eligible for occupying license and if it is above 18 then the person is eligible for a license.
The statement self._age = age sets whatever the updated age given by the client to the private attribute thereby providing the data hiding feature. In our output, you
can observe initially the age of Tom was 25 and later the age was set to 15 by the client. The same reflects in our private attributes also.
So now our class will automatically update the derived attributes whenever the changes are made to base attributes and vice versa.

The deleter method
Another method associated with @property is the deleter method which is used to delete the attributes from the memory.
Let’s implement our deleter method to our getdata. Like the setter method, the special syntax to implement deleter is @{methodname}.setter which should be
mentioned before the deleter method. The name of the deleter method should be the same as the method that applies to @decorator .
Here we are planning to delete the unwanted data from the memory. In our case, we are deleting the data of persons who are ineligible for License. Now to our previous
example, we have added the deleter method as illustrated in the following example

class License:
def __init__(self,name,age):
self.name=name
self.__age=age
@property
def getdata(self):
return self.name,self.__age
@getdata.setter
def getdata(self,age):
if age < 18:
print('Sorry {}, You are ineligible for License.'.format(self.name))
self.__age=age
else:
print('Congrats {},You are eligible for License'.format(self.name))
self.__age=age
@getdata.deleter
def getdata(self):
del self.name
self.__age=None

L1 = License('Tom',25)
L2 = License('Chris',35)
print('Deleting....')
print(L1.getdata)
del L1.getdata
print(L2.name)
print(L1.age)

Here we have defined our deleter method by deleting the name attribute with del keyword and the other way to delete the attribute is by assigning the attribute age with
None .

Using the del keyword we have deleted one of our instances, L1 and to confirm the deletion we have attempted to print the age in that instance. The following output
will clear all the doubts.

Deleting....
('Tom', 25)
Chris
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "C:\Users\TP-E540\Desktop\PY PRO\atpro_ex.py", line 188, in
print(L1.age)
AttributeError: 'License' object has no attribute 'age'

The Property Function
In python, we have the property () function which can be used instead of the @ property decorator. The property() function is a built-in function that returns a property
attribute in front of the getter, setter, and deleter.
Syntax
The syntax of property() is

property(fget=None, fset=None, fdel=None, doc=None)

Where,

●

fget(): is the function used to get the value of the attribute

●

fset(): is the function used to set the value to the attribute

●

fdel(): is the function used to delete the value of the attribute

●

doc: is the string used for documentation of the attribute

These four functional arguments are optional. So that we can create a property object simply as property() also.
A simple example illustration is given below :

class License:
def __init__(self, name,age):
self._name = name
self._age = age
def get_name(self):
print('Getting name and age')
return self._name ,self._age
def set_name(self, val):
print('Setting name to ', val)
self._name = val
def del_name(self):
print('Deleting name and age')
self._name = None
self._age = None
# Set property to use get_name, set_name
# and del_name methods
name = property(get_name, set_name, del_name, 'Data property')
L = License('Tom',25)
print(L.name)
L.name = 'Jerry'
del L.name

Output:

name and age
ShareGetting
This

('Tom', 25)
Setting name to Jerry
Deleting
 Facebook
name and
 age
Tweet

 Mail
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